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Meet three of the people who have taken part 
in the creation of this issue of Psychologies

Amerley Ollennu
Freelance writer
Amerley has worked as a beauty, wellbeing and 
lifestyle journalist for more than 10 years. This 
month, she tells us how a sudden change in her 
career path helped her reassess her plans (p26). 
‘An unexpected redundancy showed me that my 
sense of self-worth was intrinsically linked with 
achieving the work goals I’d set out,’ she says. 
‘Career coaches motivated me to create my own 
brand and taught me to re-evaluate my plans, 
identify my passions and trust the process.’

Julene Harrison
Illustrator
Julene specialises in paper-cut art and 
illustrations. Her distinctive work has been 
featured across Europe and America. This 
month, she illustrates our ‘Detox Myth’ feature 
(p88). ‘Trees seem to be a recurring theme 
in my work, but the tree in this illustration 
is di� erent,’ she says. ‘It’s magical because the 
fruit is all the pills and potions recommended 
to us when we undertake a detox.’

Katie Griggs
Humanitarian worker and writer
When Katie decided to invite a pregnant Nigerian 
refugee to stay, it changed her life. She now works 
in a refugee camp on the German border. ‘Getting 
to know people who have experienced te rrible 
things, yet remain positive, is very inspiring,’ she 
says. This month, Katie writes about her Syrian 
friend Eda, whose sense of identity has been 
upturned (p30). Read Katie’s blog at lifelabs.
psychologies.co.uk/users/8377-katie-griggs

C O N T R I B U T O R S
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Join our tribe! Connect with us on our 
website at psychologies.co.uk and on 
social media. Share your comments, photos 
and inspiration on Twitter (twitter.com/
PsychologiesMag), Facebook (facebook.com/
Psychologiesmagazine), and Instagram 
(instagram.com/psychologiesmagazine).

G E T  I N  T O U C H

Finding answers together
This month in our 18-page Dossier, we’re pondering the question: how 
can we get healthy and happy? We can all feel a bit jaded when trying 
to tackle something that perhaps we’ve been trying to ‘fi x’ forever, 
but I hope this issue of Psychologies will inspire you to gently connect 
with your own wise voice and create a sustainable, long-term strategy 
that works for you – baby step by baby step.

After all, Psychologies is a magazine about fi nding the courage to live 
your life on your terms – ‘Your life, your way’ – is our ethos, and I hope 
this issue inspires you to do just that – with kindness to yourself. It’s not 
about inane positive thinking, it’s about fi nding creative ways to thrive.

So, how do you do that? Read Jane Alexander’s piece on page 52 about 
her week grappling with her inner demons and fi nding a way to let 
go of past conditioning. We also ponder some big questions – like who 
we are and what we want. Read Katie Griggs’ and Ellen Tout’s piece on 
identity on page 30 and, if it’s a career crossroads you’re struggling with, 
take a look at Amerley Ollennu’s article on page 26 about how to clearly 
identify the next career leap for you.

So whether it’s courage, strength or a question 
that helps you pinpoint the right answer, I hope 
you fi nd something in our magazine that can help 
you get to where you want to be.

We are reeling this month from the death 
of Sally Brampton, our inspirational columnist 
for many years. Read our tribute on page 130.

 

Suzy Greaves
Editor, with Oscar 
the office dog

editor’s letter
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Viewpoint
Let us know what you think of the magazine and each month we’ll publish the best letters

THE WINNER THIS MONTH
Admiring the view from the Hohensalzburg Castle in Salzburg, Austria, 

I spotted this amazing house. Completely surrounded by trees, in the 

middle of a field, it looks the perfect place to escape from the hectic world. 

The image shows me that everyone needs a little bit of their own space, 

to slow down and enjoy a simple life, even for a moment. Kinga Ston

SOBRIETY IS THE REAL BUZZ
After 30 years as a binge drinker, I read your 
feature ‘Drunk on life’ (May) with interest. 
I loved drinking – the anticipation, the buzz... 
I drank through my children’s childhoods and 
the jobs I somehow managed to hold down.

Then I came across an article by the founder 
of Soberistas (soberistas.com). 
I realised the ‘happiness’ that drinking brought 
rarely lasted more than an hour. In 2014, I had 
my fi rst sober Christmas and I’ve never looked 
back. I’m slimmer, fi tter and happier than
I have ever been. Carole

PHOTO COMPETITION

STA R LETTER

Would you like to showcase your talents in 
Psychologies? Each month, we ask you to 
submit a photo on a theme. We’ll print our 
winner in the next issue of the magazine 
and on psychologies.co.uk, and the winner 
gets a prize! The next theme is ‘Adventure’. 
Send your photo attached in an email, with 
your address, to pictures@psychologies.
co.uk by midnight on 30 June.*

EMAIL LETTERS@PSYCHOLOGIES.CO.UK THE THEME FOR THE NEXT PHOTO COMPETITION* IS ‘ADVENTURE’. DEADLINE: 30 JUNE

THIS MONTH’S 
STAR LETTER 

AND PHOTO COMPETITION PRIZE:

Gorgeous yoga gear from Ana Heart, worth £185.**

Win!  

PRIZE 
WORTH

£185
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THE POWER OF THE PEN
Martha Roberts’ ‘Signed, sealed, delivered’ 
(May) was wonderful. Letters have played 
an important part in my life. From writing 
to my dad when he was in the Falklands 
and having pen friends all over the world, 
to picking up love notes in my bag when 
my husband and I fi rst met... Those letters 
were savoured and cherished. As a result 
of the article, I have started writing letters 
by hand again and my husband loves 
fi nding love letters in his lunch box. Cheryl

IS THERE SOMEONE YOU’D LIKE TO THANK? SHARE YOUR LETTER OF GRATITUDE BY SENDING IT TO LETTERS@PSYCHOLOGIES.CO.UK

I’d like to thank…

THIS MONTH’S LETTER 
OF GRATITUDE WINS…

A year’s digital subscription 
to Psychologies, worth £28.99

� ar � � thcare w� ker,
You sat with me in a quiet room in the hospice two 
weeks before my mum passed away from cancer. 
I was crying and I felt upset; alone inside.

You put your arm around me and let me cry. 
You didn’t judge me. You showed me empathy 
and shared your wise words. It felt like someone 
really understood what was going on for me.

Until then it had seemed as if my life for the past 
few weeks had revolved around daily visits to see my 
mum deteriorate, watching her fade away. 
But, for those 15 minutes with you, there was some 
hope amid all the sadness and, as I got into the car to 
drive home, I felt as if some of the weight had been 
lifted. I had been listened to.

At such a di�  cult time, it meant so much for 
someone to sit alongside me and listen. To not o� er 
me empty words, but to take time to really listen. 
That will always stay with me. Thank you. 

L� � e
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I was saddened by Celia Imrie’s remarks 
about anorexia in her ‘Shared values’ 
interview (May). As a former anorexic and 
a mentor for young people, I fi nd her point 
of view irresponsible. Anorexics don’t want 
to be in that position, and ‘a good shake’ 
won’t make them better. I don’t believe 
the rise in this illness is due to being 
‘self-absorbed’, as Celia suggests. I believe 
the increase is a result of young people 
trying to maintain some sort of control 
in an increasingly complex world. Sheila

feedback

This 
month’s 
winner
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David Bowie and Prince are two 

icons remembered with murals – 

but we often overlook graffiti as  

an art form. This beautiful piece, 

Peacock Lady, has been exhibited 

alongside Banksy. Its artist, Miss 

Hazard, is recognised as one of the 

leading female graffiti artists and 

her tribal-inspired street art adorns 

walls across Europe. See her work 

in Bristol during the Urban Paint 

Festival from 23 to 25 July. 

EDITED BY  ellen TouT
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Retail therapy
A recent study** reveals we’re less likely 

to help each other when near a designer 

shop. Researchers simulated tripping over, 

dropping a bag and asking for help with 

a disabled friend at various retail spots. 

People were 52 per cent less likely to help 

if they’d just left a luxury shop, or if the 

shops were near. This may be linked to 

our competitive instincts, spurred on by 

the lavish brands. Counteract the e� ect 

with this vegan-friendly bag that combines 

luxury with ethical values.

OF WOMEN AGREE 
SELF-CONFIDENCE 
COMES FROM 
FEELING HAPPY 
AND IN CONTROL 
OF YOUR LIFE. 
75 PER CENT 
SAY HOW THEY 
LOOK DOESN’T 
INFLUENCE 
WHETHER THEY 
FEEL CONFIDENT 
OR SEXY †

84% 

TABLE FOR TWO
Too busy to sit down for lunch? Research* has found that the average adult eats 
10 meals alone each week, with our lunch wolfed down in just 12 minutes. Those 
aged over 55 are most likely to eat alone, and one in four say they rarely eat 
with others. However, research suggests that sharing a meal helps you to feel 
supported, satisfi ed and happier. The Big Lunch (www.thebiglunch.com) event 
aims to promote this boost to wellbeing and networking among communities. 
Join in on Sunday, 12 June and pause to share a plate with your neighbours.

TRISTIMANIA: A 
DIARY OF MANIC 
DEPRESSION 

by Jay Griffiths
(Hamish Hamilton, £16.99)
Jay Gri�  ths knew she was in 

trouble as, exhausted and stressed, 

she tried to fi nish work on her 

last book, Kith. ‘I could feel my 

mind on a slant, every day more 

o� -kilter,’ she said. At fi rst it was 

a scarily seductive state; her 

mind took fl ight, alight with ideas, 

connections and metaphors, but 

then everything careened out 

of control. She couldn’t sleep or 

eat, and she was tormented by 

suicidal thoughts and psychotic 

hallucinations. 

Determined to track the course of 

her illness, she kept detailed diary 

entries of her fl uctuating mental 

state and reveals raw truths of a 

year of su� ering in this luminous, 

devastatingly honest memoir. EF

Flamingo 
and Peacock 
mugs, £8.95 

each, Prezzybox

Book 
of the 

month

Flamingo 
and Peacock 
mugs, £8.95 

each, Prezzybox

Flamingo 
and Peacock 

£8.95 
Prezzybox

Join in on Sunday, 12 June and pause to share a plate with your neighbours.

Fiorelli Aspen 
Concertina bag, £73, QVC
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‘Negroland: A Memoir is a fi ercely intelligent 
account of race and class by writer and critic 
Margo Je� erson,’ says producer Jill Waters. ‘She 
was born in 1947, the daughter of a pediatrician 
and a fashionable socialite, and grew up 
surrounded by the comforts of a well-o�  family 
who were part of Chicago’s black elite. This is 
the world of “privilege and plenty” that she terms 
Negroland: “because I still fi nd Negro a word – of 
wonders – glorious and terrible, because I lived 
with its meanings and intimations for so long.” Jill 
Waters continues: ‘Margo’s story is one full of psychological and moral 
contradictions that makes for a really powerful listening experience.’

Margo Je� erson reads from ‘Negroland: A Memoir’, from Monday 13 June (abridged and 
produced by Jill Waters for The Waters Company). For a weekly digest of books programmes, 
sign up for the  BBC Books newsletter at bbc.in/1Lk0BAm

WE LOVE: Negroland: A Memoir 
(Granta Books, £12.99)
Our friends at Radio 4 tell us why 
you’ll find this book compelling:

the fi x

Planning to avoid airport queues 

with a staycation this summer? You 

could unwind in West Penwith in 

Cornwall (pictured) or explore one 

of the 31 UNESCO heritage sites on 

our doorsteps. Find inspiration in  

22 Ideas That Saved The English 

Countryside by Peter Waine and 

Oliver Hilliam (Frances Lincoln, 

£25). It celebrates our unspoiled 

British landscape and the stories 

behind conserving it. 

   ‘Appreciating our natural heritage 

is not just a joy, it is vital to who we 

are,’ says Andrew Motion, contributor 

and president of the Campaign 

to Protect Rural England.

Celebrating 
conservation

BOOKS TO SOOTHE THE SOUL
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‘Write a word, frame a 
picture or draw a line. It 
doesn’t matter what it is, 

or where you begin. When 
you take responsibility 
for your own creativity, 

everything changes’
MICHAEL ATAVAR

Michael Atavar runs workshops on creativity at The School 
of Life and will speak at the summer schools (16-20 July 

and 15-19 August). To win tickets, see psychologies.co.uk/
win-tickets-school-life-summer-event-and-signed-copy-peak

YOUTHFUL YOGI 
If you want to boost your mind’s 

youthfulness, sticking to regular 

meditation or yoga could help. 

Research†† shows that experienced 

meditators’ brains appear on 

average to be 7½ years younger, 

suggesting that the practice 

helps to protect our brain cells. 

Yoga has also been proven to 

increase not just our physical, 

but also our mental fl exibility. 

The charity OURMALA uses yoga 

to give refugees and asylum-

seekers the space to breathe 

and foster stability in their lives. 

Join them on International 

Yoga Day, 21 June, for the largest 

ever UK yoga fundraiser.

10am

PICTURES TO SHARE
Of the 850,000 people in the UK with dementia, 61 per 

cent have recently felt depressed or anxious*. For friends 

and family, it can seem impossible to break into their loved 

one’s world. A series of books from publisher Pictures to 

Share with nostalgic images, provide a talking point when 

‘normal’ conversation is di�  cult. Research** shows 

visual aids like these, or a family scrapbook, can enrich 

wellbeing, reduce isolation and help people reconnect. 

Psychic vibes 
Ever thought, ‘I knew that 

was going to happen’. 

Chances are you’re not 

psychic, but research*** 

suggests our brains 

can jumble up events. 

Researchers found that 

when people were rapidly 

shown images, they 

believed they had predicted 

30 per cent of the pictures. 

It seems that when we’re 

under pressure, our brains 

can’t keep up, and we trick 

ourselves into believing 

that we can predict what’s 

happening, helping us to 

feel in control. 

IS THE TIME OF DAY WHEN WE FEEL AT 
OUR BEST†. OUR SURROUNDINGS ARE MOST 
ATTRACTIVE THEN, WHICH UPLIFTS US

K by Kelly Hoppen 
signature message 

pendant, 
£60, QVC

Yoga pants, £60, 
Sweaty Betty

  ALWAYS RUNNING AROUND MEETING FRIENDS? RESEARCH SHOWS THAT PLANNING SET TIMES FOR SOCIALISING                           MAKES IT FEEL LIKE A CHORE. TRY BEING SPONTANEOUS TO MAKE YOUR FREE TIME FEEL LIKE 

School of Life lessons

the fi x

A Funny 
Old World, 
£15, Pictures 
to Share
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Directed by Isabel Coixet
We don’t always have a say in the new beginnings we face in life. This is 

true for literary agent Wendy (Patricia Clarkson) whose husband has just 

left her for another woman after decades of marriage. Faced with the 

enormity of her dependency on him, emotionally and physically, the one 

thing that stands out is her inability to drive, and the isolation and lack of 

control over her own life that it stipulates. When she meets Darwan (Ben 

Kingsley), a Sikh driving instructor on the verge of an arranged marriage, 

she begins to fi nd her freedom 

and confi dence with his help, 

and they begin to learn from 

each other and understand the 

new lives they are fi nding their 

feet in. Heartwarmingly human, 

the characters are fl awed but 

likeable, and most importantly, 

authentic. An enjoyable, 

thought-provoking watch. AR

OF MUMS SAY THEY 
NEEDED TO DEVELOP 
GREATER EMOTIONAL 
STRENGTH SINCE 
BECOMING A PARENT, 
WITH 73 PER CENT 
FEELING THAT 
THEY’RE THE 
PERSON LEADING 
THEIR FAMILY *

54% 

  ALWAYS RUNNING AROUND MEETING FRIENDS? RESEARCH SHOWS THAT PLANNING SET TIMES FOR SOCIALISING                           MAKES IT FEEL LIKE A CHORE. TRY BEING SPONTANEOUS TO MAKE YOUR FREE TIME FEEL LIKE YOUR TIME**

Learning To Drive

Film 
of the 

month



Manage 
your 
life 
load

Available in all good bookstores and online 

Reclaim 
your life!

If you need help in finding your real foCuS, so that you 

can spend more of those precious hours on the activities 

and people that matter to you, our brand new book can help:

✔    Play to your strengths and do more of what you love

✔    Stop overcommitting yourself 

✔    Develop systems that work 

✔    Give regular, focused attention to what you want to happen



Every month, Vanessa King, positive psychology expert at 
Action for Happiness and author of 10 Keys to Happier Living,

recommends a book to improve our happiness levels
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CREATE YOUR OWN HAPPINESS BOOK CLUB HERE: PSYCHOLOGIES.CO.UK/GET-YOUR-HAPPINESS-CLUB-STARTED

Be inspired, 
get happy

C reativity can be a rich source of enjoyment, 
fulfi lment, learning and growth, but we limit 
ourselves by thinking we can’t do it and that 

it’s all about artistic skill.
So this month, I’m recommending Wired to Create: 

Discover the 10 Things Great Artists, Writers and  Innovators 
Do Di� erently by Dr Scott Barry Kaufman and Carolyn 
Gregoire (Vermilion, £12.99). Backed by psychological 
research and neuroscience, it discusses habits of people 
who are known for their creativity, and encourages us to 
fuel our own. It busts some myths, such as: we’re either cre-
ative or we’re not. In fact, there are di� erent personality 
facets that facilitate creativity, which we all have. The good 
news is that we can learn skills and develop habits that help.

The more we play and explore and look at creativity 
from di� erent perspectives, the more likely we are to come 
up with creative ideas. Studies* have shown that people who 
innovate put more e� ort into trying to think di� erently 
when working on a problem than less innovative 
people. The more e� ort they put in, the more innovative 
the output! That’s something we can all try. 

It’s not all about working directly on the problem – time 
away from it is part of the process, too. It’s called incuba-
tion, and it allows our subconscious brain to get to work on 
fi nding those connections. Going for a walk and letting our 
minds wander can be e� ective.

It’s important to remember that creativity doesn’t 
always feel comfortable, and it often takes a certain amount 
of courage, because it means doing something di� erent or 
sharing an unconventional view.

3 QUESTIONS TO 
DISCUSS THIS  MONTH

● When and where do you have your best ideas?
● Think about a time when you felt scared to be 
creative – what would have helped give you courage?
● Pick one area in your life in which you’d like to be 
more creative. What different ideas can you explore 
for ways you could achieve this?

 J U LY 2 0 1 6  P SYC H O LO G I E S  M AG A Z I N E  17 

happiness book club



Chris Baréz-Brown invites you to join us for a year where we 
stop operating on autopilot and start living a life full of joy

Your one big thing
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FOLLOW THE GREAT WAKE UP! BLOGGERS AT LIFELABS.PSYCHOLOGIES.CO.UK/CHANNELS/297-THE-GREAT-WAKE-UP

Wake up now!
Author, speaker and Upping your 
Elvis founder Chris Baréz-Brown has 
teamed up with Psychologies to create 
a 12-month experiment to help us 
break our routines. We will introduce 
an experiment each week and, at the 
end of the month, review the results.

stop operating on autopilot and start living a life full of joy

M ost people’s lives are busy. 
It’s so easy for us to get up and 
plough straight on with the 

things that need to be done – and the next 
time we take a breath, the day is over.

Being busy is addictive. It is another strat-
egy we use to numb our emotions. Author 
and researcher Brené Brown explains: ‘We 
are a culture of people who’ve bought into 
the idea that if we stay busy enough, the truth 
of our lives won’t catch up with us.’ Being 
carried along on a whirlwind of tasks makes 
us feel as if we are needed and achieving 
something but, more often than not, we are 
using our energy on the stu�  that doesn’t 
count, but that shouts the loudest.

Before getting drawn into your to-do list, 
think of one big thing you need to achieve 
today. Take your time to get perspective 
on what’s most important to you. Take a deep 
breath, smile, and just see what comes 
to you. You’ll know when you’ve got it right, 
because you’ll feel excited about delivering 
it and you’ll know it will create real impact 
for you and/or those around you. Once 
you’ve identifi ed it, spend as long as you need 
to make it happen before getting distracted 
by the world calling for your attention. 
What’s your one big thing today?
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the great wake up!



Understand yourself and everyone else
with the game that gets you talking!

Who do you want to talk to?

Playing Packtypes is great fun. It gets
people talking, helping everyone find

the right words to express their feelings
and emotions.

Open up, get closer, cry, laugh, hug,
reflect, understand, motivate, forgive

and maybe fall in love.

Experience life changing ‘wow
moments’ as you discover new things

about yourself, your loved ones, friends,
classmates, teammates and people

you’ve just met.

Play at home, at parties, at school
and at work.

Discover what people love and
value about you. Believe in yourself,
appreciate strengths and differences

in others. Make great decisions.

See things differently, think differently, act differently; all through play!

Packtypes®, order yours today, £24.99
01548 856393 | info@packtypes.com | www.packtypes.com



“It’s not about 
perfection. It’s  
about purpose

T   his world of spoilers, teaser trailers and leaked 
albums makes it difficult to keep anything under 
wraps nowadays. The rule-breaker is Beyoncé 

Knowles Carter – who unleashes, seemingly out of nowhere, 
wave after wave of exceptional music and merchandise... and 
that irrepressible dancing.

Take, for example, her fifth studio album Beyoncé, a 
15-track pop monster with videos for every song, which she 
dropped unannounced in December 2013; her sportswear 
collaboration with Topshop, which all but broke the high 
street chain’s website on launch; and, more recently, the 
premiere on HBO of Lemonade, the film that accompanies 
her new album of the same name – “a conceptual project 
based on every woman’s journey of self-knowledge and 
healing” – and which seems to lay bare her rage and grief 
over infidelity in marriage.

It’s a devastating mix of defiance and vulnerability that 

makes you want to first hug and then applaud her. If this 
album really is a swipe at her husband Jay Z, then we wish 
him luck: ‘This is your final warning,’ she sings on Don’t Hurt 
Yourself, ‘if you try this shit again, you gon’ lose your wife.’

A coming of age
The world has watched a teenage Beyoncé blossom and 
flourish, from those early days in R&B girl group Destiny’s 
Child into the formidable iconic powerhouse she is today. 
The Beyoncé phenomenon is not based merely on what she 
has achieved but how she has achieved it – through relentless 
hard graft.

In the 2013 HBO documentary Life Is But A Dream, we saw 
another side to the Texas-born bombshell as she struggled 
with the difficult aspects of celebrity; the joys of motherhood 
to four-year-old Blue Ivy Carter; and touching home videos 
from her own childhood, which reveal the intensive work 

She put the ‘super’ into Super Bowl, inspired a generation of women to ‘run the 
world’ and delights and surprises fans with her empowering, game-changing art. 
In our profile this month, we celebrate the fierce, feminist and fabulous Beyoncé

>>>

Beyoncé

WORDS karen anne overton   
PHOTOGR APHS MarY eLLen MattHeWS/CorBIS oUtLIne
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“ I hope I can create  
art that helps people 
heal; art that makes 
people feel proud  
of their struggle ”

a young Beyoncé put in under the tutelage of her father 
Mathew Knowles. 

‘My parents taught me how to work hard and smart,’* 

Beyoncé revealed recently. ‘They taught me that nothing 
worth having comes easily. My father stressed discipline 
and was tough with me. He pushed me to be a leader and an 
independent thinker. My mother loved me unconditionally, 
so I felt safe enough to dream.’*

Heart and mind
This unwavering commitment to her work and art 
transcends her role as a pop star; the nickname Queen Bey  
is not an ironic one. She is a leader overseeing the many 
glimmering facets of her empire and the lucrative fruits  
of her labour. 

‘Over time, I have learned to focus on the things I want  
to focus on in the time frame that I set,’ she says. ‘I no longer 
have to work based on someone else’s expectations  
or pressure – I put enough pressure on myself! I love being 
100 per cent involved with all my projects and now I’m 
fortunate enough to do that.’**

It is her hands-on approach that keeps her at the top  
of her game. From her Ivy Park sportswear range to the 
masterpiece that is the Formation music video, every 
endeavour Beyoncé puts her name to has two qualities – 
attention to detail and a whole lot of heart.

Ivy Park, in particular, highlights her ability to recognise 
what people want and one thing the 34-year-old is keen to 
clarify is that she approached Arcadia Group CEO Sir Philip 
Green about a Topshop line and not the other 
way around.

‘I realised there wasn’t really an athletic 
brand for women like myself or my dancers  
or friends – nothing aspirational for girls like 
my daughter. I thought of Ivy Park as an idyllic 
place for women like us,’* she says.

From the very first meeting with Green, 
she insisted it was to be a joint venture and 
presented a clear vision of the line, from 
profit margins to a mission statement. He 
agreed to a 50-50 partnership on the spot. 

The result is a range of sportswear that is 
sophisticated enough to survive workout 
after sweaty workout – and stylish enough to 
wear on a night out. With advanced, 
breathable fabric and invisible support 
hidden beneath its simplistic yet supercool 
exterior, her aim is not to merely dress 
women, but give them a new approach and 

prowess in their fitness regimes. ‘For me,’ she says, ‘it won’t 
be real until I see women at the gym, in the park and on the 
street wearing the collection, sweating in it and loving it.’*

Formation, the provocative conceptual video she let loose 
on the world days before her Super Bowl 50 performance,  
is another example of her commitment to using her celebrity 
to inspire change on a social level. It joins the ongoing conver-
sation about black culture and police brutality in America and 
is loaded with powerful imagery: Beyoncé on the roof of  
a sinking cop car; a threatening line-up of riot police; and a 
shot of graffiti that reads: ‘Stop shooting us’.

Aside from its political aspirations, the video is also a 
poignant moment of self-affirmation, as she declares: ‘My 
daddy Alabama, mama Louisiana, you mix that Negro with 
that Creole make a Texas bamma.’ Her resounding message 
is: celebrate who you are and never apologise.

Her other passions
‘I hope I can create art that helps 
people heal; art that makes people 
feel proud of their struggle,’* she 
explained recently. ‘Everyone 
experiences pain but sometimes you 
need to be uncomfortable to 
transform. Pain is not pretty, but I 
wasn’t able to hold my daughter in 
my arms until I experienced the pain 
of childbirth!’*

Another of her top-secret 
projects is a record label, under 
which Beyoncé has been fostering a 
roster of emerging talent. Three 
artists have been revealed so far: 
YouTube duo Chloe x Halle, singer 
Sophie Beem and rapper Ingrid. All 
of them are supremely talented and 

For m ation 
Wor ld tou r

 
Announced stealthily via an 
advertisement during the Super 
Bowl, the Formation stadium tour 
is a pop and dance extravaganza 
the likes of which we have never 
seen before. It kicked off in Miami 
in April and stunned North 
America before coming to Britain 
in June. It will move on to Europe 
this month and wrap up in 
Barcelona on 3 August.

US rapper DJ Khaled is 
Beyoncé’s opening act and every 
date is packed with incredible 
music and cutting-edge street 
attitude, bootylicious in Ivy Park 
sportswear. For more information, 
go to beyonce.com. w
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Beyoncé sets the Super Bowl alight in February, 
before announcing her Formation world tour

Queen Bey adorns Topshop in London’s Oxford 
Circus for the launch of her Ivy Park range in April

Laughing with Jay Z and, right, red carpet 
glamour at the Metropolitan Museum of Art

Not so humble beginnings in Destiny’s Child 
with Kelly Rowland and Michelle Williams

profi le

all are female. Not content with being a one-woman army, 
the superstar has taken it upon herself to mentor and 
nurture the next generation of artists as well.

Changing the conversation
‘Running the world’ comes at a price and the Crazy In Love 
singer isn’t without critics. When she announced her Mrs. 
Carter Show World Tour, for example, it was suggested the 
title was anti-feminist. For Beyoncé, this is a tiresome 
conversation and she feels it’s time we stopped labelling 
each other, instead focusing on human rights as a whole.*

She’s also uncomfortable with the media’s obsession with 
perfection and the pressure that puts on women, saying: ‘It’s 

really about changing the conversation. It’s not about 
perfection. It’s about purpose.’*

She adds: ‘We have to care about our bodies and what we 
put in them. Women have to take the time to focus on our 
mental health – take time for self, for the spiritual, without 
feeling guilty or selfi sh. The world will see you the way you 
see you, and treat you the way you treat yourself.’*

It’s been apparent for some time that Beyoncé is the kind 
of artist who comes along once in a blue moon, and it’s 
hard to know what’s more commendable, her incredible 
achievements or her ability to execute them with such e� ort-
less style and poise. To quote her in Formation: ‘Always stay 
gracious, best revenge is your paper.’

Beyoncé sets the Super Bowl alight in February, Queen Bey adorns Topshop in London’s Oxford 
Circus for the launch of her Ivy Park range in April

Not so humble beginnings in Destiny’s Child 
with Kelly Rowland and Michelle Williams



  WOR K 

THE PROJECT
Few things make work more annoying 
than a physical environment you can’t 

control, whether that’s fl ickering fl uorescent 
lights or loud-talking colleagues. But there’s 
hope. Research suggests the tiniest tweaks 
can make a big di� erence. Psychologists call it 

‘embodied cognition’ – how your surroundings 
and posture a� ect the way you think and feel.

THE AIM
Study your workspace and be alert 
for subtle details. Keep in mind that if 

something involves even minimal extra e� ort, 
we’ll avoid it. So, to stay hydrated, keep water 
at your desk; you won’t bother walking to the 
water-cooler. Likewise, to keep track of tasks or 
ideas, keep Post-Its within arm’s reach, not in a 
drawer. And personalise your space with photos; 
research shows this increases our sense of 
autonomy and therefore happiness.

THE THEORY
Humans evolved to thrive on the 
African savannah, not in airless o�  ces. 

So you’ll work better, and be more happy, if you 
stay connected to nature. A source of daylight 
helps, or a pot plant. In one study*, workers took 
fewer sick days if they worked on the side of an 
o�  ce building facing trees and grass. Don’t 
underestimate small interventions: a fi ve-minute 
walk in the park can make a measurable 
improvement to mental health, and according 
to another study,** even green wallpaper on your 
computer screen is helpful. High ceilings have 
been shown to aid creativity, so if you can, do 
important thinking in an atrium or outside. The 
simplest rule: make sure your work day involves 
a few things that existed 250,000 years ago – 
trees, sunlight, water, face-to-face socialising – 
instead of just screens.

NOW TRY IT OUT
● Pipe nature directly into your ears. Smartphone apps, such 
as Noisli, let you pick from a selection of e� ects (rushing water, rain, 
twigs cracking underfoot in the forest) to create the ideal outdoor 
soundscape – never mind that you’re really in a cramped cubicle.
● Create a minimalist work zone. Even if you generally thrive on 
clutter, keep the area in front of you clear: extra visual information 
uses up ‘cognitive bandwidth’, leaving us with less attention free 
to focus on what really matters.
● Don’t be a fi ling freak. We’re taught from childhood to put things 
back where they belong. But it makes sense to keep your most-used 
fi les and papers on your desk, within easy reach. Filing away the 
things your need for your work creates a motivational barrier, 
because it’s then more e� ort to retrieve them.

OLIVER BURKEMAN is the author of  ‘The Antidote: Happiness 
For People Who Can’t Stand Positive Thinking’ (Canongate, £8.99)

1
Make office life work for you

Every month, Oliver Burkeman invites you to improve your work life
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If you think that Island Hopping is the preserve of Greece
or the Caribbean, think again! Guernsey is the perfect
hub from which to visit our sister Islands of Herm, Sark,
Alderney and Lihou – all within easy reach, all with
their own individual character.

Make great things happen today, search:
‘Island hoppingGuernsey’

@VISITGUERNSEY FACEBOOK.COM/VISITGUERNSEY Plan your break at visitguernsey.com
*T&C’s may apply. Please refer to the suppliers directly for details on promotions.
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When Amerley Ollennu lost her job, she consulted three experts  
and learned that letting go can open up wonderful possibilities

crossroads Career  

L ast year I was made 
redundant. It was  
a shock but, if I am honest,  
I had been itching to move 

on to something new for a while. 
Nevertheless, it wasn’t long before  
I felt anxious and lost.

This ‘hiccup’ did not align well 
with the career plan I had outlined  
16 years ago. I had wanted to become 
a director at a magazine, which 
meant I would head up my own 
section, curate the content, manage 
staff and write stand-out features. 
My plan comprised all the steps  
I needed to take to get the dream  
job: the university I had to go to, the 
degree I should study and the roles  
I had to land along the way. At times  
it felt like a struggle, but I never 
wavered from aiming for my goal.

Now, as my trajectory came  
to a screeching halt, I found myself 
wondering if this ‘dream job’ was still 
what I wanted. Should I move on to 
my ultimate goal of building a brand 
and a business (although I had no idea 
how I would do that) or should I scrap 
making plans altogether and go with 
the flow (to avoid disappointment)? 

Fast-forward four months and  
I felt like I was wading in deep water 
with no end in sight. I had kept busy 
freelancing, thanks to the support  
of colleagues in the industry but, as 
time went on, I felt more and more like 
a failure. This started to cripple me 
emotionally and professionally. So,  
I sought out a number of top career 
coaches to help me through the crisis.

Goal-getter
‘There is substantial research that 
proves people who set long-term goals 
have more perseverance, stronger 
focus and greater success,’ explained 
psychologist and leadership coach 
Sarah Rozenthuler. However, she also 
shared that, ‘Many of us outgrow our 
goals. What inspired us a decade ago  
is no longer what fires us up today.’

I realised I had reached the point 
where the only thing that validated 
me as a person was the fact that I was 
on the path to achieving my goals.  
My confidence and sense of self-worth 
were tied up in it. Losing my job and 
not being able to find a new full-time 
position made me feel that the 
director role I had wanted for so long 

was out of reach – ergo my life was 
ruined. After talking to Rozenthuler,  
I knew that, if I could become 
successful working for myself, I  
would be able to let go of the feelings  
of failure. I had not outgrown my  
goals – but my industry had changed  
so much that, if I kept plugging away  
at my plan, I might get left behind.  
The rise of social media, blogging  
and vlogging has allowed non-experts  
to gain popularity and exposure, 
ultimately creating their own brands. 
Perhaps ‘new’ media was a field  
I needed to investigate further...

The more I thought about it, the 
more my linear plan felt restrictive. 
Rozenthuler agreed: ‘Goals can 
become a straitjacket rather than  
a springboard. If we hold on too rigidly  
to our future plans, we can miss what 
life might be calling us to do in the 
moment.’ She stressed that having  
a broader focus left room for ‘the 
unexpected door opening, the 
synchronistic conversation or the 
unsought-after opportunity’, whereas 
a detailed, fixed plan may not.

My session with brand expert and 
managing director of The Upper 
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Story, Alicia Thakrar, took a practical 
turn. Thakrar wanted to identify  
my true passions. She explained: ‘As 
human beings, our strongest driver  
is to ensure our safety and survival  
– but this can sometimes conflict  
with the powerfully curious and 
creative parts of ourselves seeking   
joy, meaning and fulfilment.’

Visualising the dream
Thakrar worked with me to visualise 
my ideal job and connect with what  
I really wanted out of life. It turns  
out this was the very opposite of the 
director title I had worked so hard  
to achieve. Instead, I realised I wanted 
to work for myself and I didn’t  
want to wait much longer to do so.

Thakrar also encouraged  
me to deepen my understanding  
of my fears and belief systems. I soon 
realised I wasn’t as confident and 
strong-minded as I thought I was. 

I discovered I needed validation 
from others and working at a 
magazine that nurtured my talent 
made me feel safe. On the other hand, 
working alone meant I would run the 
risk of not getting positive validation 
from anyone – and also failing publicly 
– which is why, although I’ve known 
for some time that I wanted to try my 
hand at vlogging and TV presenting,  
I had actually been too scared to put 
myself out there.

She encouraged me to look at what 
excites me – most notably my love  
of working in front of the camera  
– and my beauty, wellbeing and fitness 
expertise, and how these could 
realistically fit into my ‘new’ working 
life. I was asked to think big and 
visualise my ideal work day. It went  
a little like this: wake-up, work out, 
guest present on a morning TV show, 
meet with a brand representative  
to discuss an upcoming collaboration, 
film a vlog for my YouTube channel 
then talk to manufacturers about the 
launch of my latest product. I found 

these question and visualisation 
techniques really helpful as all roads 
led back to vlogging, TV presenting 
and the idea of building a brand 
around myself before seeing what 
products could spin off from there. 
This all helped me fine-tune my focus 
going forward.

Positive ‘procrastination’
‘In our modern society, there  
is so much pressure to adapt very 
quickly that we can feel incredibly 
anxious and judgemental about 
ourselves if we don’t leap to a new 
position and change instantly,’ said 
Eyes Wide Opened psychologist  
and career coach Julie Batty during  
our session. ‘We call our natural 
adjustment; our pause to consider  
and survey the altered terrain  
of our lives, “dithering” or 
indecisiveness, but I think it’s  
a powerful opportunity to take stock.’

I had just finished explaining  
that, even after all the work I had  
put in figuring out my next steps, I still 
couldn’t muster the energy to push 
forward. I called it ‘procrastination’, 
but Batty identified that my 
subconscious and conscious minds 
were, in fact, taking time to adjust  
and process my new circumstances.

She encouraged me to give  
myself time to let my changed focus 
lay foundations in my psyche. I 
quickly realised that perhaps this 
‘threshold’ was actually a safe place  
for me to be in that moment. It gave  

me time to analyse my options, figure 
out if I had any potential allies 
or mentors to help me and work  
out what my hurdles might 
be and how to overcome them.

Moving on
The opportunity to share my hopes 
and fears with professional coaches 
without judgement meant I was able 
to get valuable feedback to help  
me progress. It felt like a death:  
for so long I had blindly followed  
my plan without question and, 
although I now believe being made 
redundant was the best thing that 
could have happened, it has taken me 
six months to process this big change.

The sessions helped me understand 
myself and put my fear of failure into 
perspective. Learning to be patient 
has been key; learning fearlessness  
is even more beneficial. I had been 
resistant to change because of my  
fear of the unknown but, by letting  
go and being open to new possibilities, 
I have made great strides. I’m still 
freelancing, but I have put my money 
where my mouth is and purchased  
a camera, learned how to edit videos 
and launched a YouTube channel and 
website. I’ve also learned to share my 
dreams with others. You would be 
surprised how many people want to 
help you reach your goals! From the 
film-maker at a dinner party, who 
offered to watch my first video, to  
the friend who shared her digital 
advertising wisdom so I might one  
day make money from my efforts.

There are moments when I yearn 
for the security of a nine-to-five job 
with a pension and paid holidays –  
but then I realise I’m having too  
much fun being my own boss, saying  
yes to unexpected opportunities and, 
ultimately, building my brand – which 
is exactly what I always wanted to do.
For more information about the coaches,  
visit sarahrozenthuler.com,  
theupperstory.co.uk and ewopened.com.  
Follow Amerley on Instagram @amerleyo

“      I’ve also learned  
to share my dreams 
with others. You 
would be surprised 
how many people 
want to help you 
reach your goals 

“

work
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Finding  
   your self

Our sense of self underpins 
confidence and wellbeing –  

who we are, what we do, 
where we belong. But what if 
these things are not clear or 

if life undermines them?  
Three people talk to us 

about their struggle  
with identity
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Half of all millennials believe gender shouldn’t  
be limited to the categories of male and female*. 
Raised as a girl, and now identifying as agender, 
Tyler Ford is a 25-year-old writer, speaker and 
campaigner for transgender awareness.
I grew up confused about my gender. No one around  
me ever talked about gender in a way that I related to. 
There was never any room for ambiguity, just, ‘You’re 
either a man or a woman.’ I never had the words to 
describe myself or how I felt.

My mum loved me for me, and let me wear what I 
wanted, but you can only experiment so much when 
you lack a fundamental understanding of who you  
are. At secondary school, I started wearing skirts and 
make-up to look hot for the boys, because that’s what 
seemed to matter, but I soon became depressed and 
began hiding my body. I was trying to figure out my 
identity and sexuality, but I didn’t even know that my 
gender could be questioned. Then at college, people 
started to misgender me. Dinner ladies would say, 
‘What would you like, sir?’ and I would think: ‘Wait, 
what?’ It would happen so often that I began to think: 
‘What are these people seeing that I’m not?’

Eventually, I saw a video of a trans man online and 
thought, ‘This could be me’. I was 20 and it was the first 
time I’d ever heard the term ‘transgender’. I started 
taking hormones and lived as a trans man for two 
years, but even this felt wrong. I knew I wasn’t really a 
man. So I decided to experiment on my own to find who 
I was, and that required a lot of introspection. I finally 
realised that if I didn’t find the answers then that’s OK, 
but I need to do what feels right for me at any given 
time. I settled upon the term ‘agender’ and here I am, 
two years later, a beautiful and out agender person.

Every moment of my life, I’m coming out as agender. 
Every time I meet someone, I have to ask them to use 
the pronoun ‘they’ instead of ‘he’ or ‘she’. It’s very 
important to me that I support myself emotionally. 
Being confident, loving myself and being comfortable 
with who I am definitely helps in the face of adversity.

I live my life by what feels right for me and I’ll always 
be true to myself, even when it’s hard. That carries  
me through everything I do; speaking in schools and 
educating people. Lacking a role model was a big factor 
in why I felt so confused growing up, so I want to be  
the representation for others that I never had.
Interview: Ellen Tout

Eda, 46, was a successful professional in Syria 
before the war. Now she is one of around 500,000 
Syrians seeking refuge in Germany, separated 
from her family and building a new life.
Before the war, I worked as a presenter on national 
radio in Syria, hosting a well-known health show.  
I loved my job and felt proud at being a little bit 
famous. I had a fantastic life – I lived in a luxurious 
apartment in one of the best areas of Damascus, 
with my husband, son and mother. I had good friends 
and time to support people in my community.

With the war, I lost my job, my freedom and, after 
four years of bombing and violence nearby, I felt as  
if I lost my mind. The sound of the slightest thing, 
even a clock ticking, became unbearable. My health 
became so bad that when I was miraculously 
granted a holiday visa to Europe, there was no 
alternative but to get on the plane, even though  

AGENDER CHOICE

POST-WAR HOPE
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“

      Being confident, 
loving myself and being 
comfortable with who  
I am definitely helps  
in the face of adversity.  
I live my life by what  
feels right for me and I’ll 
always be true to myself

self

it meant leaving my husband, 14-year-old son and ill 
mother. I miss them terribly, but my aim is to bring 
them to safety with me as soon as possible.

After arriving in Germany, I spent six months in  
a refugee home, sharing a room with four strangers 
and a bathroom with 30 people. It could not have 
been more different to my previous life.

Inside, I’m the same person, but some people just 
see a Syrian refugee and the negative assumptions 
that go with that. I understand why people feel this 
way, but it still hurts. I’ve had some very low times, 
but actually, I’m stronger than ever, because of the 
challenges I’ve overcome in the past year.

I feel I’m starting to shake off the refugee label by 
getting to know people and letting them get to know 
me as an individual. I will always be grateful to the 
German government and to so many local people 
who helped me get my life back on track, including 
finding and furnishing a studio flat and getting me a 
job translating in a refugee camp. Building a strong 
support network is not only essential for integrating 
into the community, but also crucial for my survival. 
I met many of my new friends at the local charity 
that supported me at the start and where I’m now  
a volunteer – it makes me happy to be giving 
something back to the community.

People often ask me how it feels to lose everything, 
and I don’t know how to answer. I can’t think too 
deeply, because when I do, I become desperately sad. 
I cannot look back at the woman I once was and the 
life I enjoyed before. I live for the moment when I 
can be reunited with my family, and until then I am 
planting seeds with the hope of growing new roots.
Interview: Katie Griggs. Read Katie’s blog at lifelabs.psychologies.co.uk

Conceived through anonymous sperm donation, 
Dr Joanna Rose campaigns for the rights of the 
donor-conceived. Her case before the High Court 
helped to end donor anonymity in the UK, but she 
hasn’t been able to locate her biological father.
My genetic identity wasn’t talked about for the early 
years of my life. The words ‘donor conception’ were 
used loosely when I was eight, but the fact that I had  
a genetic father and paternal family wasn’t spoken of.

I was raised in a primarily Jewish family, where  
our ancestry and genetic heritage were celebrated, and 
I felt confused by not looking more like my relations. It 
didn’t feel like a comfortable thing to discuss. I would 
liken the journey of trying to understand and liberate 
myself from that to a ‘coming out’ process.

The turning point for me was when I spoke at a 
conference and sat next to a donor. I thought, this is  
a real person, and joked, ‘You could be my father.’ As  
I stood up to talk to the audience, I felt dizzy. It was like 
falling through a trap door and realising I hadn’t 
explored something I needed to.

That night, I woke up in a sweat. I realised I had two 
fathers and one didn’t look like the dad who raised me. 
I ran to a mirror and started playing with my hair to 
make a beard and moustache. I tried to visualise for 
the first time what my genetic father would look like.

I then became very proactive and public about  
my identity. I think most people thought it was in my 
best interests to discourage me, but it was terribly 
important and freeing for me to explore it.

My brother, who was conceived from a different 
donor, started the process of trying to find our records, 
then passed it on to me. It was very liberating to  
win the High Court case establishing that everyone  
has the right to their genetic identity. It led to a ban  
on anonymous donation and there’s since been a 
voluntary, retrospective register set up.

I often think about my genetic father and family.  
For me, they’re equally significant, except that they’re 
a mystery to me. I feel a sense of longing and loss, 
particularly at not having closure.

It’s been amazing having my own children and 
seeing so many features in them that I’ve always felt 
alienated by, because I’ve never seen them in anybody 
else before. They’re like me in so many ways. The 
importance of family is really powerful for me.
Interview: Ellen Tout

GENETIC IDENTITY
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Create historic change in your life
Every month, Martha Roberts invites you to road-test research around feeling good

SHARE YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT HERITAGE AT FACEBOOK.COM/PSYCHOLOGIESMAGAZINE AND AT TWITTER @PSYCHOLOGIESMAG

THE THEORY
 On childhood holidays, my parents 

would drag me around historic sites, 
museums and imposing churches, while I 
complained that I’d rather be on a beach. It 
took me years to understand the value of such 
visits, but I can now see why they did it.

Visiting heritage sites is not only a beautiful 
experience, it can actually make you happier. 
Research in 2015 by BritainThinks found that 
heritage has been a crucial part of improving 
people’s quality of life in the UK over the past 
20 years. It found that 80 per cent of people 
think local heritage makes their area a better 
place to live in, with 50 per cent answering 
seven or more out of 10 when asked to rate the 
impact it has on their personal quality of life. It 
discovered that people connect with heritage 
in both a transactional and an emotional way 
– so heritage brings practical benefi ts, such 
as fun family days out, but also gives people 
life-a�  rming feelings, such as being the 
custodians of heritage for future generations.

And both of these enhance wellbeing and 
happiness. A 2014 English Heritage report 
found that a sense of wellbeing was increased 
by actually getting involved in heritage sites, 
for example as a volunteer. They found that 
one in three volunteers experienced a notable 
increase in self-esteem as well as a stronger 
sense of community belonging.

 MIND 

THE PROJECT
Getting to know the heritage around 
you can help boost your wellbeing.1
THE AIM
Make time to see ancient 
monuments and historical sites to 

get connected to history and enrich your life.
2

NOW TRY IT OUT
● Heritage is not just buildings. The RSA (thersa.org), in conjunction 
with the Heritage Lottery Fund, has recently launched the Heritage 
Index, a database of local heritage assets and activities. These include 
national parks, blue plaques, and eating Melton Mowbray pork pies!
● Get into Shakespeare. In the list of the top fi ve places that can make 
us happy, historic towns, such as Stratford-upon-Avon, featured 
highly. For inspiration, visit picturesofengland.com. Also in the top 
fi ve were archaeological sites and places of worship.
● Enjoy places that resonate with your story. Research found those 
with a personal connection to a heritage site felt more emotionally 
enriched by it. People in Pontypool are immensely proud of the Big 
Pit museum as family members had worked there, and they felt it was 
a symbol of strength and resilience. Find somewhere with a family 
connection or that feels knitted into the fabric of who you are.

3

MARTHA ROBERTS is an award-winning UK health writer 
and mental-health blogger at mentalhealthwise.com
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life-changing  
courses
Realise your dreams once and for 
all with our new How to Achieve 
Your Goals online course. Try it for 
free at lifelabs.psychologies.co.uk
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Susan Cain 
Susan Cain wrote the best-selling Quiet, which made her a figurehead for 
introverts worldwide. Her new book, Quiet Power, is aimed at young people

i think there are parallels between the way introverts 
and women have been treated by society. Both are 
discounted for traits that go to the core of who they are.  
But things are now changing in terms of personality 
diversity. I’m seeing all kinds of people standing up and 
wanting to claim introvert status, like it’s suddenly cool!

i didn’t know the word, or the concept of, introversion 
until i was an adult, but I had been thinking about this 
idea since I was about four years old. You are so aware that 
your way of being is very different to people around you – 
and unfortunately, from what is expected of you.

When i first started out as a corporate lawyer,  
I expected to be at a huge disadvantage. But I soon found 
that many of the effective lawyers were quiet, cerebral, 
non-confrontational people, who did really great work by 
thinking deeply, forming relationships, and using listening 
and question-asking as a negotiation strategy. So I started  
to think about how there was more than one personality 
type that could make you successful. The key is to figure out 
who you are and draw on those strengths, instead of trying 
to conform to some norm of how you are supposed to act.

Jim collins, who wrote the bestselling book Good to 
Great (Random House Business, £21.99), looked at the 
top-performing companies in the US, and found that every 
one of them was led by a CEO who was described as shy, 
modest, unassuming and soft-focused.

it just kills me how many stories i have heard since 
Quiet about young people who are inadvertently sent  
a message that there is something wrong with them. 
And I get letters from people in their 70s who still carry 
around those messages. As soon as people give themselves 
permission to be themselves, it makes them much more 

self-confident and fluid in the outward-facing world – 
because they’re meeting that world on their own terms.

the advice i would give parents is to not just accept 
your child, but to truly take delight in your child. 
You’ve got to think your child is super-cool the way they  
are, because, whatever you feel, they’re going to pick it up.

For many parents, a lot of inner work needs to be done. 
Extroverted parents need to get inside their child’s heart 
and mind, and understand what the world looks like 
through their eyes. Introverted parents often need to come 
to terms with pain they may have experienced as introverts, 
so they are not projecting that on to their children.

When we’re talking about different personality styles, 
what we’re really talking about is different nervous systems. 
In general, introverts have nervous systems that react more 
quickly and more intensely to stimulation, and experiences 
overwhelm them. Extroverts get frazzled too, but the 
difference really is that introverts get to that point faster.

the first step to dealing with overwhelm is feeling 
entitled to be who you are, and to take the time that  
you need. If you feel guilty about it, remember that giving 
yourself that quiet time will allow you to be more present 
for everyone else for the rest of the day.

there is a range of introvert superpowers. Being a good 
listener is a skill many introverts develop if they don’t want 
to talk, and the sensitive reactive nervous system goes with 
being observant of your environment. Shy children are 
usually loyal and conscientious, and less likely to lie and 
cheat. Most creative people are at least partly introverted.

‘Quiet Power: Growing Up As An Introvert In A World That Can’t  
Stop Talking’ by Susan Cain (Penguin Life, £12.99) is out now
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FREE 
Psychologies 
app and 
sample issue

ONLY £28.99 for 
12 issues – that’s 
£2.41 per copy

SAVE 39%* 
on every issue 

Try the new mobile-friendly 
digital version for free: 

*39% saving based on digital cover price 
of £3.99 per issue. Free gift is not available 
with digital subscriptions.

Psychologies is a women’s magazine 
like no other. We care about how you 
think and feel, not just how you look, 

and this month we have teamed up with Darphin 
for a special subscription offer.

For more than 20 years, Darphin’s master oils 
have transformed the way women care for their 
skin. Darphin has maintained this tradition with 
The Revitalizing Oil for Face, Body and Hair. It’s 
a daily dose of pleasure you’ll come to look forward 
to – just like our magazine! It has voluptuous notes 
of ylang-ylang to encourage relaxation, enhanced 
by the silky, calming effects of rosewood, while 
fresh notes of jasmine combine with soothing 
lavender to revitalise and support the senses.

Join us!
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‘I love working to commission 
and turning a client ’s ideas 
into a unique design that 
reflects their personality’

>>>
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my home

Stepping into Flora Jamieson’s 
welcoming, light-fi lled home, 
hidden at the back of an 
alleyway in Bridport, Dorset, 

you know it’s not a ‘normal’ house. 
Originally part of the ‘shambles’ (the 
historic meat-market), the house is 
open-plan with one room leading into 
another and out on to the pretty terraced 
garden, so wherever you stand, there’s a 
clear view towards the outdoors.

Flora and her partner Mike moved 
to Dorset when she was pregnant with 
their eldest child, Nelly, now 12. ‘I was 

ready to leave London,’ Flora says. ‘We’d 
stopped exploring the city due to budget 
restraints – we were going to the same 
pubs and cafés and living as if we were 
in a small town. It was so refreshing to 
move to Bridport, with the beach and 
woods on our doorstep. If any of us have 
had a bad day, we’ll go to the beach with 
a picnic and sit there watching the sun 
set – it just sorts everything out.’

Flora started her career as a studio 
assistant at Madame Tussauds, where 
she met Mike, a waxwork artist, whose 
own studio is fi ve minutes’ walk from 

their home. She decided she wanted to 
learn a traditional skill, one that 
involved working with her hands. She 
loved art at school, and found a part-
time course in stained glass that sparked 
something in her. She learned the trade 
through an informal apprenticeship, 
which led to a full-time position, and 
now Flora runs her own business, 
fulfi lling commissions for individual 
clients, as well as doing restoration 
work and other projects.

Once Flora has taken Nelly and her 
younger sister, Isla, to school, she goes 

A hidden retreat behind a busy Dorset street is a haven for 
stained-glass artist Flora Jamieson and her family

“Light and colour 
are my inspiration”



Flora stands in the 
alleyway leading to the 

garden, between her 
home on the left and 

her studio on the right, 
where she creates 

both traditional and 
contemporary pieces



‘I found the cuttlefish print on 
Etsy; I really love the colours. 
And we display pebbles, shells 
and other beach finds on top of 
the cabinet in the living area’

ABOVE The plaster 
statue behind Flora 
was made by her 
partner, Mike, who 
is a waxwork artist

LEFT Most of the 
furniture in Flora’s 
bedroom was 
bought at auction

RIGHT The crimson 
walls in the cosy 
kitchen o� set 
Flora’s colourful 
crockery collection 
and the warm 
wood furniture



>>>
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FROM TOP 
Flora made the 
stained-glass 
windows in Nelly’s 
room; a fascinating 
display of insects

LEFT The lounge 
and mezzanine 
areas are where 
the family like 
to relax together

my home

for a run, then swims in the sea, weather 
permitting, before starting work in her 
studio. A small outbuilding next to the 
main house, Flora’s studio is cosy and 
bright, and it’s where she can unleash 
her creativity.

Currently working on a commission 
for a house in Hampstead, north 
London, Flora has sketched the panels 
for its front door – a beautiful design of 
a pond, bulrushes and swans – and has 
started making one of the panels with 
twisting, fl uid lines in cool shades of 
aqua and green.‘I really enjoy working 
with my hands,’ she says. ‘I love drawing, 
maths and jigsaw puzzles; working with 
stained glass ticks all these boxes. I’m 
also collaborating with an illustrator 
called Vicki Turner at the moment; I’m 

making her designs into stained glass 
window hangings. It’s great to bounce 
ideas o�  someone else and create 
something unique and di� erent.’

Bridport is a hub of artists, and Flora 
has taken part in Bridport Open Studios 
(the next one runs from 20-29 August), 
where the public can visit local studios 
and purchase artwork direct. Flora’s 
studio is her sanctuary, but she also 
loves being at home when her family is 
around. ‘Mike and I spend a lot of time 
in the kitchen, as we both love cooking. 
The house is open-plan, so it’s great to 
glance up and see the girls sitting at the 
table in the dining room, drawing and 
making things. The cosy mezzanine 
area overlooking the garden is perfect 
for watching fi lms together, too.’

Colour plays a big part in the house. 
The deep crimson on the kitchen walls 
creates a warm, cosy backdrop for 
Flora’s colourful crockery, and the 
whitewashed brickwork and touches 
of driftwood set o�  splashes of colour 
in rugs, throws, paintings and worn, 
antique furniture.
‘The natural history theme of the 
insects and artwork just evolved from 
items we found online and in shops,’ 
says Flora. ‘And we have a growing 
number of souvenirs from our many 
trips to the beach that are in every room, 
too. They’re a reminder of the beautiful 
nature that’s nearby and how lucky we 
are to live here.’
To see Flora’s work, visit fl orajamieson.co.uk. 
For more on Bridport Open Studios 2016, see 
bridportopenstudios.co.uk
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Our new columnist, award-winning coach Kim Morgan,  
meets a woman who keeps putting off necessary tasks

Amanda* came to see me to overcome her lifelong habit of 
procrastination. She said, ‘I always leave things until the 
last minute, no matter how much advance notice I have. I 
find myself doing all sorts of other things instead. Last 
week, I even ironed a whole basket of clothes instead of 
writing essays – and I hate ironing!’

Procrastination is postponing an action until there is a 
significant time lapse between when you intend to do it 
and when you actually do it. We all procrastinate from time 
to time and it can help prevent us making rash decisions. 
But if taken to excess, it can lead to stress and anxiety.

I asked Amanda why she was seeking help now. She said 
that her employers had sponsored her to do a professional 
qualification. She had to submit essays within two years of 

completing the course, and the two years were up in three 
weeks. ‘I think I really have left it too late and it could have 
disastrous consequences for my career,’ she said. ‘I must 
write the essays and I need coaching to help me do that.’

I agreed to create an action plan with Amanda and asked 
her to find answers to the following questions:

What practical resources do you need to organise to 
make this happen?

What is the smallest step you could take to make some 
progress on this issue?

What will the impact be if you don’t do it?
What is the long-term purpose of achieving the goal?
Amanda felt energised and motivated by the questions 

and left the session with a real sense of commitment to 
achieving her goal. She planned to take some annual leave 
and work non-stop on writing essays.

CoaChing 
session 1

ILLUSTR ATION ANDREA DE SANTIS
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Leaving it till tomorrow

“I want to stop 
procrastinating’’ 
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I wondered if I should have also offered Amanda some sugges-
tions about how to complete the essays. As an organised person 
myself, I thought I knew just what she needed to do to over-
come her procrastination and write the essays.

I met with my supervisor, who reminded me that coaching 
should encourage learning and self-discovery for the client, 
and that it’s the coach’s job to trust the client to come up with 
their own strategies to achieve their goals. ‘When somebody 
finds their own unique solution to their own unique problem, 
any changes they make will be likely to stick. The greatest gift 
you can give Amanda is to help her to think this through in her 
own way. Coaching is not about giving advice. Advice and 
information are widely available, but coaching will help her 
to find exactly what will work for her.’

CoaChing 
session 

 3Taking baby steps
As soon as Amanda arrived for her coaching session, I could 
tell she had written the essays – she had a big smile on her face 
and a spring in her step. Talking to me about her procrastina-
tion had made her realise that it was not a trivial or innocuous 
habit, but one that was causing her stress, anxiety and harm. 
She had now written the essays, but she was pretty sure she 
was going to just scrape through with a low grade and she had 
decided not to put herself through this sort of stress any more. 
She had realised that two major things contributed to her 
procrastination: the task seeming overwhelming, and fearing 
being unable to do it as well as she wanted to.

She had learned that the simple technique of breaking the 
task into small, achievable steps worked well for her. Shrink-
ing the task into small pieces reduced the feeling of being 
overwhelmed and also enabled her to have a series of small 
successes, which built her confidence to finish the task.

Amanda told me, ‘When I started writing, I realised that, all 
along, I had been mentally preparing for the essays by formu-
lating ideas in my head. So I don’t procrastinate as much as I 
thought I did, as a lot of the work is going on in my head in 
advance. I have decided to call this “preparation” and stop 
beating myself up by labelling it “procrastination”.’
For more from Kim, go to barefootcoaching.co.uk

If you are procrastinating, identify which 
of the following personal blockers you  
are thinking, saying or feeling:

2 Rethinking tactics
CoaChing 
session What is stopping  

you from getting  
down to it?

      All along, I had been mentally 
preparing for the essays by 
formulating ideas in my head

 “ “

the life lab
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l The task is overwhelming
l I don’t have the skills or knowledge to do it
l I am waiting for the time to be right
l I am scared of failing
l I was not assertive enough to say ‘no’ to this
l I don’t believe it is possible
l I don’t have the support I need
l I don’t have enough time
l I am afraid it won’t be perfect
l I work better under pressure
l I will do it when… (I have tidied my desk, 

made a cup of tea, gone for a walk)
l It doesn’t matter enough to me

When you have identified your personal 

blockers, take some time to write convincing 

arguments against each of them, or possible 

solutions to them.

save the date

Telling other people about your plans will 

increase motivation and accountability. 

Choose a few people who you know will 

support and encourage you, then tell them 

what you’re planning to do and when you’re 

planning to do it. Ask them to check in with 

you from time to time, to see how you’re 

doing and to offer you support. Set a date in 

advance to celebrate your final achievement 

and send those people invitations to the 

future celebration. Imagine how you will feel  

if you have to cancel it!

JUst do it!

A looming task can stop us in our tracks, 

inducing a ‘freeze’ response. Evidence 

suggests, however, that once we start on a 

task, our minds will keep working on it for us. 

Fight procrastination by just making a start – 

on the middle bits or end bits, on little bits or 

fun bits – but start somewhere. You may find 

that once you’ve started, the rest will follow.





       Emotional
          labour

Fed up with always being the 
one who remembers birthdays, 
coordinates get-togethers and 
helps the kids with their school 
projects? A frazzled Hannah 
Davies pushes back

>>>

R ecently, my husband’s 
brother and his family 
came to stay for the 
weekend. In the days 

before their arrival, I dashed around 
the house like a woman possessed, 
washing towels, ironing bedsheets 
and spritzing the spare bedroom 
with a specially bought lavender 
room spray.

I planned the meals carefully 
around everyone’s different tastes, 
making a mental note that my 
brother-in-law doesn’t like pasta 
and my nephew won’t touch fish.  
I got the wine I know my sister- 
in-law likes and bought some little 
games for the children. I only really 
stopped short of leaving chocolates 
on the pillows and rolling out the 
red carpet as they pulled up outside.

Much as I loved seeing them, by 
the time they left I was frazzled, 
made worse by the fact that my  
husband seemed oblivious to the 
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hours of effort I’d put into making sure 
his family had a good time.

The weekend brought something 
into very sharp focus for me – that, for 
as long as I can remember, I’ve been the 
one who runs myself ragged caring 
about and tending to everybody else’s 
wants and needs.

Emotional thinking
My husband cooks, uses the washing 
machine and is an involved father. But 
somehow he’s blissfully free from all 
the thinking involved in family life – 
meal-planning, arranging play dates, 
noticing when the children need hair-
cuts. We both work similar hours but it 
invariably falls on me to remember 
birthdays, call loved ones to check up 
on their health problems, or make a 
note to sponsor the friend who’s doing 
a charity skydive. These emotional 
tasks are more mentally tiring than 
washing the dishes or a mindless whip 
round with the vacuum cleaner, yet 
they’re not given half the recognition.

All this thinking and caring isn’t 
something that’s happened since I’ve 
become a wife and mother either. Even 
when I was a fresh-faced journalist 
working in a busy male-dominated 
press agency, I’d be the one organising 
leaving collections or listening to  
colleagues’ work woes.

I’ve recently discovered that what 
I’ve been feeling quietly peeved about 
has a name – emotional labour. It’s 
when you take on all the stuff that goes 
largely unnoticed, but is vital for func-
tioning relationships and for others’ 
wellbeing. It’s what The New York 
Times’ journalist Judith Shulevitz 
recently branded ‘worry work’ – and it 
is generally shouldered by women.

‘Emotional labour is what thera-
pists would call “holding someone in 
mind”,’ explains consultant psychia-
trist Dr Judith Mohring from the  
Priory Wellbeing Centre. ‘It’s at its 

most potent within the parental bond, 
but it’s generally thinking about other 
people and what their needs might be.’

Sound familiar? Of course it does.  
I don’t have a female friend who isn’t 
burdened by emotional labour. Take 
my schoolmate, Cass, a 43-year-old 
company director, whose sister-in-law, 
Lisa, suffers from depression. ‘Lisa 
idolises her brother but he’ll only text 
her to see how she is if I’m literally 
standing over him,’ says Cass. ‘It’s usu-
ally me who does the weekly, “How’s it 
going?” text. It’s exhausting.’

Cultural expectation
Then there’s the friend who reminded 
her partner to send his mother a birth-
day card. The response? ‘Can you email 
me at work so I don’t forget?’

So why do women do it? According 
to Mohring, it’s largely because of the  
cultural expectations of women. ‘It’s 
the role we saw our mothers doing and 
we copied,’ she says. ‘I hesitate to gen-
eralise, but in society, men aren’t 
expected to be standing around organ-
ising play dates and worrying about 
other people’s issues.’

She goes on to point out that, when 
we add up the hours we spend emotion-
ally labouring, it’s massive – and, of 
course, it’s unpaid. Just last week I 
spent a whopping seven and a half 
hours planning and catering for my 

son’s 10th birthday party, which took 
my focus away from my paid work.

If all that doesn’t sound bad enough, 
the constant turning of our mental 
cogs as we continually ‘hold everyone 
in mind’ is contributing to insomnia 
and burnout.

Dr Nerina Ramlakhan, sleep and 
energy expert and therapist at Lon-
don’s Nightingale Hospital, says she 
regularly advises women weighed 
down by emotional labour. ‘Because 
women’s brains are wired to think 
about everything that needs to be done, 
that has emotional implications,’ she 
says. ‘My clinic is filled with women 
who find it hard to delegate, ask for  
help or say “no”, which in turn leads to 
overload and makes them more prone 
to burnout.’

Faced with the reality that my emo-
tional labouring isn’t doing me any 
favours, I resolve to take a step back. 
But is it that simple? If I ditched mak-
ing the beds or giving the sink a wipe 
down, nobody would suffer. But can  
I really stop being bothered to remem-
ber birthdays or give up the 24-hour 
thought and planning that goes in to 
everyday family life?

Surely friends and family will be 
put out if I stop sending thoughtful 
texts or dragging them out for a glass 
of wine when they’re down. And who 
will chivvy my son to write his thank-
you cards after Christmas?

Mohring believes the first step is to 
place a value on all the emotional  
labour you take on. ‘Then it’s a case of 
working out what you can do away 
with without upsetting anyone or 
coming across as rude,’ she explains. 
‘In many ways, we’re our own worst 
enemy. I’m also the type who’ll put 
flowers on the bedside table when my 
mother-in-law comes to stay. But is it 
really necessary?

‘Try focusing on the things that 
have the most value to you and bin the 

“      It’s the role we  
saw our mothers 
doing and we copied. 
Men aren’t expected 
to be standing 
around organising 
play dates and 
worrying about 
other people

“
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Change the dynamiCothers. Also, think what other people 
can do to help, and prioritise the 
things you enjoy. For example, read-
ing with your children or calling in on 
a sick friend may not feel like work, 
whereas meal-planning might. By 
cutting back on all the emotional  
labour we take on, we might also free 
up men to take on stuff they enjoy.’

Armed with her advice, I have an 
honest chat with my husband about 
just how much time I spend thinking 
and caring – and how exhausted it 
makes me feel. He’s surprisingly  
sanguine and resolves to take on more, 
so I start forwarding him the emails 
from the children’s school, give him 
the task of booking accommodation 
for our friends’ wedding and mentally 
wash my hands of being responsible 
for get-togethers involving his side  
of the family.

Positive change
We also agree that I’ll put a birthday 
calendar on the kitchen wall for every-
one’s reference, as well as a black-
board, so that it’s not just me who 
remembers to note down when we’ve 
run out of ketchup or shampoo.

The effect is instantly positive. I 
feel released from some of the ‘worry 
work’ and my husband and children 
feel included. One evening, I even 
came home to find two extra children 
that my husband has spontaneously 
brought back from after-school club, 

proving his point that a play date, like 
life, doesn’t have to be organised.

However, the real test is when my 
81-year-old godfather comes to stay. 
Before, I would have cleaned the house 
and shopped for his favourite food. 
But this time, busy with work, I get my 
husband to make up a bed in the spare 
room and order a takeaway.

Initially, I feel proud that I’ve cut 
back on some of the emotional labour 
I usually take on and my godfather 
doesn’t seem to mind that his duvet 
cover isn’t ironed and he’s getting 
stuffed-crust pizza for tea.

But, after he’s gone, I’m suddenly 
struck by something. While it’s abso-
lutely fine to rant about all this extra 
‘unpaid’ work, dish out menial house-
hold tasks and start a spontaneous 
play date revolution, what doesn’t feel 
OK, is stopping the ‘emotional’ part of 
emotional labour – the bit that means 
simply being kind, like making the  
effort to cook an elderly relative a  
decent meal. There’s actually a huge 

amount of pleasure to be derived from 
‘holding people in mind’. I hate  
planning meals (and my husband now 
shares that responsibility), but I love 
the joy it brings my family when we all 
sit round the dinner table together. By 
the same token, caring about my  
ageing godfather isn’t really some-
thing that should belong to a spread-
sheet or ‘to-do’ list.

The truth is that ‘worry work’ isn’t 
something I can fully resign from, and 
I don’t think I’m alone in that. I want 
the time I spend on emotional labour 
to be acknowledged, and I’m happy to 
delegate, lower my expectations and 
do away with the unnecessary. But  
I won’t stop ringing the friend whose 
partner just left her or sending my  
husband’s mum a Mother’s Day card 
from her grandchildren.

To me, those things can’t be classed 
as ‘labour’. They’re about kindness 
and caring – and if that’s socially  
ingrained in me, so be it. I wouldn’t 
have it any other way.

Start to manage your emotional labour
l Ask yourself – how does it  

serve you to be the one who does 

the most emotional labour? Do 

you feel more in control? Is it the 

way you feel valued or show love? 
l Ask yourself – what does it cost 

you to be the person who does the 

most emotional labour? Write a 

list of positives and negatives of 

this role. Then ask yourself what 

changes you would like to make. 
l Spend 20 minutes writing in 

your journal about your memories 

of your parents and the roles they 

played. In what ways are you 

copying their relationship style 

– and how are you different?

l Acknowledge how much 

emotional labour you take on  

and place a value on it. Then think 

about the unnecessary things  

and do away with them.
l Have an honest conversation 

with your partner. Work out tasks 

you’re prepared to hand over and 

prioritise the ones you enjoy.
l Ask yourself  – do you have an 

addiction to busyness? Remind 

yourself that you don’t need to 

organise everything all the time.
l Manage any perfectionist 

tendencies. Realise your limits 

and know when you should ask  

for help and when to say no.

“      I hate planning 
meals, but I love  
the joy it brings  
my family when 
we all sit round  
the dinner table 
together ”



Mary Fenwick is a business 
coach, journalist, fundraiser, 
mother, divorcée and widow  

GOT a QUeSTiOn FOr Mary?  
email mary@psychologies.co.uk, 
with ‘Mary’ in the subject line

FOllOw Mary On TwiTTer 
@MJFenwick
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I’m on a personal mission 
to see more women in 
public life – imperfect, 

human and fallible women, so my 
number-one tip is – apply for the job.

Research says that men will apply  
for a job if they meet 60 per cent of  
the qualifications, whereas women  
are reluctant unless they meet 100 per 
cent of them. You are concerned about 
one part of the role, but the majority of 
it appeals to you. You won’t be asked to 
strip naked and dance in a spotlight in 
your first interview. How about you 

Q

Our agony aunt Mary Fenwick offers a new  
perspective on whatever is troubling you 

   I’m scared of      
        going public

A
”

”

‘having to carefully curate a persona 
that’s out there for all to see can clash 
with our private sense of self’. This can 
be hard for those she calls ‘true-to-
selfers’, but that concept itself needs 
questioning: which self are we true to 

– the past or the future?
The statistic about applying with 

only 60 per cent qualifications is a 
wake-up call for women that not 
everyone is playing the game the same 
way. It helps to know that others are 
giving it a shot even when they don’t 
meet the strict criteria. In this context, 
even early success at school can be a 
trap for women, because we might be 
less accustomed to perceived failure.

You are truly not alone in feeling the 
way you do, and any small step you take 
matters to the rest of us. Stay curious, 
have fun, but most of all, please press 

‘send’ on that application!

A promotion has come 
up at work that I want  
to apply for, but part of 
the job would involve 

being more ‘public’ and I am anxious 
about this. I have always avoided 
sticking my neck out on social media 
or even with friends in case I make  
a fool of myself or I say something 
wrong. I know this is holding me back 
and would so love to be the sort of 
person who just thinks – so what?  
Any tips? Name supplied

apply, and make it your target just to 
get to the next stage of the selection 
process? It’s only when you actually 
have a job offer in front of you that  
you need to make a decision.

Let’s say, then, that you get the offer, 
and you are still concerned about the 
public aspect. My next favourite tip is 

‘be curious’. Perhaps shift the ‘so what?’ 
question into a gentler ‘I wonder’. For 
instance, I wonder who uses social 
media in a way that you admire? How 
would it be if you follow one new 
person a day, or look for social media 
user groups within your company?

I follow an online thread for women 
journalists that says blocking people 
on social media is like sticking your 
fingers in your ears. One writer says, 

‘Sometimes I say “hush” or “don’t be 
silly” before I block someone. I’m sure 
it makes them apoplectic, but that’s 
part of the fun.’

This brings me to my next tip – have 
fun! Author Herminia Ibarra says it’s 
professional to be more playful (see 
her work on authenticity in ‘More 
Inspiration’, right). She knows that 
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“How can I make my children feel loved?”

“Can I move back home but keep my independence?”

I married a narcissistic man 
and clung on irrationally 
while working myself to the 
bone. After separating for 

two years and nearly divorcing, we’re 
in a much better place now, lessons 
learned. However, our children’s early 
years were messy and insecure. I did 
my best to be there for them, though 
true comfort from me was shaky, as I 
barely had my own head above water.

My question is, what can I do to help 
my son, 17, and daughter, 13, to feel 
secure and deeply loved? It’s late, I 
know, but are there positive steps we 
can take to right those wrongs? My 
daughter seems to have modelled 
herself on me and my son is showing 
selfish tendencies. Name supplied

I’m slightly confused because 
the words in your letter are  
at odds with the underlying 

feeling. I don’t necessarily suggest that 
this is the right advice, but when reading 
it out to my own teenage daughters they 
both said ‘divorce him’ after the first 
sentence. Bear in mind that we only 
know what you are telling  us, but I 
wanted to illustrate how teenagers are 
very quick to cut through pussyfooting 
or fluffy words.

I hope that this concept of deep love  
is one that your husband also shares, 
because your children will know what  
is going on in your relationship, whether 
or not you put it into words for them.

A 17-year-old with a few selfish 
tendencies at this stage is absolutely 

normal. I wonder whether the most 
healthy thing might be for you to copy 
your son. What are my needs right now? 
Who can I trust to support me? These 
are not selfish questions, but steps 
towards independence.

One way of putting this is to say that 
you need to look after your own inner 
child before you start to translate it to 
your children. The Buddhist teacher 
Thich Nhat Hanh suggests this: 
‘Darling, I am here for you. I will take 
good care of you. I have been so busy.  
I have neglected you, and now I have 
learned a way to come back to you.’ Is 
that what you need to say to yourself,  
as well as to your children? See the link 
to Thich Nhat Hanh’s inner child work 
in ‘More Inspiration’, below.

I’m 25 and I love my 
independence, but there’s 
no way I can save for a 
deposit on my own home 

while I’m renting. My mum says I 
can move into the small spare room 
at her house, where my sister also 
lives, but I dread the idea of moving 
back home. My sister and I are close, 
but since my mum has suggested 
that I move in we’ve been arguing 
like children again. How do I manage 
to maintain my own life and space if 
I do move back? Name supplied

It’s a challenge for all three of 
you to renegotiate how you 
live together as the different 

people you are now. My top tips are 

much easier said than done I’m afraid 
– keep behaving like an adult and find 
a neutral space where you can discuss 
the boundaries. Find a café where you 
all feel relaxed, but with a hint of being 
on your best behaviour. Or pack up a 
picnic and find a pretty spot where 
you can sit and talk openly.

It’s also useful to have a vision  
of what success could look like. I’d 
suggest that all three of you try 
writing this down separately. How  
will things look – from each individual 
perspective – in two years’ time if 
everything has worked out brilliantly? 

You each start with three minutes 
to talk, uninterrupted, about the best 
possible outcome for you all. It’s 
harder than you might think to talk 

and be listened to like this, and I can 
guarantee that you’ll find the happy 
picture difficult to describe. We 
simply have more vocabulary to 
describe things going badly, than 
things going well. Plus, very few of us 
have ever been taught how to really 
listen. I have given you a website  
link to search for an ‘interpersonal 
skills self-assessment’, see ‘More 
Inspiration’, below.

A

A

Q

Q

More inSPirATion
Visit: hbr.org/2015/01/the- 
authenticity-paradox

Visit: mindful.org/healing-the-
child-within

Learn: skillsyouneed.com



self

There’s a growing interest in intensive psychotherapy courses, but can 
you really clear out the baggage of the past in one short, sharp burst? 
Jane Alexander put the six-day Penninghame process to the test

  Can you sort 
    out your head
  in a week?

A fter a difficult childhood, 
I’d tried therapy, and  
I deemed it successful. But 
as I hit my 50s, I realised  

I wasn’t sorted, not by a long way. On 
the surface, my life was fine. Inside, 
however, I felt numb and plagued by 
bouts of deep depression.

Then I went to Penninghame. I go 
on a lot of retreats, and I figured this 
one would be no different. I’d emerge 
feeling uplifted and bright for a short 
time, before lapsing back to my usual 
state. Instead, Penninghame ripped 
through my Pentagon-grade defences. 
‘Original wounding happens early,’ 
said Ray Butler, founder of the 
programme, which has been running 
for 15 years. ‘In many families, core 
needs weren’t met or feelings weren’t 
allowed.’ In his view, the psyche is 
built up of several layers. At the core  
is the heart, where we experience love 
and connection. This is surrounded by 
an emotional layer; a churning mass of 

turbulent feelings (fear, anger, rage, 
pain). On top of this is a muscular 
layer, the body’s armour, which keeps 
potentially dangerous feelings locked 
in. Surrounding this is the ego layer, 
which blames other people and 
outside circumstances – it’s the home 
of distrust, over-intellectualism, 
projections and denial.

Working through the pain
The Penninghame process aims to 
break through these layers and plough 
into the deep feelings of hurt, loss and 
anger, so you can get to the root of all 
the crap, untangle old programming 
and be able to feel your true self. It 
uses techniques such as mindfulness, 
psychosynthesis, constellation work, 
shadow work, holotropic breathwork, 
and Family-lab, the work of Jesper 
Juul. Butler has trained with personal 
development pioneers, and his team 
includes counsellors, meditation 
instructors, psychotherapists and 

practitioners of hypnotherapy,  
NLP and Time Line Therapy.

It’s strong, powerful soul work. 
When you arrive, you’re asked not to 
divulge exactly what happens. Before  
I went on the course, that irritated me 
as I like to know what’s coming. But, 
having been through the process,  
I get it. The course is a journey; each 
element builds on the one before and, 
if you knew the road map, you just 
wouldn’t get the full beneficial effect.

What I can say is it was the hardest, 
most heart-rending thing I’ve ever 
done, but also the most exhilarating. 
On the first day, I sobbed. On the 
second, I screamed so loudly that  
I couldn’t believe it was coming from 
me. On the third day, I felt faint, my 
heart was beating erratically and  
my head was thumping with pain.  
I realised just how many layers of fear, 
hurt and anger I had suppressed. On 
the fourth day, I was in despair. Every 
time I came up against something >>>

ILLuSTRATIONS katie edwards
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threatening to my defences,  
I went ‘unconscious’. I didn’t 
pass out; I would just realise 
that I hadn’t heard a word 
for the last 10 minutes.

Gentle guidance
‘Let’s work on that,’ said 
Butler. Suddenly, I felt so 
cold that my teeth started 
chattering. The team gently 
guided me through a process 
that unpicked my early 
family dynamic. It felt like 
lancing a huge, putrid boil with years 
of poison coming out. Butler then 
reworked the situation, imprinting 
new healthy programming in place  
of the old toxic one. I tingled and my 
heart felt as if it could physically break.

Surely that was enough? Yet the 
next day, I plunged even deeper. An 
intense session of breathwork sent me 
further into my family dynamic, going 
back through time until I reached 
something that felt almost primordial. 
My body arched and cramped;  
I screamed, shouted, scratched, 
scrabbled and squirmed. At times  
I felt possessed, at others as if I was 
going to lose my mind; but I felt safe 
enough to trust the process and the 
facilitators. When it ended, I felt 
drained, physically and emotionally, 
yet also purged.

Then, on the sixth day, the miracle 
happened. I looked like seven shades 
of shit and my screamed-out voice 
had descended into a husky growl, but 
I felt incredible – clear, light, hopeful.

I must say here that screaming, 
sobbing and climbing the walls aren’t 
obligatory. Also, not all the course 
was painful – there were moments  
of wild energy, blissful peace and 
immense playfulness. The sheer 
inventiveness of it surprised and 
delighted me time and again.

The beauty of Penninghame is  
that it isn’t just about the week’s 

experience. You’re given practical 
tools to take into everyday life that 
will help you live more honestly, 
creatively and authentically. In the 
weeks following, I noticed my life 
shift. My home life became more 
harmonious, I had far more clarity 
about my work, I found a vision  
for my future that felt exciting and 
possible and my bouts of depression 
seem to have been booted into touch.

But are there dangers inherent in 
doing such intense, deep work, in just 
one week? I asked Julia Bueno, a 
UKCP-registered psychotherapist. 
‘As with any therapeutic intervention, 
these “intensives” are no panacea for 
all our psychological and emotional 
problems, nor would I encourage 
anyone to see them as a quick fix,’ she 
says. ‘I’ve seen people wobble in their 
wake if some surprises emerge or the 
depth of pain experienced remains 
live. This may occur if you haven’t 
had any experience of psychological 

work before, or follow-up 
resources are lacking.’

‘It is an intense course,’ 
agrees Butler, ‘but there  
are very few dangers, as it’s 
planned and paced around 
each individual – everyone 
participates to the degree 
they wish.’ He adds that it 
may not be suitable for some 
people with mental health 
issues, and everyone 
wanting to take the course 
has an interview with  

a course leader, and completes a 
questionnaire before admission.

I feel it works because it’s so 
intense, so focused and stretches over 
a week. Knowing you don’t have to 
‘gather yourself together’ to face the 
world at the end of an hour’s session 
gives the psyche the freedom to let go 
and allow the tough stuff to surface.

So, can you sort out your head in  
a week? I was deeply sceptical but, 
yes, I now believe you can. Will you 
fix all your problems? Probably not. 
But the process gives you a clear 
roadmap for your onward journey.  
I can’t recommend it highly enough.

Six months later
It’s been a tough six months, with  
a lot of everyday challenges, yet I’m 
curiously serene. I can honestly say I 
have had just two days when I allowed 
(and yes, it did feel like a choice) 
myself to slip into the doldrums. 
There’s a lightness and confidence 
about me that I recognise from my 
childhood – having my wide-eyed, 
seven-year-old self back is beautiful.

When I left Penninghame, I felt 
‘done’, but I’ve realised that this thing 
called ‘me’ is an ongoing process. The 
difference is, I’m no longer trying to 
navigate the path of life with a huge 
rucksack of garbage on my back.
For more information, see penninghame.org. 
Penninghame offers a sliding scale of fees and 
bursaries may also be available.

“

“      I looked like 
seven shades of shit 
and my screamed-
out voice had 
descended into a 
husky growl, but  
I felt incredible
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some
body to 

love

Dossier

“Health is the greatest possession. Contentment is the 
greatest treasure. Confidence is the greatest friend”

Lao Tzu

How happy are you in your skin?  Are you comfortable with 
your unique shape? Do you treat your body as a temple: green 

juice and kale or are you struggling to get off the couch?
A range of factors are at play when it comes to creating  

a happy, healthy body – yet, more than ever, there  
is a disconnect between a healthy body image and general 

health. We know that diets don’t work. We know fads are just 
that – a fad. So how do we create a healthy, happy, balanced 

body that we feel great in? What’s the secret? We investigate…
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feeling good in 
your own skin
Social media is full of fitness models and we are obsessed with  
kale and high-intensity workouts, yet there are now more overweight   
than underweight people in the world. There seems to be a disconnect 
between what it means to have – and the best way to get – a ‘happy, 
healthy’ body. Anita Chaudhuri investigates

 >>>

R ecently, I spent a week in Paris, and 
while I was munching a tarte aux 
framboises at a pavement café, I over-
heard a woman using the French 
phrase, ‘Se sentir bien dans sa peau.’ 
The idiom made me smile, reminding 

me of the French teacher who first tried to explain its 
meaning to me.

‘It means to feel good in your own skin, to feel beau-
tiful, to enjoy being yourself,’ she said.

At the time, the definition puzzled 
me. ‘But why on earth would you need 
a phrase for that?’ I pondered. I was  
11 years old.

Why indeed? A quick flick through 
any fashion magazine, Instagram feed 
or wellness blog is enough to provide 
a dozen answers. Popular culture 
bombards us with images of celebri-
ties with pert bodies, unlined faces 
and improbably sleek ‘post-baby’ phy-
siques. Looking this good is easy if you 
only eat kale, drink green sludge and 
get your own personal yoga ‘bitch’. ‘If you do X then you 
will look like Y’ goes the message. Only most of us don’t. 
The average woman in Britain is five foot three, weighs 
11 stone and is a size 16.

It’s never been easier to access free information about 
health, diet and nutrition, yet we’re in the grip of an obe-
sity epidemic. There have never been more ways to get 

fit, thanks to apps, classes and gyms, yet statistics sug-
gest we’re living increasingly sedentary lives. How did 
feeling good in our skin ever get so complicated?

It’s been emotIonal…
Harriet Frew is a therapist who specialises in body 
image and emotional eating. ‘All the magazines and 
Instagram feeds about being super healthy can be  
a trigger for a lot of women. It doesn’t cause poor body 

image in itself, but it does add 
fuel to the fire. Even the stuff 
that’s supposedly promoting a 
healthy way of life is still very 
much an ideal.

‘When people take on trends 
in an obsessional way, it’s not 
helpful. They then start saying, 
“I can’t eat X, Y or Z foods” and 
they view certain foods as “bad”. 
So then if they eat the bad food, 
which is inevitable, because we 
all like to rebel at times, they feel 
as if they’ve failed, which leads 

to unhelpful behaviour,’ says Frew.
Psychologies columnist and nutritionist, Eve Kalinik, 

agrees. Our obsession with eating healthily has led 
some of us to demonise certain foods in a way that feels 
at odds with living joyfully. ‘From a nutritional point of 
view, eating the widest range of foods in their most  
natural state is always going to be the best for both 

“From a nutritional 
point of view, eating 
the widest range  
of foods in their 
most natural state 
is always going to  
be the best for both 
health and mindset”
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health and mindset. You’re not saying no to anything 
– that’s a really positive thing.’

When it comes to changing our food habits, a big part 
of that might involve addressing the extent to which 
emotions are affecting the way that we eat. ‘If you’re 
being judgemental about yourself when you step on the 
scales or look in the mirror, you’re not being kind to 
yourself,’ says Frew. ‘So you end up eating to make your-
self feel better. There’s that paradoxical mindset where 
you say, “If I beat myself up hard enough, then one day 
I’m going to get myself in shape.” In fact, it’s only by 
being kind to yourself that you’ll make wiser, more 
helpful choices rather than reacting 
and being hard on yourself.’

Research into emotional eating 
reveals the extent of the problem. 
According to a study published in the 
journal Obesity in 2007, dieters who 
ate when triggered by cues such as 
loneliness, rather than physical 
cues, lost less weight over time and 
were more likely to put it back on.

‘Food raises our blood sugar – it 
really hits the spot in a way. If you’re 
feeling sad, cross or upset, it’s not 
comfortable to own that, whereas 
eating gives you a quick fix in the 
short term,’ explains Frew. And then 
the next day you’re back on green 
juice rations? ‘Exactly. People get into that all-or- 
nothing way of thinking. Their rules are so strict that 
they set themselves up for failure. So you end up saying, 
“Oh, I’ve blown it. I might as well eat the whole bag of 
crisps now.” So you’re veering between two extremes.’

Celebrity Culture
The impact of celebrity culture on the way we view our 
own weight, shape and ideas about healthy eating can’t 
be overstated. Research published by psychologists at 
the University of Newcastle earlier this year revealed 
that television alone can have a significant impact on 
how people view the ideal female body. Their fascinat-
ing project was conducted in Nicaragua, in Central 
America, a country with an unusually diverse access to 
Western media. They surveyed people from an urban 
area, a village with TV access and a village with no TV 
access. Those who stated they preferred women with 
the highest BMIs came from the group with the least 
access to television. That said, it’s unrealistic for us to 

go cold turkey on TV, magazines and social media. So 
how else might we begin making peace with what we 
see in the mirror?

‘The first step is acceptance,’ says Frew: ‘Being able 
to look in the mirror and notice your positive qualities. 
We all have bits of ourselves we don’t like, but it depends 
on how you view yourself. Some people focus on the 
tummy they don’t like, or their arms, whereas others 
might look in the mirror and think, “My eyes look nice” 
or “My hair looks good today”. Becoming more com-
fortable about evaluating yourself as a whole is key.’

Columnist Lindy West, author of the memoir Shrill 
(Quercus, £16.99) writes powerfully 
about the idea of ‘coming out’ as a fat 
person (if you had any doubt of her 
qualification for doing so, this is the 
woman who wrote a blog about not 
being able to fit into an airline seat).

‘I always thought that if I just never, 
ever acknowledged it – never wore a 
bathing suit, never objected to a fat 
joke on TV, stuck to “f lattering” 
clothes, never said the word “fat” out 
loud – then maybe people wouldn’t 
notice. Maybe I could pass as thin, or 
at least obedient. But I was slowly 
learning you can’t advocate for your-
self if you won’t admit what you are.’

Her searingly honest way of writing 
about her own relationship with her body has struck a 
chord with a generation of women who have had enough 
of being shamed about their shape. Body-acceptance is 
an idea that has increasingly been embraced by 
American feminists and ‘fat-acceptance’ activists, who 
refer to non-obese people as ‘straight-sized people’.

I can’t help but feel that, on the one hand, we’re con-
demned to a dismal future filled with kale and quinoa, 
and on the other, we’re being told to let it all hang out, 
and to heck with the risks of high blood pressure and 
Type-2 diabetes. Surely I can’t be the only person to feel 
caught between two extremes.

Changing habits
So what if we really don’t like what we see in the mirror 
and want to make changes? With all this conflicting 
advice, what is the best strategy for going about it? Polly 
Morland is the author of Metamorphosis (Profile Books, 
£14.99), which looks at how and why individuals are able 
to make successful, radical change in their lives. The 20 

“We all have bits 
of ourselves that 
we don’t like, but  
it depends on how 
you view yourself. 
Becoming more 
comfortable 
about evaluating 
yourself as a 
whole is key”
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getting a healthy body attitude

1 For three days, keep a ‘food  
and feelings’ diary. Start to 
understand the relationship 

between what you eat and how you 
are feeling. A lot of people reach for 
food as soon as an uncomfortable 
feeling comes up, in order to push 
that feeling away. It’s not a conscious 
thing; it can be deeply ingrained. 
Keeping a diary will help you notice 
the correlation between your food 
choices and your emotions.

2 Start becoming aware of the 
thoughts you typically have 
about your body during the 

course of a day, particularly those 
repetitive thoughts. Are you viewing 
the world through the lens of body 
consciousness all the time, for 
example? How many times are  
you having thoughts such as, ‘My 
tummy’s sticking out’ or, ‘That person 
over there is so slim. Why aren’t I that 
slim?’ If you are having a lot of these 
types of thoughts, they’re likely to 
trigger feelings of being quite anxious 
and unhappy. Before you know it,  
you become more obsessed and 
fixate on the parts you don’t like, 
you’ll weigh yourself more and get 
caught in a negative spiral.

3 Remember, when you’re 
looking at other people’s 
photos on Facebook or 

Instagram, that those images have 
been posted to show off the shiniest, 
best versions of those people. It’s rare 
you see a Facebook photo of anyone 
choosing to look their worst. If you’re 
constantly posting photos of yourself 
online or looking at images of other 
women, be aware of your motivation 
for doing that. Are you simply doing  
it for fun or are you dwelling on your 
own imperfections, making negative 
comparisons with others and viewing 
yourself with an overly critical eye?

The key to feeling more confident is to understand the relationship you have with 
your self-image, and its underlying motivation, says therapist Harriet Frew
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case studies in her book range from a concert violinist 
who changed career to become a frontline policeman, 
to an obese man who lost 18 stone in 18 months. Morland 
herself lost three stone 10 years ago and has success-
fully maintained the weight loss. What is the secret to 
making such radical changes?

‘In every case, change was driven by the person’s 
desire to be the author of their own life, to write their 
own story, to stop being controlled by food, or alcohol, 
or whatever. There was often an outside trigger, a sense 
of agency,’ says Morland. ‘In all the cases I explored, 
there had to be something on the horizon, a shining  
beacon in the future that they could move towards, 
something that they could feel excited and positive 
about. It seems that effective change needs an injection 
of hope rather than, “I’m so overweight, if I don’t lose 
weight my knees are going to go”. There needs to be a 
future towards which people can move in order to turn 
that very amorphous idea of “I want to change” into 
something that’s got a little bit more focus.’

Morland discovered from her interviewees that the 
most effective change is created not from grandiose 
visions, but by making small plans. ‘Building habits is a 
big part of the story. So if you start with a little plan like, 
“I’m going to join a running club” or “I’m going to buy 
salad when I go to the supermarket” or “I’m going to 
morning step class”, those can nudge you into gradually 
forming a habit. So it becomes, “I always go to step class 
on a Wednesday” or “I always buy salad”.’

She points out that we frequently overlook what a 
strenuous effort of will establishing a new habit is going 
to take. ‘Small plans lead to small rules lead to small 
new habits. Then in some modest way, you have changed 
the way you think, and your brain has become open to 
making changes. One of the most powerful weapons in 
the change process is indulging your imagination  
about the person you could become.’

What your body can do
Frew has an equally radical suggestion – that we start 
to view our bodies in terms of what they can do for us, 
as much as how they look. ‘Celebrate the fact that you 
can move easily, that you can walk and run and dance. 
We’re all going to get to a time of life one day when we’re 
not going to be able to do all of that. If you’ve ever broken 
your leg or something happens to your body, you’ll say, 
“Oh gosh, now I really do value my health, my body.” It’s 
such an important part of our relationship with our 
body that we shouldn’t overlook.’

This is a great way of reframing how we look at our 
physical selves, an empowering reminder that life isn’t 
about sitting staring in the mirror. Life is about living; 
it’s about having the energy to go out and do everything 
you want to do; meet all the people and chase all the 
dreams you want; walk, run, dance, love, connect and 
generally feel vibrant and alive. To me, that sounds like 
a great prescription; to just enjoy being yourself.

With this in mind, I come back to the message at the 
heart of West’s thoughts on the topic; a sentiment 
expressed in a recent column that will resonate with 
most of us: ‘“I will hate myself until I turn into Gisele 
Bündchen” is not a reasonable, reachable goal. Don’t 
treat yourself that way.’

>>>

“Celebrate the fact that you 
can move easily, walk and 

run and dance. We’re all 
going to get to a time of life 

one day when we’re not going 
to be able to do all of that”
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Inspired to get your health on track and start a clean and active lifestyle? Discover 
the psychological science behind goal-setting that will help you stay on track…

AN EASIER ROAD TO SUCCESS

THE SCIENCE BEHIND 
SETTING GOALS

WHO ARE YOU?
How do you think of yourself? 
Researchers have found that the way 
we think of ourselves can determine 
the type of goals we set. Those 
of us who think of ourselves as 
independent (distinct from others) 
will aim for more ambitious goals, 
such as losing a certain number 
of pounds, and will be more motivated 
when the goal directly benefi ts 
ourselves; but those of us who think of 
ourselves as interdependent (aiming 
to fi t in with others) will be drawn 
to goals that are focused more on 
weight-maintenance – and are more 
likely to succeed when the goal 
benefi ts our friends and society.* 
So, which category do you fall into?

KEEP TRACK
Researchers say that the more we 
check our progress, the more success-
ful we are likely to be in achieving our 
health goals. Try measuring yourself 
to keep track, timing your daily run to 
log how much faster you run each 
time. Want to set yourself up for even 
more success? Research suggests 
logging your results publicly.**

CHANGE PERSPECTIVE
When looking at your progress, 
viewing it from a third-person 
perspective can accentuate the 
changes that you have made, which 

provides increased satisfaction and 
motivates us to keep working towards 
our goal. For example, say to yourself, 
‘[Insert your name] just ran a 
triathlon for the fi rst time!’***

STAY FLEXIBLE
Instead of fi xing your sights on one 
specifi c goal – for example, cycling 
10km in 30 minutes or eating 
vegetarian dinners twice a week, 
research suggests that choosing a goal 
that sits within a range, perhaps 
cycling 10-14km in 30 minutes, or 
eating one to three vegetarian meals a 
week, gives you the successful 
combination of both the attainability, 
perceived in the lower number, and 
the challenge in the higher number 
– which means a heightened sense of 
accomplishment, which makes us 
want to continue pursuing our goal.† 

Why not try the fi rst day of 

the Psychologies Life Labs 

‘How to Achieve Your Goals’ 

course for free? We’ve created 

a new range of ‘Practical Wisdom’ 

online courses especially for 

Psychologies readers, curated 

by the pick of our experts.

At last, reach your goals and 

achieve your dreams with our 

30-day course, which is 

designed to keep you inspired, 

focused and productive – and 

help you start making strides 

towards what you want in life. 

Visit lifelabs.psychologies.co.uk 

to try the taster course.

LIFE LABS

  REAL FOCUS, THE SECOND BOOK IN OUR LIFE-CHANGING SERIES, IS ON SALE NOW. *SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETAILS

“Choosing a goal 
that sits within 
a range gives you 
the successful 
combination 
of attainability, 
perceived in the 
lower number, 
and the challenge”

DO WHAT YOU LOVE
Studies have shown that intrinsic 
activities – those that we do 
naturally, just for the joy of doing – 
lead to greater engagement with our 
goal, increased perseverance and 
better results overall, as opposed 
to extrinsic activities, which we don’t 
naturally enjoy and force ourselves 
to do. This means that if you hate 
running on the treadmill, but long 
for the great outdoors, hiking in 
the countryside could help you to 
become more active and maintain 
a lifestyle shift for good.† †
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‘My ultimate tip for keeping lean and 
maintaining a healthy lifestyle is to 
prep like a boss. I know life can get hec-
tic – work, family, friends – but prep-
ping like a boss means preparing your 
meals in advance, just like you would 
set aside time to get ready for a meeting, 
or a night out with friends.

‘It doesn’t need to take long. Once 
you’ve decided to get fit and lean, take 
time out each week to put in the ground-
work so you get the results you want. No 
matter how much you exercise, you 
can’t out-train a poor diet. It’s essential 
to shop for the right food and plan when 
you’re going to fit in exercise.’
‘Lean In 15: The Shape Plan’ by Joe Wicks  
(Bluebird, £16.99) is out now

2 
Make exercise 
fun again
anna kessel, one of The 

Independent’s 50 most influential 
women in sport last year and 
co-founder and chair of the 
Women in football organisation
‘At what point did sport and exercise 
become so serious? So regulated? What 
happened to us, the young girls, who 
used to climb trees and roll down hills, 
laughing until our sides burst?

‘Why did we stop playing? How did 

female exercise become such a lonely, 
punitive road? We need to learn how  
to have fun with our bodies again.

‘Start by grabbing a pair of trainers, 
heading out the door, and focusing on 
how strong your legs are carrying you 
from A to B, or how amazing your arms 
are powering you across the pool, or the 
way your shoulder blades accommo-
date the strangest yoga moves, even  
if you can’t do any of the other poses.

‘Take a friend! Take two! Have a chat. 
Marvel at the treetops, take note of the 
sky, enjoy the beats coming through 
your headphones, soak up the endor-
phins. Make it fun. It doesn’t matter 
how far, how fast, or how flexible. It’s 
just about being there, in the moment.’
‘Eat Sweat Play: How Sport Can Change Our Lives’ 
by Anna Kessel (Macmillan, £12.99) is out now

3  Make inforMed 
food choices  
on the go

Jackie Lynch, registered 
nutritional therapist
‘If “grab and go” sums up your approach 
to food when you’re out, think protein! 

Protein is hard to digest and it slows 
down the release of carbohydrate, sus-
taining energy levels and helping keep 
blood sugar balanced, so you don’t fall 
prey to sugar or carb cravings.

‘It also plays an important part in the 
fullness factor by stimulating the sati-
ety response that helps your body rec-
ognise when it’s full. This means a ham 
and cheese croissant could be a smarter 
move than a regular croissant. Keeping 
a stash of raw almonds or pumpkin 
seeds in your handbag gives you the 
flexibility to pair them with porridge  
or a muesli pot, or a piece of fruit.

‘Make sure a lunchtime salad or soup 
has a dose of protein in the form of fish, 
eggs, lentils, meat or quinoa, and go for 
protein-rich dips or spreads, such as 
houmous or unsweetened nut butter.’
‘The Right Bite’ by Jackie Lynch (Nourish Books, 
£6.99) is out now

4 
don’t forget 
about your Mind
dr Patricia Macnair, 

medical doctor,  journalist  
and author
‘Daily exercise is the most basic ele-
ment of keeping healthy, and activity is 
just as important for our mental health 
as it is for our physical health.

‘Ideally, this would involve about 30 
minutes of activity, intense enough to 
make you feel short of breath, most days 
of the week. This might be exercising on 

64 P SYC H O LO G I E S  M AG A Z I N E  J U LY 2 0 1 6

Q& A

HealtHy aND Happy 
Forget fad diets and pounding the treadmill for hours on end. We asked the  
top health coaches, nutritionists and fitness trainers for their number-one  
tip to creating and maintaining a healthy lifestyle and a happy body

“Why did we stop 
playing? How did 
female exercise 
become such a lonely, 
punitive road?”

geT THe BA l A Nce r IgHT

1  
PreP Like  
a boss! 
Joe Wicks, body coach and 

creator of the 90 day sss plan
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a cross-trainer, walking, dancing, 
swimming or playing a racket sport. 
But variety is important and, two or 
three times a week, time should be 
spent on activities such as Pilates that 
work on posture, balance and  flexibility.

‘The ability to move your body is fun-
damental to wellbeing. I see the harm-
ful consequences of loss of muscle 
power every day among patients. Those 
who recover quickly from illnesses are 
the ones who are able to quickly get 
back to their normal daily activities. 
Immobility is a disaster and preserving 
easy movement has to be a health pri-
ority. We need a more comprehensive 
understanding of the importance of 
activity for body and mind.’
‘Change Your Life One Day At A Time: The 
Ultimate Manual For Living A Long, Healthy And 
Happy Life’ by Dr Ilona Boniwell and Dr Patricia 
Macnair (Modern Books, £14.99) is out now

“Although there are 
lots of things you 
can aim to include 
in a healthy lifestyle, 
the mix of what 
works for you is 
exclusive to you”

5 
Eat lEss mEat
Dr michael Greger, 
physician and New York 

Times bestselling author
‘One of the simplest strategies to 
achieve a happy, healthy and long life is 
also one of the least expensive. In the 
same way that a habit such as smoking 
cigarettes can speed up ageing, your 
food habits have the power to delay 
your ageing process.

‘The concept of ageing can be thought 
of as the oxidation of our bodies, just 
like rust is the oxidation of metal. The 
amino acid methionine, which is found 
in animal-based foods (including meat, 
fish, poultry, dairy and eggs), is thought 
to have a pro-oxidant effect (rather 
than antioxidant), which can lead to 
DNA mutation, including those that 

cause breast and ovarian cancer.  
By eating less animal-based foods, we 
can slow the rate of DNA damage. The 
easiest and most economical way to eat 
less methionine is to eat a plant-based 
diet, emphasising vegetables (espe-
cially dark, leafy greens), whole grains, 
legumes, fruit, nuts and seeds. How 
easy is it? For dinner tonight, sub in a 
life-extending bean burger in place of 
an age-promoting beef burger. Voila!’
‘How Not To Die’ by Dr Michael Greger and Gene 
Stone (Macmillan, £14.99) is out now

6  stay truE  
to yoursElf
matt roberts,  

personal trainer
‘My number-one tip to creating and 
maintaining a healthy lifestyle is to 
remember that you are one of a kind. 
This means that, although there are 
lots of important things you can aim to 
include in a healthy lifestyle, the  
balance and mix of what works for you 
as an individual is going to be exclusive 
to you.

‘With this in mind, you have to spend 
some time experimenting with differ-
ent approaches until you find that 
sweet spot where everything feels great 
without having to try too hard. There’s 
no point in religiously following the lat-
est celebrity diet or exercise plan if it’s 
not taking you towards your health and 
fitness goals. Take what works and dis-
card what doesn’t.’P
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The body  
chronicles
From the influence of the media and social comparisons to  
our own personal journeys, three women share their struggles 
with body image and creating a healthy body and mind

interviews rin hamburgh photographs jon enoch
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“i wouldn’t even try new activities because  
i was so worried about my appearance”
Paula hines, 41, yoga teacher and writerbnvnm

e ver since i was a child, i’ve been 
overweight. i was 11 years old when  
i was first sent to a dietician by the 

doctor, and from then on i was on and off diets 
until my late 20s, when i finally gave up and 
thought, ‘this isn’t worth it.’ at my biggest,  
i was a size 22 and felt hugely negative about 
my body. i would avoid doing things like going 
swimming or on beach holidays because i 
didn’t want to be seen in a swimming costume. 
i wouldn’t even try new activities because i 
was so worried about my appearance.

when i was 26, a friend of mine suggested 
that i take up yoga, because i was having  
a lot of back pain. as i started practising, 
something shifted in my mindset, and i went 
from thinking, ‘i’m not worth bothering with’ 
to, ‘it’s worth taking care of myself, i’m worth 
that.’ it wasn’t a sudden thing, it happened 
over a long period, but that was when the 
weight started coming off.

losing weight did actually become a bit 
addictive, because i’d never been thin before, 
and i thought, ‘wow, let’s see how much i can 

lose.’ but at my smallest – which was a size 12, 
though still technically above my target bmi 
because i’m only five foot two – my periods 
stopped for a while and they didn’t start again 
until i put a little bit of weight back on. that’s 
when i realised that your weight kind of 
settles at a certain place.

i’m a size 16 now and i feel good about where 
i am. it was a surprise to me to realise i needed 
to put a little bit of weight on to be healthy. 
even though i’m a bit bigger now, i’m still 
happy – i’m healthier and i eat much better.  
i ran the brighton half-marathon last year  
and i’m just getting into using kettle bells.

when i was made redundant in 2011, i 
decided to retrain as a yoga teacher. in the 
yoga world, being a size 16 and an instructor 
isn’t the norm. but i’ve had people tell me that 
they had been worried about coming to yoga, 
but because of how i look, they aren’t so 
intimidated; they feel welcome, which is great. 
how you feel about your appearance shouldn’t 
put you off something you could really enjoy. 
Find Paula’s yoga courses at ucanyoga.co.ukH
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“We started out using non-professional models, who were 
inspirational, but who our customers could relate to”

W hen I started Rose & Willard, I knew I had a 
responsibility to my customers not to present 
them with the kind of imagery that would 

make them aspire to something unrealistic. These days 
there’s a tsunami of images bombarding us with what 
physical beauty should be, but you’re looking at a 
picture that’s actually been Photoshopped. You see a 
model in an ad campaign and think, ‘I have to look like 
that’ – but she doesn’t even look like that in reality! 
People are aspiring to an ideal that doesn’t exist.

I remember the first time we had a shoot. A reputable 
agency sent over some models for us to meet. I was 
expecting goddesses to turn up and instead, it was just 
these young teenagers. None of them looked healthy 
and, to be honest, none of them were even what I’d have 
called beautiful. You realise the work that goes into 
making them look the way the do in the pictures.

That’s why we started out using non-professional 
models in our campaigns; women who were 

inspirational, but who our customers could relate to. 
One was a freelance PR, one was a clown, one was a 
martial artist. In our latest campaign we have used  
a professional model, but she’s 32 and a size 8-10,  
which sits well with us.

One thing we do insist on is that our models eat lunch 
with us on a shoot – it’s in their contracts. We brought 
that in after one model became delirious because she 
hadn’t eaten all day. It’s a physically demanding job,  
but she didn’t eat a thing. It transpired she was under 
pressure not to eat, so that she would get more work.

I feel a sense of moral responsibility towards the 
women who work with us, as well as the women who see 
our images. The contract is our way of making a stand 
against the industry. We’re not forcing anybody to eat. 
If they don’t feel comfortable eating lunch, fine, but 
they’re not the right fit for us. I want someone who feels 
confident enough to say, ‘I do want a meal at lunchtime.’
roseandwillard.com

HeIdY ReHmAN, 45, fOuNdeR ANd mANAgINg dIRecTOR Of fAsHION bRANd ROse & WIllARd



T hroughout my teens and 20s, I always saw 
myself as overweight. I knew that, as a size 12, 
I was on the good side of average, but looking at 

myself naked, I wasn’t happy. I used to focus on all the 
imperfections. I was always trying the latest diet, from 
calorie-counting to meal-replacement shakes.

It probably didn’t help that I’ve always had very slim, 
attractive friends. I would constantly compare myself 
with other people; even when they were bigger than me, 
I would fi nd something that was better about their body 
than mine. There were times when I cried myself to 
sleep because I thought I was too fat.

I’m not exactly sure when the change happened, 
as it’s been a gradual process, but what really helped 
was getting into exercise and nutrition, and seeing the 
benefi ts to my body and mind, outside of losing weight. 
I enjoy the discipline and seeing how far I can push 

myself. I like knowing that I’m treating my body well, 
that I’m supporting my mental health and improving 
my strength, posture, mobility and general wellbeing.

My body is by no means perfect these days; in fact, it 
doesn’t look very di� erent to how it used to. I still have 
areas of fat, but now I know my core is strong. I’m fi tter 
and have great muscle tone in my legs. But the main 
di� erence is how I view my body now. I still moan about 
my imperfections occasionally, but I’m more likely to 
be saying, ‘I beat my personal best at the gym today!’

There may be times when you need to express how 
you feel about your body, but if you’re constantly 
talking about your negatives, they become your reality. 
Now, when I get irrational thoughts about how I look, 
I put them to one side. Apart from anything else, it’s 
boring – for me and for everyone else! We need to turn 
our attention to physical and mental wellbeing instead.

INGRID SMEJKAL, 33, INTERNAL RECRUITER

“I like knowing that I’m treating my body well”
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1 Your colleagues are always 
moaning about their weight  

or bodies. How do you react?
A Join in – you also have plenty  
to moan about
B Tune it out because you find it  
all a bit tedious
C encourage them to join you  
in an exercise class after work
D Point out their positive qualities  
to help them feel better

2 When you look in a full-length 
mirror, your gaze is drawn to…

A Parts of your body you dislike most
B Parts of your body you are proud of
C Your hair or face, not your body
D Your overall appearance

3 You get a party invitation 
saying ‘dress fabulous’. You… 

A Buy a new, figure-hugging outfit 
B Think of excuses not to go
C Wear your trusty LBD and 
accessorise with statement jewellery 
and great shoes
D Wear whatever is clean on the night

4 Growing up, your relationship 
with your body was…

A Up and down, like your weight
B Not something you thought about
C something you made a conscious 
effort to work at
D Pretty good most of the time

how happy are  
you in your boDy?
Body confidence is about more than liking what you see in a mirror. It’s about 
respecting what your body does and accepting how it looks. But, are you truly 
comfortable in your body? Take this test by therapist, Sally Brown, to find out

TeST

add up your scores from each 
answer, and find out how 
happy you are in your skin:

A
1

4

2

6

3

2

6

4

2

2

8

2

6

8

6

8

4

6

2

6

8

6 4 8 6 6 8 2 6 4 2

8 8 4 8 4 4 4 2 8 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

B
C
D

5 How do you feel about media 
images of ‘perfect’ bodies?

A They’re posed and Photoshopped; 
they don’t even look like real people
B You’re drawn to them, even though 
they can ruin your day
C They inspire you to stay in shape
D You don’t even register them

6 Which statement sums up your 
attitude to looks and ageing?

A With good diet and exercise, you 
don’t have to look old
B it is harder to stay slim as you age
C staying healthy is more important 
D Good skin and a great haircut count

7  Everyone is on the dance floor 
at a wedding. You: 

A Are right there in the middle of it all. 
You’re a confident dancer
B Join in enthusiastically and get 
grannies and nephews to join in, too
C Hold back; part of you would love to 
join in but you would feel too exposed
D Hold back because you wouldn’t 
have a clue what to do

8 You wake up with a painful 
crick in your neck, so you...

A ignore it and get on with your day
B Book a massage in your lunch hour
C Feel annoyed but believe your yoga 
class will sort it out
D Dose up on painkillers and moan 

9 You are having a check-up 
and your doctor asks what  

you weigh. You:
A Take at least a stone off in case they 
think you’re overweight
B Can tell them exactly because you 
weighed yourself that morning
C Genuinely have no idea; you don’t 
even own a scale
D Give them an approximate weight. 
You rarely weigh yourself but your 
weight tends to stay the same

10 If a friend gave you a 
voucher for a full-body 

massage, you would…
A Appreciate the chance to relax 
B Upgrade it to the full works: scrub, 
mask, pedicure and fake tan
C Probably never use it because  
it would mean someone seeing you 
virtually naked
D Ask if you could swap it for a facial

>>>
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If YoU scored between 46 and 60

You have body expectations
How your body looks is a visible representation of how 
you live your life. You have a genuine passion for holistic 
health. You couldn’t imagine feeling good about yourself  
if you didn’t look your best, which means eating well, 
exercising and not slacking on personal grooming. but 
you would hate to appear self-obsessed, so you play it 
down and seem more relaxed about it than you are. You 
may even have a sneaking admiration for people who take 
a more relaxed attitude to how they look. You may have 
been ruled by restrictive eating habits earlier in life and 
now you’re motivated by being super-healthy, so you  
eat a certain way and do a specific amount of exercise.

the pay-off is that you look your best, and you feel 
comfortable when you’re under public scrutiny. but it can 
be time-consuming, and friends and family may find your 
way of life too rigid at times, and wish that you could be 
more flexible about diet and exercise.

ask yourself: what am I missing out on by living my life 
this way? what would I gain by being more flexible, and 
aiming for ‘good enough’ rather than ‘perfect’? More time, 
and less stress and pressure perhaps.

If YoU scored between 61 and 80

You accept your body
You are comfortable in your own skin and you like and 
accept your body, flaws and all – because you see it  
as part of who you are and what you have achieved in 
life. You may have always had a balanced body image, 
or it may be something that has come in later life;  
a reflection of your growing sense of self.

Perhaps you witnessed your body perform a miracle, 
like overcoming a serious illness, growing a new human 
being, or doing a physical challenge, and now you feel 
gratitude and admiration for what it’s capable of.

Yet, self-acceptance is not the same as complacency. 
When you truly respect your body, you have intrinsic 
motivation to look after it. You know that you have 
more energy and resilience when you eat a balanced 
diet, get enough sleep and do some exercise.

But few of us feel 100 per cent body-confident all the 
time, and you might have times when the image in the 
mirror doesn’t reflect the way you see yourself in your 
head. But your secret is that you see your body like  
a good friend. As long you treat it well and appreciate 
it, you will benefit from the gift of body confidence. p
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If YoU scored between 20 and 35 
You are in body conflict
You didn’t need to take this test to know you have  
a negative body image. Chances are, you’re already 
aware of its toxic influence on your mood and self-
confidence. It may have been triggered by illness  
or emotional upheaval, or you may have lived with it 
most of your life, but there are deeper consequences 
than just feeling unhappy about the way you look.

Being in conflict with your body undermines your 
self-belief and limits the way you live. Change is 
long overdue. Learning to accept and respect your 
body starts with taking a compassionate, rather 
than a critical attitude towards what you see in  
the mirror. Ban ‘fat talk’, whether it’s in your head  
or out loud, serious or said as a joke – it’s all toxic.

Try this exercise: take a blank piece of paper and 
write down your negative thoughts about your body. 
Then rip it up into small pieces and throw it away.  
In a study, women who wrote down negative feelings 
then threw the paper away were far less affected by 
their thoughts afterwards than women who wrote 
down their thoughts and kept the piece of paper.*

If YoU scored between 36 and 45

You are in body disconnect
You tend to live life in your head. You may be a big 
thinker, and the quality of your personal relationships 
is important to you. but, despite your self-awareness 
and emotional intelligence, you have got into a habit  
of treating your body with benign neglect.

part of the problem may be that you’re living with 
stress or anxiety, or your life is so busy that you’re 
constantly playing catch-up. activities that put you in 
touch with your body rarely make it off your to-do list.

body disconnect can creep up on you, but the 
effects accumulate and impact on your mood. tension 
held in the body feeds into feelings of anxiety, which 
cranks up the tension, creating a vicious cycle.

Mindfulness exercises help you reconnect with your 
body in a non-judgemental way. take five minutes a 
day to sit quietly and tune in to the ‘weather pattern’ 
inside, connecting with how your body feels physically, 
and with the emotions underlying those feelings. at 
regular intervals, connect with your breath for a few 
minutes and notice your body. It’s time to reconnect 
with your physical sense and live more holistically.





BOOK 
NOW!

In partnership with NOW Live Events, we’re o� ering two workshops: 
Dr Tom Chatfi eld teaches us how to step away from the screen, and Noël 
Janis-Norton shows us how to curb our kids’ tech obsession. Find ways 
to feel at home with yourself at the Deptford summer festival, and join 
Psychologies’ editor Suzy Greaves on an inspiring, entrepreneurial day

JOIN US!

Be Inspired: Create Your Own Business
DATE: 16 July VENUE: Girton College, Huntingdon Road, 

Cambridge TIME: 9am-5pm COST: £45

Are you a female business owner, a mumpreneur or 

wanting to start your own business? Would you like to sit 

next to inspiring women and exchange ideas, advice and 

stories? Do you want to hear from seasoned professionals 

about how they got to where you want to be – and learn 

from the mistakes of women who have walked before 

you? We are so excited to be in partnership with Her 

Invitation, o� ering an inspirational day for female 

entrepreneurs about how to grow your business, 

no matter where you are on your journey.

SPEAKERS INCLUDE: 
● Suzy Greaves, editor of Psychologies

● Ali Soliel, multi-award-winning entrepreneur, 
speaker and self-empowerment coach

● Helen Vandenberghe, multi-award-winning business 

mentor, author, entrepreneur and international speaker

● Sheila Aly, author, entrepreneur, international speaker, 

barrister and co-founder of Inspire’d Stage

● Lynette Allen, author, international speaker, broadcaster 

and creator of Her Invitation

● Emma Case, entrepreneur, founder of Start Where 

You Are and international speaker

YOU WILL COME AWAY WITH:

● Energy to fuel your business fi re

● Inspiration for fresh ideas

● Boosted confi dence to take your business 

where you want it to be

● The drive you need to take action fi rst thing 

on a Monday morning

● The opportunity to ask our speaker line-up any 

question you wish

Join us! Buy tickets at Eventbrite using this link:
http://bit.ly/1TaGpvr

 JULY ONE-DAY  WORKSHOP
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DATE: 6 July TIME: 7pm-8.30pm

VENUE: Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion 

Square, London WC1 4RL COST: £20 

Are screens a source of friction in your 

home? Do you worry about the amount 

of time your children spend on phones, 

tablets and watching TV? You’re not alone. Join learning 

and behaviour specialist Noël Janis-Norton, author of 

Calmer Easier Happier Screen Time (Yellow Kite, £14.99), 

to learn practical approaches to limiting your child’s 

screen time, and how to ensure that they get the best 

from digital technology.

THIS WORKSHOP WILL COVER:

● How much time you should allow your children to be 

in front of a screen and the particular times of day that 

screens should be avoided

● Proven strategies to wean your children and 

teenagers away from their electronic devices without 

screaming matches

● How to help your children develop a healthy 

relationship with social media and the internet

● How to socialise with families with di� erent 

values and screen habits

Join us! Buy tickets at nowliveevents.org/tickets

DATE: 13 June TIME: 7pm-8.30pm 

VENUE: Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion 

Square, London WC1 4RL COST: £20

In an age of disposable media vying for 

our attention, author of Live This Book! 

(Penguin, £8.99) Dr Tom Chatfi eld 

presents a variety of exercises to help you direct your 

time and attention towards the ideas, people and 

relationships that really matter. In this inspiring 

workshop, you will put away your phone, leave your 

email unanswered, and give some undivided attention 

to the people you care about, to the things that really 

count, and to yourself. Tom is an author, broadcaster and 

tech philosopher, and a faculty member at The School 

of Life. His six books, exploring technology and society, 

have been translated into over 24 di� erent languages.

Reduce Your Child’s Tech Obsession, 
with Noël Janis-Norton

Step Away From The Screen, 
with Tom Chatfi eld

 JULY  WORKSHOP JUNE WORKSHOP
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IN THIS WORKSHOP, YOU WILL CONSIDER:

● How long it is since you last told somebody close 

to you that you love them

● How to learn a completely new skill

● How to step away from the screen

● How to celebrate your best habits – and the 

passions that truly make you feel alive

Join us! Buy tickets at nowliveevents.org/tickets

Feel at home in yourself with 
creativity and wellbeing practices
DATE: 4-9July VENUE: Deptford Lounge,
9 Gi�  n Street, Deptford, London SE8 4RJ 

COST: From £5

NOW Live Events is back at the Deptford Lounge with 

‘Welcome Home’: a programme of arts and wellbeing 

activities for all ages. Our events exist to stimulate the 

senses, lighten the mind and savour the moment with 

some of UK’s most inspiring artists and thinkers, 

locally and beyond. This year, we are focusing on what 

home and belonging really mean to us, how we might 

feel more at home in ourselves, and how we can take 

these feelings with us everywhere we go.

On o� er will be activities spanning live literature, 

craft, poetry, visual arts, spoken word, mindfulness 

meditation, wellbeing events, workshops for families 

and children and more.

Our line-up includes: mindfulness teacher 

Shamash Alidina, author of Mindfulness For Dummies, 

neuroscientist and martial arts expert Dr Tamara 

Russell, events from creative project Dragon Café, 

writing and journalling expert Jackee Holder, painter 

Harriet Hoult, Wendy Ann Greenhalgh, author of 

Mindfulness And The Art Of Drawing, yoga teacher and 

jewellery designer Amisha Ghadiali, director of NOW 

Live Events Jana Stefanovska, and founder of 

Mindapples, Andy Gibson. 

‘NOW Live Events rids us of the myriad modern-day 

distractions that stop us from embracing the fullness 

of the present moment… using unconventional artistic 

methods.’ The Independent 
For more information, see nowliveevents.org/deptford-lounge-2016

events

  SUMMER FESTIVAL



GLOBAL RECOGNITION
The ONLY hair supplement in the world to have
been awarded the GOLD MEDAL from the hair
loss experts at the World Trichology Society.

LOCAL RECOGNITION
Voted in 2014 and 2015 as the award-winning
product within its category by UK pharmacies.

Female hair growth issues are not as unusual as youmight
think. Although often perceived as a taboo subject, more than
half of all womenwill experience hair growth issues at some
time in their lives.

However, dealing with a hair growth disruption does not
necessarily mean you have to accept living with it.

By using Nourkrin® you can support andmaintain the
approximately 100,000 hairs you have on your head.

Nourkrin® WOMAN – FORHAIR GROWTH is a safe and
drug-free supplement for women to support andmaintain
normal hair growth*.

You have approximately
100,000 reasons
tto use NNourkkriin®®

MORE THAN

YEARS
Research and

Development in
HAIR GROWTH

*With proprietary Marilex®, Biotin and equisetum arvense which helps
to support normal hair and promote hair growth and strengthening.

RECOMMENDED BY
THE NATIONAL HAIR COUNCIL

National Hair Council
www.worldhaircouncil.com

+ Good Independent Pharmacies and Health Food Shops

Find out more at:

www.nourkrin.co.uk
Tel: 0845 894 9680
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#360me
p79  Holistic Grail green beauty / p80  The Plan / p87  One Good Thing herbs / p88  Health detox debunk / 

p93  Real Beauty Arabella Preston / p95  Well Network The Good Life Eatery / p96  Living Well the Hemsleys / 
p98  Ask the Dr natural sugar / p101  Real Nutrition matcha tea / p102  Well Travelled India’s spirit spas

EDITED BY EMINÉ ALI RUSHTON

Keep close to Nature’s 
heart and break clear 
away, once in a while, 

and climb a mountain or 
spend a week in the woods. 

Wash your spirit clean               
“   

JOHN MUIR

 “



Measure the difference
withWater Balance

HRI Water Balance is a traditional herbaaal medicinal product used to relieve the symptoms of mild water
retention, based on traditional use only... Take at any time excess body fluid causes a problem, either whilst
slimming or before or during menstruatiiion to maintain a normal, healthy balance.
Available from Holland & Barrett, Boots,,, Superdrug, Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury’s and Morrisons stores.

Look for the THR symbol – your guarrrantee of safety and quality.

Always read the label www.HRIHerbalMedicine.co.uk

HRIWater Balance tablets for the relief of water retention

Certification mark
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E veryone has a type. Tall, 
dark, brooding? Short, kind, 
boyish? Well, the same goes 

for our health and beauty proclivities. 
I am an absolute sucker for a good-
looking green beauty brand (add eco 
credentials, and you have me at ‘hello’), 
but I have, admittedly, been swiftly 
seduced by lofty holistic promises. 
(Grounding? Bala ncing? It’s true love!)

I’ve found some real heroes over the 
years – from the beautifully rich and 
moisturising Jason Organic Coconut 
Body Wash, £8.95, to RMS Beauty’s 
dreamy creamy ‘Un’ Cover-Up, £28. 
However, I’ve also learned that, when 
it comes to green beauty, it’s a 
potentially thorny rose. Even my 
beloved Jason Organic product 
contains certain things purists would 
discount – phenoxyethanol, for one 
– a low-risk, synthetic preservative 
permissible in products with organic 
certifi cation. The other thing is, natural 
does not always equal e� ective or safe. 
I have friends who have su� ered 
allergic reactions to essential oils, 
and others who have been seriously 
sunburned while using all-natural 
blocks. So, how to play the green fi eld? 

Acquaint yourself with the 
ingredients list and get to know 
what things actually mean. There 
is an exhaustive and useful glossary 

at beingcontent.com/knowledge.htm. 
Click on ‘content approved’ followed 
by ‘ingredients’ to access it.

Dig more into a brand’s ethics. The 
UK banned animal testing in 1998 but, 
if a brand wants to export to China, 
products have to undergo animal 
testing there (it’s currently illegal to 
sell imported cosmetics that haven’t 
been tested on animals in China).

Crucially, don’t assume expense is 
the surest sign of brilliance or swanky 
branding proof of worth. Case in point, 
number two on my natural-highs list 
(right), costs less than four quid.

Know that all advice is subjective. 
What is great for my skin may not be 
great for yours. Which is why I try to 
use as wide and varied a testing pool 
as I can. If a product is tested by fi ve 
friends of di� erent ages and skin types, 
and receives unanimous praise, it’s 
a good start. The Ultimate Natural 
Beauty Bible, by Jo Fairley and Sarah 
Stacey, is a great resource too. 

To this end, I have rounded up my 
favourite natural beauty buys. I’d love 
to know yours too. Share your #360me 
fi nds with me this month.
Follow me @psydirector

5 best 
natural 

highs

Our 
#360me 
promise 

Always trust your body before the beauty brand

Therapie Cherish Skin Repair 
Serum, £46 – makes a noticeable 
di� erence to skin’s elasticity and 
glow, fast. I adore the smell too: 

ylang-ylang, neroli and patchouli.

Yep, the Burt’s Bees lip balms I 
am obsessed with – although the 
original beeswax formula doesn’t 

do it for me (too minty and 
cooling), the ‘hydrating’ varieties 
mean soft, soft, soft lips, £3.99.

Lavera Organic Liquid Soap 
Basis Sensitive, £3.95 – soothing 

and softening. We have one at 
every basin, and the kids love it.

De Mamiel Spring Seasonal Face 
Oil, £70 – I rely on this blend 

to bring my skin and mind into 
alignment each season. It’s 

pricey but three drops treats 
the whole face.

Weleda Skin Food, £9.95 – use as 
a mask or treatment for sore, 

chapped, dry skin. This unctuous 
cream is always in my cabinet.

 Our advice will 
always be balanced, 
truthful, holistic 
and realistic.P
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Health + wellness director

Little green lie      

Follow me @psydirector
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This month’s suggestions to help 
you train your focus on the physical

 body

360 KIT
July’s mood-
boosting buys 

Free People 
Infi nity sports 
bra, £48, 
Hip & Healthy

The Beauty Chef 
Collagen Inner 
Beauty Boost, 
£29, Selfridges

Joyrich yoga 
mat, £65, 
Selfridges

20mins
of HIIT (high-intensity interval training) 
three times a week is enough to keep us 
fi t, but studies show cycling and running 
have a more positive e� ect on brain 
matter. HIIT has no measurable e� ect 
on the promotion of new neural cells so, 
if you want to work out brain and body, 
stick with a ride or a run.*

To feel your best, you have to consider the health of not just your BODY and 
GUT, but your MIND and SPIRIT too – this is holistic health in action. To help 
you, we’ve split all the advice in the plan into these four sections and, by 
spending a similar amount of time on each, you’ll be looking after your ‘self’ 
in a truly holistic way. Dip in and try one thing from each section. Or dive in and 
do it all. It’s here for you – to inspire, support and motivate. Share your journey 
with us @psydirector and we’ll share ours too.

Every month for the next year, the #360me team will 
be sharing our baby-steps approach to leading a healthier, 

happier life – expert-endorsed and real-life approved. 
It’s here for you – to enjoy, to inspire, to guide.

The plan
#360me

@psydirector      @psychologiesmagazine     lifelabs.psychologies.co.uk

SHARE YOUR #360ME JOURNEY

mind      
       

         
                                             body                                                                                                                   

   
 

gut                                           
       

      

spirit 

me

My body 
enjoyed… 

My spiri t 
li fted when…

I felt happier 
when I tried…

My gu t health 
improved when…



the plan
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Whistles has teamed up with 
Move Your Frame (which runs 
amazing fi tness classes across 
London) for this collection that 
unites performance with comfort. 
Understated and elegant, it’s the 
perfect bridge between work and 
playtime. Items in the collection 
are priced from £45.

IN THE FRAME
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“I got rid of my scales 15 years ago. You can 
wake up and feel great, happy and confident 
– then glance down to have that positivity 
disproved. What a waste! Focus on how you 
feel, not what you weigh, and your body will seem 
a hell of a lot lighter as a result” Eminé Ali Rushton @psydirector

CLEAN AIR ACT
It pays to use your nose
Shallow, panicked breathing is often through the 
mouth, but pioneering yoga teacher Jean Hall 
explains why this is detrimental: ‘When we breathe 
through the nose, there are four stages of air 
fi ltration (through the nasal hairs, mucous and 
sinuses, then the throat). But if we breathe 
through the mouth, we omit the fi rst three stages 
and go straight to stage four (nitric oxide). This 
can result in throat infections, such as tonsillitis.’

Breathe by Jean Hall 
(Quadrille, £7.99)

FITNESS MYTHS 
DEBUNKED
“I need to spend hours
at the gym to get fi t but
I just don’t have time!”
‘The simple fact is: you don’t need a gym. 
Your own body is the most versatile, 
convenient and cheapest equipment. 
There are hundreds of exercises you can 
do in your living room, in your garden, in 
the park... and you can use anything as 
weights – logs, canned food, bags, even 
children! If we take HIIT (high intensity 
interval training) as an example, the 
recommended duration is 30 minutes max. 
Be creative and you’ll have even more time 
to do the things you love.’ 
Hollie Grant, contributing editor, fi tness 

BOOST FLEXIBILITY
‘Use the roll-down technique 
first, and last, thing every day’
‘Stand against a wall with your 

feet hip-distance apart and a few 

inches away from the wall, but 

with your bottom and back 

touching it. With soft knees, start 

to peel your head, neck, then 

spine away from the wall one 

vertebra at a time, until you are 

as low as you can manage. Hold 

and breathe here for 20 seconds 

before restacking your spine back 

up one vertebra at a time to your 

start position. Repeat.’

Hollie Grant @PilatesPT



‘No matter who you are, your stage of life, 
income or time restraints, find something 
you can do even once a week that involves 
being part of a team: a book club, yoga class, 
running club... anything! Synchrony, 
community and unity do more for health and happiness 
than we can ever imagine’ Suzanne Duckett @ThisIsTheAntidote

AND SO TO BED
Ila Dream Time Journey CD, £19 
‘I adore these beautiful Sanskrit mantras that 
soothe the spirit and quiet the mind. My tip: 
don’t listen to it on your phone. If you have 
a CD player in the house, move it up to your 
bedroom and play it as you go about your 
bedtime routine... Let it play to the end as 
you drift o�  to sleep.’ Eminé @psydirector

PRIVATE MEMO 
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Ten minutes of skipping 
is the workout equivalent 
of running an eight-minute 
mile. It’s also proven to be 
a fantastic upper and lower 
body workout, great cardio 
and – most importantly 
– it’s a real mood-lifter. 
Keep your jumps low and 
controlled and aim to 
skip without stopping for 
two minutes, building by 
a minute each time until 
you’re happily doing 10 
minutes a day.*

Lift your spirits with these powerful 
finds and useful insights

THE ISSUE:  ANGER
THE MESSAGE: Anger indicates that 

our boundaries have been violated.

THE SOLUTION: Develop a daily 

practice of setting your boundaries 

and communicating what is and isn’t 

acceptable to you, at work and at 

home. Stick with it – these are your 

rules to live by – and ensure those 

around you know your expectations.

THE ISSUE: STRESS
THE MESSAGE: This means our 

inner and outer worlds aren’t in sync. 

THE SOLUTION: Close your eyes and 

focus on breathing. Take a slow, deep 

breath in and feel it travel inside your 

body, creating calm. Use this simple 

meditation for at least a minute to 

lower stress. @Akcelina_Health

spirit
BOUNCE BACK
Reclaim the rope!  
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GET FIVE A DAY
Nourishment for the soul

‘Nurture your spirit with ‘fi ve 
a day for your soul’: a daily 
spiritual practice, an enlightening 
conversation, moments for 
inspiration, a rendezvous with 
nature and time for fun. When we 
get our fi ve-a-day, even for fi ve 
minutes a day, everything in life 
resets organically. We feel soulfully 
nourished, and fall in love with life 
again… it’s simple, but science 
backs it up.’ Akcelina Cvijetic

Emotions are internal messages we must not 
ignore, says wellbeing expert Akcelina Cvijetic
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Food for thought for July. Share how 
you get on using our #360me hashtag

‘Telling stressed-out people they should be 
mindful is maddening – it’s like telling a 
screaming baby to chill out. I accept I can’t 
be mindful all the time, but I work hard 
to be present at family mealtimes, bath and 
bedtimes... Some things are sacred’ Eminé @psydirector

THOUGHT POWER 
How do you cultivate optimism?
‘Spend a few minutes thinking about 
your day tomorrow. Instead of just 
worrying about your to-do list, 
imagine three or four good things 
that may happen – simple pleasures 
like enjoying a great cup of co� ee, 
or something bigger like completing 
a project you’re working on. Imagine 
these things in detail. Try this each 
day for a week and see what positive 
changes you notice, and feel.’ 
Vanessa King @actionforhappiness

THE NEW SPRING WELLNESS BOX from 
Aevi Box, £120, is a seasonal celebration 
of some of the best natural brands, from 

Earth Tu to Fig & Yarrow. The School 
of Life’s Virtue Cards make it about 

more than beauty, too, inviting you to 
carve a window of calm into the day.

360 LOVES

mind

the plan
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PRIME TIME
Use primer statements 
to strengthen resolve
‘Write down statements in the 
form of: if “X” happens, then I will 
“Y”. For example, if I am trying to 
cut down on ca� eine, my primer 
statement might be: if a friend 
wants to meet for co� ee, I will 
choose a herbal tea. If my habit 
is to do with exercise, I’ll try: if it is 
raining, and I can’t take the walk 
I planned, I will roll out my yoga 
mat at home. Primer statements 
can remove ambivalence, save 
energy and reduce the need to 
rely on willpower.’ 
Psychologist, Suzy Reading 
@SuzyReading

12 hours
‘Flow is a delicious state of being; one you 
will have experienced while immersed in 
cooking, connecting with your child, on 
your yoga mat or doing a sudoku puzzle. 
Characterised by complete absorption 
in the moment and deep involvement with 
the task at hand, in this state of intense 
concentration, people report feeling in 
control and on a natural high. You are 
awake for 12 hours a day. Make time for 
fl ow.’ Suzy Reading @SuzyReading
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‘My latest foodie find is Miso Tasty Organic Shiro 
White Miso Paste, £8, on buttered sourdough. It’s a 
bit like Marmite, but less salty and has a lovely velvety 
texture. It’s completely delicious on toast and, as a 
naturally fermented food, it also boosts gut health 
and digestion’  Eminé Ali Rushton @psydirector

“Uncomfortable 
tummy? The child’s 
pose is wonderful for 
releasing trapped 
wind, especially if you 
massage the stomach in the pose” 
Kat Farrants, yoga expert @MFML_

gut
Improve your gut health with 
these easy-to-implement ideas

1 Have daily 
probiotics. 
They’re most 

e�  cient from a 
fermented food 
source, so try kefi r, 
full-fat yogurt, 
cultured coconut 
yogurt and miso. 

2Have water 
away from 
meals to 

maximise digestive 
processes. A small 
glass of wine with 
food, however, can aid 
digestion (but that’s 
one small glass). 

3 Stress less. 
Constant 
worrying and 

overanalysing what 
to eat can, ironically, 
hinder digestive 
processes. You don’t 
have to be perfect 
all the time.

Chewing. The 
simplest of all 
processes, but 
mastering the 

art of chewing has 
massive implications 
for gut health. Meat 
and denser foods 
should be chewed 
30 times.

5 Strip it back. 
Eat whole 
foods in their 

most natural state 
where possible and 
you will automatically 
be removing any 
processed or 
refi ned foods.

EVE KALINIK’S 5 GREAT GUT TIPS

PROTEIN FIX
‘Protein smoothies can be an 
excellent breakfast option,
particularly for those on the go 
or as a post-workout energy 
and fuel replenishment. Use 
them for either of these, but not 
as ‘snacks’ in between meals. We 
really don’t need protein shakes if 
we have had protein at each meal. 
You can add protein powders to 
breakfast pancakes or porridge 
to up your quota.’
Eve Kalinik @evekalinik

4%
‘We can absorb just four per cent of nutrients 
in supplements because, in liquid or tablet 
form, they can break down when exposed 
to air and light. They must also survive our 
stomach acid before becoming available 
for absorption. To best ensure the stability 
of their ingredients, take sealed, soft-gel 
capsules.’ Sara Palmer Hussey, contributing 
editor, science @sarapalmerhussey

Keep your body at its balanced best by refuelling wisely

4
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SErvES 1
nut-free

l  3-5 soft dates, pitted
l  2 teaspoons cacao 

powder
l  3 tablespoons rolled 

oats (choose certified 
gluten-free if allergic)

l  250ml (½ fl oz/1 cup) 
unsweetened plant milk

l  1-2 shots espresso 
(approximately 2-4 
tablespoons)

l  1 teaspoon cold-pressed 
coconut oil

l  2 ice cubes

METHOD
Put the ingredients in a 
blender and blast on a 
high speed until smooth. 
Taste and adjust the 
sweetness and coffee 
flavour to your liking by 
adding dates, espresso  
or milk. Pour into one 
medium-size glass or cup 
and enjoy straight away. 
Stir in a splash of extra 
plant milk, if you fancy it.

Watch Green Kitchen 
stories on the #360me 
channel on Life Labs at 
psychologies.co.uk

Mocha MorninG bUzz
This chilled smoothie take on a cappuccino is sweetened 
with dates, and the rolled oats keeps you fuller for longer

the plan
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THYME
Thyme is renowned 
as an antiseptic and a 
powerful antioxidant. 
Chop up and stir into 
stews or pies 
with rosemary, or 
sprinkle some leaves 
on carrots and root 
vegetables and roast
 with honey.

Plant herb pots
T   he natural aromas of culinary herbs have always 

enraptured me. Some of my earliest memories are 
of being sent outside by my mother to pick chives, 

basil or mint from her beloved herb garden for a Sunday 
roast, summer soup or anything that needed a bay leaf. But 
it wasn’t until I really delved into my journey of wellness 
and nutrition that I fully comprehended the immense, yet 
gentle, medicinal powers of herbs. Not only can they 
transform a bland dish into a riot of fresh, aromatic fl avour 
– be it woody thyme, punchy rosemary or sage, cooling 
mint or sweet basil – herbs also allow us to easily harness 

some amazing healing properties with relatively little 
e� ort, cost or naturopathic know-how. Picked fresh and 
thrown into salads, blended into pestos or dips, dried and 
stored for last-minute use, or infused in oil or water for an 
extra je ne sais quoi, the possibilities are endless, and the 
return on the small investment tending them is infi nite.

If you don’t have a garden, don’t worry – planting some 
pots on a sunny windowsill is just as easy (and a whole 
lot tidier). Be sure to keep them in plenty of light and 
well-watered when the soil gets dry on top.
Follow Xochi on Instagram @xochibalfour

The Naturalista, Xochi Balfour, shares her One Good Thing for July
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Here are my current 
favourites gracing 
the kitchen window

My 
top 3 
herbs

BASIL
I have to admit, 
my life just 
wouldn’t be 
complete without 
pesto! In most other dishes 
though, less is usually more, 
as the herb has a fairly strong 
and unique taste; use its soft 
leaves to refresh, re-energise 
and aid digestion.

PARSLEY
Aside from its 
magical powers 
battling bad breath, 
it’s a very e� ective 
chelator, meaning it 
binds to toxins and 
helps eliminate them from the 
bloodstream. I use it in almost 
everything, and throw a good 
sprig into green smoothies.
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real health

ave you ever had a detox massage? 
Bought a detox smoothie? Tried a 
‘cleanse’ supplement, or maybe 
bought a programme in a box, that 
promised to leave you leaner, cleaner 

and far healthier than you were before? Sales of such 
things typically boom in the aftermath of the festive 
season (with all those inevitable indulgences). 
Alternatively, it might be the dreaded prospect of getting 
into that bikini in a month or so, or simply just an 
accumulation over many years that leads to one too 
many fab outfi ts being pushed hopelessly to the back 
of the wardrobe.

So what’s not to love about a detox? Something that not 
only promises to shift those pounds but to also give brighter 
skin, reduce troubling digestive symptoms and alleviate 
the body from the onslaught of daily toxins. Gaining 
mass popularity and being endorsed by various health 
afi cionados and celebrities alike, the notion of fl ushing 
toxins out of your system within a matter of days seems like 
a very attractive solution – but can it really do what it says?

Firstly, it’s important to understand what the term 
‘detox’ really means. In the true medical sense, it is used to 
refer to removing harmful and addictive substances, such 
as poisons, drugs and alcohol, from the body. But more 
recently it has found its own mainstream defi nition in the 
form of a restricted short-term diet that usually involves 
abstinence from certain foods and drinks, and that may 
also be accompanied by elaborate health and beauty 

Real-food radical and leading nutritional 
therapist, Eve Kalinik, gets to the bottom 
of one of the biggest misconceptions in 
modern health – that our bodies are all 
in desperate need of a detox, and that 
abstinence and cleansing are the answer
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regimes (from body brushes to ‘detox’ clay masks).
Detoxes can go from moderate to the more extreme – 

commonly, one eliminates sugar, ca� eine, alcohol and the 
refi ned processed foods; increasingly common, however, 
is the exclusion of other larger food groups, such as dairy 
and gluten. There are also specifi c pills and potions 
dedicated to a cleansed gut, alongside the more extreme 
liquid fasting regimes. Juice cleanse, anyone?

To be fair, the idea of total abstinence isn’t a new one. 
In fact, history shows that our ancestors would embark 
on complete fasting to support the body’s regeneration 
processes, and there is certainly some research to back this 
up as a way to support the decrease of certain infl ammatory 
markers, but only when used in a very targeted way. But this 
is a far-removed concept from the modern pseudo-medical 
phenomenon of detoxing. In fact, most of these concepts 
fail to identify which kind of toxins they might be referring 
to, which leaves the whole commercialised detox principle 
open to even wider scepticism.

The scientifi c facts
Let’s get down to the science of how the body detoxes. 
We have, in fact, highly developed and expertly designed 
mechanisms to detox and eliminate toxins. Specifi c organs, 
such as the liver, kidneys, digestive system, lungs and skin, 
and conjugating enzymes, co-factors and our remarkable 
gut bacteria, work e�  ciently to make sure we are getting rid 
of these toxins constantly and without adverse e� ects. The 
concept that we build up an accumulation of waste or toxic 
products is, for the majority of us, simply not true. 
Yes, we may well be bombarded by a bevy of extraneous 
substances, from the air we breathe to the food and drink 
we take in, but to say that the body needs to ‘have a break’ 
has no real merit. In fact, there is categorically no scientifi c 
evidence to back this up. Surprised? Thought so.

Even worse, restricting foods like protein for days on end 
(if, for example, you’re on an exclusive veggie juice cleanse) 
may, in fact, have the opposite e� ect of what you’re trying to 
achieve, as we need proteins for certain detoxifying 
enzymes to do their job properly. Some of the more invasive 
(and frankly unpleasant) detox procedures, such as 
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colonic irrigation, are also entirely unsubstantiated 
in scientifi c terms, and some doctors warn that they 
can cause more damage than good. The same goes 
for any of the laxative-type colon-cleansing tablets.

So why do they seem to work? Well, any kind 
of calorie-restricting regime is going to have you 
dropping the pounds, but it is this kind of weight loss 
that is the most short-lived. What you actually lose is 
mostly water and some stored glycogen (glucose used 
for energy) – so as soon as you start to eat normally, 
you will put this ‘weight’ straight back on as the body 
restores its water and glycogen stores. If you continue 
any of these diets for a longer period, you may 
potentially hamper your general metabolism by 
reducing your basal metabolic rate (BMR), which is 
the amount of energy expended when you’re resting. 

Moreover, if you have any longstanding health 
conditions, continuing on any extreme regime can, in 
fact, have detrimental knock-on e� ects. These diets 
also fail to consider that we are all unique, so why 
would one person’s natural detoxifi cation processes 
be as e�  cient as the next? And they very rarely take 
into account factors such as underlying digestive 
issues, hormone imbalances, genetic predispositions 
and stress – all of which would have a major impact 
on results.

The simple truth
The big positive, however, is that pressing the stop 
button on processed refi ned foods, excessive alcohol, 
ca� eine and sugar has got to be a really good thing. 
For many people, doing a detox can mark a shift from 
negative eating patterns, binges and triggers. Cleansing 
the palate is going to be benefi cial in many ways, too 
– introducing more nutrient-dense whole foods and 
shunning the white, fried and dyed can only ever support 
your body. Yes, it’s benefi cial to have non-alcohol days as 
part of a general lifestyle, but saying that you need to go 
on a detox to ‘cleanse’ your liver is yet another fallacy. 
In fact (ironically enough), drinking in small amounts 
actually regulates the enzymes needed to break down 
alcohol, which also primes the liver to break down toxins 
in a more general sense.

When it really comes down to it – and this is something 
that I am forever writing about at Psychologies, whose 
health ethos is holistic, not reactive – the best and most 
e� ective way to support natural detoxifi cation processes 
is to embrace a lifestyle that is entirely balanced. It is 

actually that straightforward. Upping your intake of 
nutrient-dense foods in their most natural state (not 
in a bag or box with heating instructions), including 
good-quality fats and sources of fi bre, as well as probiotic 
foods such as sauerkraut, kimchi, live yogurts and kefi r, 
is going to do the most amazing things for your body. 
Rather than restrict and cut out, do the opposite – be 
as inclusive as you possibly can. Opting for organic, 
full-fat, local and seasonal is all you need to do to pack 
in nutrients and get the most out of your food. And don’t 
forget about regular movement. Exercise is one of the 
best ways to support natural detoxifi cation, so getting 
outdoors, booking that yoga class or enjoying whatever 
it is that takes you away from the endless stream of 
technology, is a wonderful thing.

Moreover, the most basic actions, such as increasing 
water intake, getting good-quality sleep and chewing 
your food thoroughly, will have much more of a ‘detox’ 
e� ect than anything else. The idea of a quick fi x sounds 
appealing, but engaging in lifelong healthier habits 
really is the best way to cleanse and strengthen your 
body. Just like our bodies, this approach works every 
time, every day and, best of all, without paraphernalia 
or pain. And that’s the purest feeling of all.

real health
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“The best and most e� ective 
way to support natural 
detoxifi cation processes 
is to embrace a lifestyle 
that is entirely balanced ”
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l  Connect with nature 

365 ways to feel in  
tune with your world

l   Love your friend, don’t 
like their partner? 
Here’s how to cope

l  Interview 
Bake Off winner Nadiya 
on what matters to her



Infrared-A penetrates deep into our skin and
may cause accelerated ageing, loss of firmness,
wrinkling and long-term cell damage.

Protect yourself against up to 4x more
of the sun’s rays with Ladival.*

Do you know what
Infrared-A is doing
to your skin?

Ladival. The Official Sun Protection of British Tennis
Supporting safer play in the sun

*Compared to UV-A/UV-B only sun creams

Ladival is available in a variety of SPF levels and formats for both adults and children

Ladival.co.uk
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This month, we 
meet top make-up 
artist, mother of 
two and founder 
of beauty brand 
Votary, who shares 
her skincare rituals 
and wellness tips

real beauty
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Arabella 
Preston

T he thing that makes the biggest   
di� erence to my skin’s health? 
‘Keeping it hydrated,’ says 

Preston. ‘The minute I started to use
a natural plant oil to cleanse, instead
of a foaming, drying cleanser, my skin 
issues virtually disappeared overnight.

Votary Cleansing Oil, £45, 
is my desert-island product. I remove 
it with a fl annel (I am fl annel-obsessed). 
Then I moisturise with Votary Super 
Seed Facial Oil, £70. I never use creams 
and my skin has never been happier.

For my hair, I love Louise Galvin 
Treatment Masque, £26, a hard-working 
all-natural mask that tames frizz.

I am a big fan of simplifying my personal 
make-up kit and always carry RMS Living 
Luminiser, £30, a clever natural product 
that I pat on my cheekbones and Cupid’s 
bow for a pick-me-up through the day. 
Estée Lauder Blushing Crème in Peachy 

Keen, £19, is a new favourite. This vibrant 
glow stick is brilliant for touch-ups 
on the go and works on lips and cheeks. 

My skin behaves better when I’m eating 
lots of veggies and drinking plenty 
of water. I take Bare Biology Lion Heart 
Omega 3 capsules, £28.50, because 
oil works its magic on the inside
as well as the outside. Avocados and 
lemons are my can’t-live-without foods.

When I’m eating better, I sleep better, 
too – and that plays a vital part
in my skin’s health. To aid sleep, I like
a hot bath. I make my own bath oils with 
blends of essential oils, depending on my 
mood. Summer, to me, means bergamot 
and rose geranium. By my bed is my 
Charlotte & Co Silk Eye Mask, £12,
the Lionel Shriver book The Mandibles 
(Borough Press, £16.99) and a little pot 
of something I am developing for Votary…
@votarylondon @arabellapreston

Soul 
& skin 

food

 FOLLOW US     #360me   @psydirector   @psychologiesmagazine    lifelabs.psychologies.co.uk
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From ,Superdrug,Holland & Barrett,supermarkets,
chemists,Harrods,health stores & www.perfectil.com
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Advanced
nutrition for
skin, hair
& nails
Advance your daily regime with Perfectil®

Original, the UK’s No.1 Triple-Active™ formula
to support normal skin1, hair2 and nails3.

Perfectil® Plus Skin, Plus Hair, Plus Nails or Max
each provide the benefits of the original,
plus more.

Perfectil® Platinum tablets provides 30 nutrients
and is the ultimate product in the range.

Each replaces your usual multivitamin, so
Perfectil® can fit easily with your daily routine.

Perfectil® – because true radiance
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Stockists may vary.1.Includes biotin which contributes to the maintenance of normal skin.
2.Includes zinc which contributes to the maintenance of normal hair. 3.Includes selenium
which contributes to the maintenance of normal nails.

Britain’s No.1 Vitamin Company*

*Nielsen GB ScanTrack Total Coverage Value Sales 52 w/e25 April 2015.
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well network

Q+A

Meet young entrepreneur Yasmine Larizadeh, 
co-founder of London’s vibrant new wholefood 
café chain, which she runs with Shirin Kouros

W
 
hat drew you to the food business?
I think it has a lot to do with my mum and  
the fact that she fed me the most delicious, 

wholesome food. She’s wonderfully old school – most 
of her dishes take around five to six hours to prepare  
and cook, never following a single recipe. 
 Q How long between concept and opening day?

I had the idea many years ago. In 2012, I met my 
business partner Shirin (left, pictured above) and it gave  
me the nudge to take it to the next level. It took us over a year 
to do all of our research, establish the concept and find a site.  

Q How did you find the money/investment  
to open your first place on Sloane Avenue? 

We raised all our initial funds through friends and family.  
It’s the best feeling to have people around you who support 
and believe in you. We couldn’t be more grateful.
 Q What’s the GLE ideology with regard to 

provenance and certification?
I studied sustainable development at university and  
it’s a passion of mine. As a company, we’ve come to the 
conclusion that, just because something is organic, doesn’t 
mean it is positively affecting our environment and health. 
Think about it: you buy an organic pineapple from Chile 
 – but how many air miles does it take to get here? Is the 
farmer being fairly rewarded? Ninety-nine per cent of the 
time, the answer is no. Is it benefiting our local economy? 
No. Is it benefiting their local economy? No. Just because 
you’re buying a pineapple that says it is organic, doesn’t mean 
it is sustainable for the world to keep consuming in such 

 
a way. Having said that, animal products are more likely 
to have been given antibiotics and genetically modified 
grains, therefore our meat, eggs and milk have to be organic 
and local. 

Q You have a big social-media presence and 
following, yet no Wi-Fi in your outlets...

Walking into the Chelsea branch the other day and 
witnessing people socialising – and reading newspapers 
and books – proves to me that we made the right decision.
 Q What’s going on behind the scenes? 

We are always on site or in the kitchen. I am also 
focusing on reopening our Marylebone location after the 
flooding last year, so you may find me in the nearest hotel 
lobby meeting loss adjustors and contractors. 
  Q Is there one thing you know now that you 

wish you had known on day one?
You have to be ready to give it seven days a week, 365 days  
a year. I had a mild burnout moment when I kept getting sick 
and didn’t have time to get better. It’s a counterproductive 
mindset as, when you get ill, you are unable to get any work 
done anyway! I’ve learned you definitely need to take breaks, 
get away for weekends and switch off in the evenings. 

Q What are your switch-off shortcuts?
When I need down time, I rely on my lovely dog,  

a great show on Netflix, green tea (I love sencha and 
genmaicha), Swiss chocolate truffles and my piano. Ironically, 
perhaps just like my mother, I also find cooking relaxing.
‘The Good Life Eatery Cookbook’ (Ebury Press, £20), is out now

The Good 
Life Eatery
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In this month’s column, 
Jasmine and Melissa 

Hemsley discuss the joy 
of movement – and how 

to keep our bodies fit 
and minds healthy when 

life is frantically busy

1 Choose passion
‘When it comes to fitness, the main thing I would 

advise is: do not do anything that you don’t want to do.  
If you’re trying to squeeze out an extra hour of your day 
three times a week, it has got to be for something that you 
really enjoy – that’s when it will benefit both your mind  
and your body, and also make you want to keep doing  
more and more of it.’ Melissa

2Virtual no-brainer
‘When we’re busy, we do some online yoga. I’m a big 

fan of Tara Stiles and we pick one of her short online videos 
(between six and 10 minutes long). You would be really 
selling yourself short to say that you don’t have time to do 
that. The lovely thing is, you often feel so good afterwards, 
you choose another short one. If I’m travelling, having 
fitness and meditation apps and videos on my phone helps. 

It’s just like being in a class and feeling motivated to get  
to the end to experience that same satisfied high.’ Jasmine

3Healthy friendships
‘I’m wary of trying to multitask too much, but I do  

like to go to dance classes at the weekend with my friends. 
You’re exercising, sweating and laughing, and your brain  
is engaged. I really feel as though I get something powerful 
out of it and the bonus is that I also see my friends. I’m not 
going to go and do a workout for the sake of it, but it’s lovely 
to do so with a friend – even if it’s just for a long walk and 
then a meal.’ Melissa

4Beyond the pill
‘I can see the appeal of supplements – you can totally 

buy in to thinking you’re doing something good for yourself 
and therefore don’t need to worry about your eating or 

Fitness  
for busy lives
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sleeping patterns. But there are lots of poor-quality pills out 
there and I think, like health food, you can be too hungry for 
the quick fix, over the simple and good sense route. So much 
comes from putting the right things into your body, in the 
right ratios. Supplement recommendation is a real science, 
so you’re much better off talking to a nutritional therapist 
before you start stockpiling tablets.’ Jasmine

5 Inspirational movement
‘There are so many different ways you can be active,  

so it’s no longer just about the gym. I like variety and I want 
to be as active as I can, but I’ve also learned that so much 
depends on the teacher. Find an inspiring and motivational 
teacher, and a class that gets you moving in a dynamic and 
restorative way, and leaves you feeling empowered (not 
battered), and you’re on to a winner.’ Melissa

6 Transparently healthy
‘Most health foods suck the moisture out of your 

mouth, and are devoid of anything wholesome, or are 
ridiculously sweet. I don’t want to see something called  
“the honey bar” when it’s got five sweeteners in it and honey 
is at the end of the ingredients list. Why do we need five 
sweeteners? Why not only one clear one so we can read the 
label and know if it’s going to be good for us?’ Jasmine

7 Phone hang-ups
‘When we went to see Arianna Huffington, editor-in-

chief of The Huffington Post, give a talk, the main thing I 
took away from it was: “Every night, gently escort all your 
technology out of your bedroom.” I love that – I can just 
imagine all the sad little phones heading off on their little 
legs! She said the best thing you can do is buy a cheap alarm 
clock and have that on your bedside table. Everybody says, 
“I need my phone for my alarm” – but the first mobile 
phones didn’t have alarms, and we did just fine.’ Jasmine

8 No it all
‘We can both be really busy, but one thing we’ve 

learned is to say no to things, even when we really want to 
do them. What you realise, ultimately, is that you’re saying 
no to yourself (and all the impossible goals and ambitions 
you set yourself) – and that can be quite a powerful thing. 
The minute you stop trying to squeeze that last “little” 
thing into your day, you realise that not every minute 
should be taken up with “stuff”.’ Melissa
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Find recipes and foodie inspiration online at the 
#360me channel at lifelabs.psychologies.co.uk

living well
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What’s 
in the 
flask?

l 700g rib-eye steak
l �1.2 litres water or  

bone broth
l�2 medium onions, diced
l�6 garlic cloves, diced
l��5cm piece of fresh root 

ginger (unpeeled if 
organic), thinly sliced

l�20 cherry tomatoes, halved
l��3 tablespoons tamarind 

paste (or to taste)
l��A big pinch of black  

or white pepper
l��3-4 tablespoons fish  

sauce (nam pla)
l��400g green beans,  

tops trimmed
l��400g pak choi, leaves and 

stalks roughly chopped
l���2 whole, fresh red chillies
l�400g spinach

Cut the meat into 3cm cubes, 
retaining the fat, to flavour 
the stew. Place in a large 
saucepan and add the water 
or broth. Bring to the boil, 
cover, quickly reduce the heat 
and cook at a medium-to-low 
simmer for 20 minutes. Add 
the onions, garlic, ginger and 
tomatoes with the tamarind 
paste, pepper and fish sauce. 
Bring to a simmer and cook, 
covered, for 15 minutes. Taste  
for seasoning, adding more 
paste if desired. Tip in the 
beans, pak choi and chillies, 
then bring back up to a 
simmer and cook, covered, 
for 5 more minutes. Add the 
spinach and remove the pan 
from the heat, leaving the  
lid on to allow the spinach  
to wilt in the residual heat. 
Remove the whole chillies 
 and serve immediately.

‘We never leave home without 
our flasks. This month, they’re 
full of our mum’s traditional 
Philippine sinigang; a soup of 
meat or fish with seasonal veg’

mum’s beef 
sinigang
4 servings
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W e are born with an innate 
craving for sweetness and our 
ancestors sought out fruit and 

honeycomb as sources of sugar and energy. 
Today, however, sugar is everywhere – on 

every table and in the form of processed foods 
and sugary drinks. Excessive sugar intake is
a risk factor associated with chronic disease;
it also contributes to dental cavities, insulin 
resistance, obesity, elevated triglycerides, 
fatty liver and cardiovascular problems. 

Prudent sugar intake has a place in a 
healthy diet in small amounts. We need to 
pay attention to the dietary sources of sugar, 
even when they are natural, such as fruit.

Fruit (not juice) o� ers energy in the form 
of sugar bound in a fi bre matrix that slows 
digestion and limits rapid rises in blood sugar. 
A variety of brightly coloured fruit provides 
vitamins, minerals, antioxidant pigments 
and other phytochemicals that reduce 
infl ammation and disease. It is best to choose 
fruit fresh in season (or frozen in season) 
and buy organic to avoid agrochemicals. My 
anti-infl ammatory diet pyramid (see drweil.
com) calls for three to four daily servings of 
fruit. A serving is one medium-size fruit, a ½ 
cup of chopped fruit or ¼ cup of dried fruit.

People who eat a lot of fruit are often 
health- and weight- conscious, yet may have 

di�  culty losing weight. A glance at the 
glycaemic index (GI) – a measure of how fast 
carbohydrate foods are converted to blood 
glucose – shows there are big di� erences 
between fruits. I recommend those that rank 
low on the GI. A low ranking is below 55, 
intermediate-GI foods are between 55 and 
70 and high-GI foods are above 70. [See 
barometer for how fruits score]. Dark berries 
are a healthier choice than tropical fruits.

Overall, there isn’t much di� erence 
between white table sugar and natural sugars 
including coconut, maple syrup (my favourite 
for fl avour and it is relatively low in fructose), 
molasses, sorghum and honey.

Some natural sweeteners contain a variety 
of vitamins and minerals but any benefi ts are 
outweighed by the fact that, to the body, they 
are all sugar to be converted to glucose for 
metabolic fuel. Agave nectar is a natural 
sweetener ranking relatively low on the GI 
scale – but high in fructose. Research suggests 
excessive fructose consumption is unhealthy. 
I recommend cutting down on all sweeteners, 
especially those high in fructose.
drweil.com  @drweil
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Is natural 
sugar bad 
for me?
Each month, leading integrative health expert 
Dr Andrew Weil gives his definitive answer

Know 
your GI
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Discover Food-Grown® Daily Multi Nutrient 45+ formulated specifically formen aged 45 and over.
Designed to promote optimum physical and mental wellbeing to support a demanding lifestyle.

Try it for yourself with 20% OFF your first order at wildnutrition.com

06:30 Kids wake
06:35 Check emails
06:45 Shower
07:00 Send first email
07:05 Miss breakfast
07:15 Run for train
07:25 Read report
07:40 Drink first coffee
08:00 Miss second train
08:15 Laptop dies
08:30 Arrive at work
08:45 Amend presentation
08:50 First mobile call
08:52 Second mobile call
08:54 Third mobile call
08:56 Send email
08:57 Load presentation
08:58 Boss cancels presentation
08:59 Boss changes his mind
09:00 Drink second coffee

*Offer valid only through wildnutrition.com by applying the promo code WNPS3 at checkout. Offer applies to the full Wild Nutrition product range. Offer ends 31.07.16

20%
OFF*

Offer code:
WNPS3



Alzheimer’s Society operates in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. Registered charity no. 296645

BE PROUD
REMEMBER TO

Stonehenge Trek
3 September 2016
Challenge yourself to trek 26 or 13 miles through Wiltshire’s
historic countryside, taking in the world-famous Stonehenge.
Do something incredible, join us and help transform the lives
of people affected by dementia.

alzheimers.org.uk/trekking
0330 333 0804
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This month, nutritionist Eve Kalinik 
raises her cup to the compelling and 
potent healing properties of green tea

T
 
 
  he art of tea drinking is an ancient Chinese 
practice that is still part of Eastern culture. 
You might think this is far removed from  

the infamous mug of builder’s, but even our everyday 
cuppa is derived from its healthier cousin – green tea.

Tea comes in many varieties but all ‘real’ tea comes 
from the species camellia sinensis. It’s how the leaves 
are processed that transforms them into the types  
that are available to buy, and it’s usually the process of 
oxidisation that dictates this. Green tea has the minimal 
amount of processing or fermentation, hence it retains its 
original leaf colour. Factors such as climate, soil, weather 
and time of harvest will change the flavour.

Traditionally, the leaves are allowed to dry naturally 
and are hand-rolled multiple times to remove moisture, 
resulting in the final loose leaves. It’s a complex process 
that takes time and effort to yield the best end-product.

For centuries, the health benefits of green tea have 
been advocated in the East, and recent research proves 
that its antioxidant properties have far-reaching positive 
associations. These come primarily from polyphenols 
called catechins and EGCG (epigallocatechin gallate) that 
can positively impact and potentially reduce the risk of 

conditions such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes and 
cancer. So there is reason to believe that your cup may 
give you more of a boost than you realise.

And then there’s matcha – the powdered green tea  
leaf version grown shaded from the sun and milled into  
its finer form. This type of farming increases the plant’s 
chlorophyll, which gives it its vibrant green colour.  
Since you are only ingesting the leaves, matcha could be 
considered a more potent form of green tea. Use it as a  
tea, made into a latte or added to sweet or savoury dishes.

When buying and drinking green tea, loose leaf and 
organic is ideal. Not just because purists say you get  
a more discerning blend, but because the process of 
steeping and infusing the loose leaves makes this a truly 
pleasurable experience – creating a relaxing moment to 
sit, sip and be still. Which is, after all, the whole point.

For teabags, there is no  
one who knows more about 
tea than Joe at Joe’s Tea Co. 
His Queen of Green has a 
delicate, almost perfume-like 
taste, joesteacompany.com. 

Try specially 
created matcha- 
powered, delicious 
and nutritious 
recipes at 
evekalinik.com.

Check out the Lalani  
& Co website for tips on 
how to make the perfect 
infusion. Use the code 
PSYCH at checkout for 
£5 off at lalaniandco.com.

Meet your 
matcha

 #
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The rise of 
       the spirit spa

Paul Rushton travels to India for a tour of its finest healing destinations – where the  
spirit takes precedence over the body, and you are rejuvenated both inside and out

T
 
ravelling in India reveals the true meaning  
of the spirit; in the kind resilience in people, 
their ability to be, and the frenetic thrum  

of energy that is life itself. Natural, organic living is old 
news. Ancient threads of learning have flowed through 
the generations for more than 5,000 years. Such  
learning bonds the inspired founders of the three 
distinctive properties I visited.

IndIan majesty meets 
cultural cures 
at The Leela Palace, Udaipur
Captain CP Krishnan Nair, founder of the Leela hotels,  
was often to be seen gardening in their grounds. He made 
his fortune in the textile industry with his Bleeding Madras 
fabric, which used natural dyes that were guaranteed to 
bleed when washed. He expertly pitched unique character 
against the uniformity of mass production, and his spirit 
captured the imagination of the western fashion houses.

His hospitality is in this same spirit. The idea that luxury 
must be globally homogenous is exploded by his uniquely 
Indian, world class hotels and spas. He believed India could 
compete with the rest of the world on its own terms: his 
mantra was Atithi Devo Bhava – ‘Guest is God’.

There is a quiet confidence in the artisan furniture, art 
and flora; the sweeping, open-arched windows and the 
tented spa that evoke tribal Mughal heritage; symmetries 
that summon the brocaded palaces of shahs and maharajas. 
The language is history and artistry. Then there’s the 

almost unimaginably beautiful setting on the banks of Lake 
Pichola. Arriving by boat in the low-lit dark, flanked by the 
Aravalli Mountains and the City Palace, my spirit is fired.

Leela has collaborated with ESPA to offer spa treatments 
with a nod to Ayurveda. Abhyanga massage and natural  
oils offer traditional Indian healing for the luxury traveller. 
Hot stone and aromatherapy treatments draw further  
on things gifted to us by nature.

I move easily between morning yoga and meditation  
in the Guava Garden, a sandalwood-soaked pooja at the 
ancient Shiva temple and a sunset boat cruise. There is 
Rajasthani folk dancing on the lakeside water fountain and 
tantalising thali dinners on the water’s edge. I visit ancient 
temples among the lotus fields and enticing old-town 
streets, humming with charm. All these things are lit  
by the warmth and familiarity of my hosts.

In the restaurant, there is an excellent global menu, but 
the Indian food here is something else; delicious, sourced 
with care and offered with sincerity.

It is this foundation that makes The Leela Palace special; 
the traditional mortar, the green initiatives and the 
glimpses of Indian art and history, all delivered with  
grace. Hospitality can often seem stilted in the ‘hospitality 
industry’ – here it is as natural as can be.
The Leela Palace New Delhi offers rates in a Deluxe Room from £111  
per night, including breakfast. The Leela Palace Udaipur offers Spa 
and Spiritual Journeys from £1,011 per person for a three-day journey,  
to include the wellness programme and accommodation in a Lake View 
Room with breakfast. For further information and reservations, visit 
theleela.com or call 0800 026 1111. British Airways operates a service 
from London Heathrow to Delhi with lead-in return fares from £432.  
To book, or for information, visit ba.com/delhi or call 0344 493 0787. 
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“Morning yoga is  
a gentle awakening. 
We stretch, we  
greet the sun. In  
the evening, we 
breathe and slow”

>>>
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Outdoor comfort at The 
Leela Palace; Soukya’s welcoming entrance; The Leela 
Palace reception tent; a boat arrives at The Leela Palace; 
Vana’s yoga temple; breakfast overlooking Lake Pichola; 
The Leela Palace’s luxurious tented spa; the swimming pool 
at Soukya; an ornate inner courtyard at The Leela Palace

well travelled
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Lightness of touch and 
superLative treatments
at Vana, Malsi Estate, Dehradun
Next, I travel to Dehradun, nestled among the Himalayan 
foothills, the rice paddies and the green opulence  
of its natural landscape. My destination is Vana, and a 
healing, holistic retreat. Vana, like its inspiring founder, Veer 
Singh, boasts far-reaching vision when it comes to wellness.

Like Veer Singh, Vana is multilingual. It speaks travel,  
art, music and dance. It speaks of Singh’s experience  
in organic farming and the pared-down cool of London.  
He has furnished his retreat with both the prescribed 
spiritual massage and a keen cutting edge.

Sharp, grey, concrete-block buildings become earth  
or stone against the sal forests and gardens. Natural light, 
bamboo and mango wood meet rusting metals and moving 
water, ancient flute raags and beautiful, surprising music.

The experience is personalised. My nature, preferences 
and objectives are carefully assessed and administered to 
holistically; in water and in the yogasala, 
in the restaurants, consultation rooms; 
through music, scent and nature. 
Treatments drawn from Ayurveda,  
yoga, Tibetan and Chinese healing, are 
combined with soothing Ai Chi (water-
based strengthening and relaxation), 
mindful chai tea, and Watsu (aquatic 
bodywork) in a forest-green pool. 
Chanted mantras and home-prepared 
oils and herbs contribute to the fusing of traditional, modern 
and natural. Ayurvedic treatments are true to traditional 
processes and remedies. Yoga sessions are invigorating.  
A trip to witness joyous Hindu music, chanting and ceremony 
by the Ganges in Rishikesh is the greatest treatment.

My meals are imaginative plates of texture and flavour; 
organic, seasonal and fresh. Vana understands food, and the 
satisfaction is the fullness of the experience. It’s tailored to 
my dosha, desires and disposition. Beaten copper and earthen 
cups, like our white kurta pyjamas and my balcony pressed 
against the forest, wrap our medicine in elemental pleasure.

My healing is seamlessly handled, like the restaurant 
verandas that mist us with fine water from above as we sit  
down to dinner. It is the generous and expert curating of this 
gallery of elements that secures Vana’s importance. It is truly 
the new, drawn from the ancient and the earth.
Healing Holidays (healingholidays.co.uk, 020 7843 3597) can arrange a 
five-night wellness programme at Vana from £1,595 per person, sharing  
a room. This includes flights, transfers, accommodation in a Garden/Forest 
Room, full board, wellness consultations, complimentary daily classes and 
all daily treatments according to the personalised programme.

medicaL briLLiance meets 
heaLing prowess
at Soukya, Bangalore
Finally, I go to the southern garden city of Bangalore and  a 
30-acre, organic plantation, where Dr Issac Mathai and his 
wife Suja Issac have raised rural Kerala from the suburbs. 
Soukya teems with healing herbs, barks and spices, dairy 
stock, vegetable gardens, butterflies and liquid birdsong.

Dr Mathai is a world leader in integrated health – the 
drawing together of traditional disciplines with days 
framed by nature and wholesome routine. The treatments 

are not pampering, but authentic and 
purposeful. The plantation and gardens 
provide the herbs, oils and poultices. 
Ailments are treated holistically 
through Ayurveda, naturopathy and 
homeopathy. Programmes are designed 
with the focus on individual needs  
and nature; a rounded picture provides 
treatment of the whole person over the 
immediate, most worrying symptom.  

Of course, this level of attentiveness and dedication is 
expensive, but Soukya also runs centres in India for those 
without money, yet with urgent need of medicine.

Morning yoga is a gentle awakening; we stretch, we greet 
the sun. In the evening, we breathe and slow. We tour the 
medicinal gardens. We taste the amla fruit straight from 
the trees. Meals are slow, mindful and delicious. The rooms 
are beautiful and spacious, and the outdoor showers bring 
further peace and natural communion.

The Sanskrit word Soukhyam refers to wellbeing through 
mind, body and spirit. It is 5,000-year-old thinking that has 
lost no relevance and it is language that is closest to birdsong. 
I have a renewed appreciation of true hospitality and new 
benchmarks, both for the healing retreat and for modern 
modes of medicine. Most of all, resounding around  
the ancient foothills, lakes and leafy palms, I have the 
understanding that none of these is anything new.
A seven-day Swaad programme at Soukya costs from £2,895 per person, 
including flights, transfers, seven nights’ Deluxe Room accommodation, 
vegetarian full board, an initial health evaluation, daily group yoga and  
all treatments according to the Swaad programme, healingholidays.co.uk





SKYROS
Adventure Creativity Joy

SKYROS
ISLAND
GREECE

Plus...
CITY BREAKS:
Copenhagen, Havana,
Marrakech, Venice
BEACH HOLIDAYS:
Thailand and Trinidad
WEEKEND BREAKS:
Isle of Wight

WWW.SKYROS.COM E: OFFICE@SKYROS.COM T: 01983 865566

YOGA WRITING HEALTH & WELLBEING COMEDY ART WINDSURFING SINGING AND SO MUCH MORE
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“

robert montgomery

 “
     than all the rest

      Home, the spot of earth 
supremely blessed, 

A dearer, sweeter spot



Farro, capers, 
herb-baked 
tomatoes, roast 
carrots and 
parmesan



 
La  

dolce vita
Bring some Italian sunshine into your kitchen and cook fresh,  
delicious meals with these authentic, easy dishes from Sicily

Trapanesi couscous 
fish sTew

ServeS 4-6
l   700g firm, non-oily fish fillets 

(monkfish, sea bass, grouper, hake)
l   300g prawns, calamari or lobster tail, 

or a mixture of all three
l  3 tbsp olive oil
l  2 garlic cloves
l   500g fresh tomatoes, peeled and 

chopped
l   A handful of flat-leaf parsley, freshly 

chopped, plus extra to garnish
l  3 fresh bay leaves
l  400g plain couscous
l   1 tbsp good-quality extra virgin  

olive oil 

1 Cut the fish into large pieces. 
Separate the tentacles of the calamari 
(if using) from the body, remove the 
heads and cut the bodies into rings. 
2 Heat the oil in a large saucepan over 

a medium heat, add the garlic, 
tomatoes and parsley and cook  
lightly. Add the fish, bay leaves and 
enough water to cover. Cook gently  
for 12-15 minutes.
3 Meanwhile, prepare the couscous. 
Place the couscous in a bowl and add 
280ml boiling water. Cover the 
couscous with a clean tea towel and 
allow the grains to swell, for 
approximately 15 minutes. Stir 
through the extra virgin olive oil.
4 Place the couscous on a large 
serving platter and pour the stew over 
it. Garnish with parsley and adjust the 
seasoning if required before serving.
This dish is named after Trapani, a  
city and province in western Sicily. 
Seafood plays a main part in this stew, 
but if you want to avoid shellfish here, 
just increase the quantity of other fish. 

A true sign of Africa’s influence on Sicilian cooking, couscous  
is semolina that has been steamed and rolled into long balls.  
Its excellent ability to hold flavours makes it an ideal accompaniment 
for fish – and it’s a delicious bed for saucy dishes.

the retreat
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othing beats Italian food for 
accessible, easy-to-make 
dishes that will please all 

ages and appetites. Much more than 
just the pizza and pasta we’re so in 
love with here in the UK, under the 
guidance of a cook who really knows 
the range of specialities from the 
different areas of the country, you can 
easily create an authentic bit of Italy 
at home in your kitchen.

This month, we’re focusing on the 
sun-drenched island of Sicily with  
chef and food writer Ursula Ferrigno’s 
new book Flavours Of Sicily. Ursula  
is half-Italian and cultivated her 
passion for cooking when she was 
a child, helping her grandmother 
prepare family meals. Today, she  
is a prolific food writer and cookery 
teacher (cookwithus.co.uk).

With complex influences from 
the cultures that have occupied the 
island, Sicilian food is: ‘Bright, earthy 
and suffused with the intensity of 
the Sicilian sun. Many typical dishes 
are made with fish and seafood... 
cream and butter are rarely used and 
instead, juicy tomatoes or the island’s 
own fragrant olive oil are substituted.’ 
Prepare to be inspired.
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ReCiPeS UrSUla FerrIgno  PHoToGRAPHS DavID MUnnS 
ediTed by DanIelle WooDWarD



ServeS 3-4
l  4 tbsp olive oil
l  4 fennel bulbs
l   4 large, rectangular sweet  

red peppers
l  2 onions, finely chopped
l  3 garlic cloves, finely chopped
l  200g ricotta
l   80g pistachio nuts, shelled 

and finely chopped
l  200g passata
l  1 tbsp tomato purée
l   A handful of fresh flat-leaf parsley, 

finely chopped
l  A pinch of crushed dried chilli 
l  Fennel fronds, to garnish

1 Preheat the oven to 180ºC (350ºF), 
gas mark 4. Grease a wide baking dish 
with 1 tablespoon of the olive oil.
2 Halve the fennel bulbs lengthways 
and trim them, discarding the woody 
cores and reserving the leafy fronds. 
Blanch the bulb halves for 8 minutes  
in a saucepan of boiling water. Drain 
and pat dry. 
3 Halve the peppers lengthways and 
remove the pith and the seeds. Heat  
2 tablespoons of the olive oil in a  
frying pan. Sauté the onions and then 
add the garlic.
4 Transfer the onions and garlic to a 
large bowl and add the ricotta. Season 

>>>

Ursula Ferrigno says: ‘This  
colourful vegetable dish is very  
easy to prepare and is a great 
vegetarian option. I first  
encountered a version of  
it in Messina and subsequently  
in Catania. It can be made  
a day in advance and reheated.’

red peppers 
stuffed with 
fennel

the retreat
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with salt and pepper and add the 
pistachio nuts. Place 3-4 spoonfuls  
of the mixture in each of the pepper 
halves. Place the fennel on top so  
that it sits on the cheese mixture.  
Add more mixture around the edges  
of each, to fill.
5 Transfer the peppers filled with 
cheese and fennel to the baking dish. 
Mix the passata and tomato purée and 
season with parsley. Pour around the 
stuffed peppers. Drizzle the remaining 
oil on top of the peppers, and sprinkle 
with a pinch of dried chilli.

reader offer
Psychologies readers  
can buy Flavours  
Of Sicily by Ursula 
Ferrigno (Ryland Peters 
& Small, £18.99) for  
the special price of 
£12.99, including p&p. 
Call 01256 302699  
and quote the  
reference ‘GK4’.

6 Cover with foil and bake for 30 
minutes in the preheated oven until 
golden brown and bubbling. Serve 
garnished with fennel fronds.



ServeS 4-6
 

l   2 skinless chicken breasts,  

preferably organic, 350g in total
l  50g unsalted butter
l  2 tbsp olive oil

l  1 small onion, thinly sliced
l  200g small courgettes, thickness  

of a finger, cut into thin julienne strips
l  1 garlic clove, crushed
l  2 tsp finely chopped fresh marjoram
l  350g dried tagliatelle
l  A large handful of courgette  

flowers, thoroughly washed and 

stamens removed
l  Thinly shaved Parmesan  

cheese, to garnish

1 Heat the grill to medium. Season 
the chicken breasts and grill for 25 
minutes, turning once, until golden 
and cooked through. Cut into evenly 
sized pieces and put to one side.
2 Heat the butter and half the olive oil 
in a medium saucepan, add the onion 
and cook gently, stirring frequently, 

for about 5 minutes until  
softened. Add the courgettes  
and sprinkle over the garlic and 
marjoram. Season with salt and 
pepper to taste.
3 Add the chicken pieces and cook  
for 8 minutes until the courgettes 
have coloured.
4 Set aside a few whole courgette 
flowers to garnish, then roughly shred 
the rest and add them to the pan. Stir 
to mix, taste and adjust the seasoning 
if required.
5 Meanwhile, cook the pasta in 
boiling salted water until al dente. 
Drain the cooked pasta and tip it  
into the chicken mixture with the 
remaining oil. Serve with Parmesan 
cheese shavings and the reserved 
courgette flowers.

This Trapanese-style pasta dish is colourful and tasty, and is best served in summer when courgette  
flowers are plentiful. This dish will produce gasps of approval from family and friends.

TagliaTelle wiTh courgeTTe  
flowers and chicken



Inspiration in your inbox
Sign up to our newsletter at psychologies.co.uk
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“All we have to decide is 
what to do with the time 

that is given to us ”
JRR Tolkien
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Embrace Italian food and share delicious 
dishes with loved ones. Learn to make pasta 
from scratch and other enviable skills on 
a cookery holiday – try fl avoursholidays.co.uk 
or UK courses with Welsh-Italian sisters The 
Chiappas (thechiappas.com), divertimenti.co.uk 
and foodat52.co.uk. For the time-pressed, 
Donald Russell has a new range of Italian 
ready-made dishes (donaldrussell.com). 

Treat yourself to authentic Italian gelato 
at unicogelatoca� e.co.uk in Kent, and the 
Italian-inspired Mount blend co� ee from 
volcanoco� eeworks.com. If you’re in London, 
visit theitaliandelicatessen.co.uk in E17 and 
linastores.co.uk in Soho. For mail order, try 
carluccios.com, vorrei.co.uk and nifeislife.com.
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Espresso with 
almond macaroons, 
when in Rome… 
Co� ee break gift 
set, £25, Lina Stores

Keep bits and bobs 
to hand. Storage 
tins, £3.95 each, 
Dotcomgiftshop

Add wisdom to 
your walls. La 
Cucina kitchen 
art, £21.37, 
Anek at Etsy

Bellissima!

Silvia Nacamulli is 
a cook and food writer 
who grew up in Rome. 
She o� ers cooking 
lessons, courses in 
Umbria and catering 
and is a regular 
columnist for ‘The JC’, 
with recipes and ideas 
inspired by the food 
she grew up with that 
marries Jewish and 
Italian culture. Her 
book, ‘Jewish Flavours 
Of Italy: A Family 
Cookbook’ (Spi�  ng 
Covers)  is out later this 
year. Find out more at 
cookingforthesoul.com.

Start your day with a 
cup of Italian co� ee. 
Classic espresso co� ee 
pot, £16.95, Dotcomgiftshop

The kitchen is the 
heart of the home.
Heart-shaped olive 
wood chopping 
board, £15.50, 
Home Farm Inchrya
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Blogger 
spotlight 

1 As The Romans Do by Eleonora Galasso (Mitchell Beazley, £25)  2 Florentine by Emiko Davies 
(Hardie Grant, £25)  3 The Italian Baker by Melissa Forti (Quadrille, £20)  4 Mammissima: Family 

Cooking From A Modern Italian Mamma by Elisabetta Minervini (Bloomsbury, £20) 

Our pick of the latest must-have readsITALIAN COOKBOOKS

   1    2    3    4



Soul-seekerSoul-seeker
What better way to search 

for meaning, to be found, to 
learn and discover, than in a book?  

This month, fi nd your way with 
every turn of the page…



FIRST LINES
‘Something pursued her. Dreams – phantoms – woke her in the small hours, 
driving her from her bed to walk the darkness of the strange English village…’
From The Crime Writer by Jill Dawson (Sceptre, £18.99), out 2 June
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Cat’s Eye, 
Picador, 
£12.99

The Girls
by Emma Cline (Chatto & Windus, £12.99)

Cline hypnotically unpicks the psyche of a 
teenage girl, with all its desire, doubt and 
obsession. Evie Boyd is lost and seeking 
attention. She finds it in the rebellious, 
barefoot Suzanne, who hangs out on a 
ranch with like-minded individuals. The 
truth is far more sinister; they’re part of 
a cult and everything is about to go bad, 
but Evie is so unhappy in her own skin 
that she can’t see the danger, as this cool, 
dreamy and dark debut reveals.

The Museum Of You
by Carys Bray (Hutchinson, £12.99)

There’s a gap in Clover Quinn’s life, and it’s 
mother-shaped. Dad Darren loves her, but 
he’s grief-stricken at the loss of Becky, who 
died when Clover was a baby. Curious to 
learn more about her mum, Clover goes 
though the bags of Becky’s belongings in 
the spare bedroom and makes a museum 
designed to fill in the missing pieces of the 
story, learning more than she bargained 
for. It’s a beautifully written tale of loss, 
love and handwritten exhibition labels.

My Name Is Leon
by Kit De Waal (Viking, £12.99)

Leon is nine, his little brother Jake is 
perfect, but his mum Carol is finding it hard 
to cope, so Leon’s doing the coping for all 
of them. That is, until social services step 
in. Jake gets adopted, but Leon stays with 
a foster carer, Maureen, who is lovely, but 
not his mum. Angry, confused, a mixed-
race kid in a mixed-up world, Leon tries to 
find a place where he belongs – from the 
local allotments to biking the back streets 
– in this funny, sad and endearing debut.

Fen
by Daisy Johnson (Jonathan Cape, £12.99)

Something strange is afoot in The Fens in 
East Anglia. The marshy territory is alive 
with a dark magic that transforms sex, 
love, violence and longing into the stuff 
of myths and folk tales. There are houses 
that fall in love with girls, girls who starve 
themselves into the shape of eels, back-
from-the-dead husbands whose words 
can cause physical pain to young wives. 
Vivid and unsettling, Johnson’s brilliant 
short stories will haunt and taunt you.
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‘I fi rst read Cat’s Eye by Margaret Atwood when I was 17, and it remains, 
for its subtlety and subject matter, one of the most disturbing books 
I have ever read. It was my fi rst foray into the adult world of obsessive 
memory, how one small event in your past can overwhelm your life years 
later, and how no one’s life is ever quite what it seems – even to the person 
living it. How Atwood wrote was insidious and stealthy, using powerful 
and poetic imagery and metaphor to reinforce the thematic schemes 
of the narrator’s experience. At 17, you’re at that age at which you believe 
childhood experiences will be left behind; this book drew me up short 
and made me think about my own actions, my friendships – and how 
what was happening now might echo for ever.’
Jessie Burton’s new book, ‘The Muse’ (Picador, £12.99) is out now

the retreat

bo
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s
The book that made me
Author Jessie Burton on Margaret Atwood’s Cat’s Eye



The gilt-framed 
mirrors, circular 
frames, collages of 
photographs and a 
classic 1960s sunray 
mirror all create a 
decadent feel



EDITED BY EMMA CLAYTON
PHOTOGRAPHS HENRI DEL OLMO, 
ERIC D’HÉROUVILLE, NICOLAS 
MATHÉUS, JEAN-MARC PALISSE

Although sparsely 
furnished, the teal on 

the original wall 
panelling, the Paola 

Navone chairs and 
Gras lamps all bring 

the room to life

REFRAME 
THE PAST 
Bring nostalgia into your home for 
a new take on modern retro living

the retreat
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You can mix influences 
from different decades 
with great results, as in 

this sitting room with 
its 1970s curved 

leather sofa and 1950s 
metal-legged table



Vintage bistro chairs and 
an antique worktable are 

teamed with new Ikea 
kitchen units and a zesty 

backdrop on the walls 
for an uplifting feel

the retreat
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S  
cience professor Carl Sagan once 
said: ‘You have to know the past to 
understand the present.’ A great 

way to connect with history and give your 
home character is to decorate with vintage 
pieces that make your heart sing. 

In her book Modern Retro (Jacqui Small, 
£30), author Caroline Clifton-Mogg shares 
ideas on how to bring  pieces from the past 
into the 21st century, and ways you can 
blend retro style with modern-day living to 
create a home as unique and interesting as 
the owner. Whatever era inspires you, pick 
a look and find ways to reframe your past.
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PS metal cabinet, £70, Ikea

The early- and mid-20th century 
were exciting times for design, and 
using pieces from, or inspired by, 
this period will evoke those same 
qualities of optimism and vitality. 

Along with having a sense of 
heritage and nostalgia, these pieces 
can sit well within modern interiors. 
So, seek out quirky fi nds and 
feel-good designs, whether an iconic 
chair, a striking sunburst mirror, 
colourful vintage textiles or unusual 
light fi ttings. ‘Although, when seen 
in isolation, some of these designs 
might look almost too individual,’ 
explains Clifton-Mogg, ‘when added 
to the mix of what you already have, 
there is no doubt that any one 
will lift and lighten the 
spirits of a room.’

Retro 
revival 

READER OFFER
Psychologies readers 
can buy Modern Retro 
(Jacqui Small, £30) 
for the special price 
of £24*, including p&p, 
by calling 
01903 828503 and 
quoting ‘QPG424’.

Boujad carpet, 
£495, Maroc Tribal 

Moroccan 
leather pou� e, 
£345, Jonathan 

Adler

Velvet and linen 
cushion in teal, 
£39.50, Within 

Home

Viktigt glass jug, 
£6.25, Ikea

Shaded crystal 
chandelier, 

£299.95, Made 
with Love Designs  

Bamboo and grey 
coffee table, £289, 
Idyll Home

Bobby black 
metal fl oor 
lamp, £60, 

Habitat 
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Resin sun mirror, 
£49.99,

 Zara Home

Candle, 
£15.99, 
Zara Home

Bloomingville 
lounge chair, 
£389, Lagoon



women cancer

actionforcharity

RIDE THE
NIGHT
Cycle 100km through

London at night and raise funds
to fight women’s cancers.

SATURDAY 27 MAY 2017

Registered Charity Nos: Breast Cancer Care: 1017658/ SC038104, Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust: 1133542/SC041236, Ovarian Cancer Action: 1109743/SC043478. Women V Cancer is established under the Charities Aid Foundation Charity No. 268369

ction
for charity

l i f e c h a n g i n g e v e n t s

TO TAKE PART YOU NEED TO PAY A REGISTRATION FEE OF £45 AND RAISE MINIMUM SPONSORSHIP OF £199.

PLACES
LIMITED

Join the biggest
female cycling
event in the UK

For more information and to register online:

www.ridethenight.co.uk
01590 677854

events@actionforcharity.co.uk



If you have read and enjoyed our Dossier this month on learning to love 
your body and feeling good in the skin you’re in (pages 56-73), and you feel 
inspired to work on your confidence for a happier, healthier you, these 
coaches will be able to use their expertise to guide you on your way 

KHANDEE 
AHNAIMUGAN, 
WEIGHT LOSS EXPERT

                                                 If you’re over 40 and struggling 
to lose weight, then maybe it’s time to rethink your 
approach? Dr Khandee Ahnaimugan is a medically 
qualifi ed weight loss expert whose behavioural 
programme is focused on changing habits. 
Call Dr K to arrange a consultation. 
● For more information, pop in at 76 Harley Street, 
London, visit doctorkweightloss.com, email 
admin@doctorkweightloss.com or call 020 7099 0455

ADVERTISEMENT PROMOTION

COACHING 
DIRECTORY  

I love our Dossier this 
month, which is all 
about creating a healthy 
and happy way of living. 
This is perfect timing 

for me as I’ve been focusing on 
improving my health and wellbeing over 
the last few months. I’ve been working 
on building new habits and creating 
a new morning routine. I am a great 
believer in creating small changes that 
you can sustain over time. It does take 
a while and lots of repetition – but it pays 
off in the end. But, for those habits that 
feel impossible to change, it’s always 
good to reach out for help to unpick 
the behaviour that can 
scupper the best of 
intentions. Good luck!

TO ADVERTISE WITHIN OUR COACHING 
DIRECTORY PLEASE CONTACT:
LEEANNE GARRETT ON 01959 543713 
OR EMAIL: LEEANNE.GARRETT@KELSEY.CO.UK

JULIE HOYLE, 
TRUE ALIGNMENT
Are you in a transitional phase, 

stuck in a rut or bored? Expert 

personal growth and mindfulness coach Julie Hoyle 

will help you identify where your physical, mental 

and spiritual health is out of balance. Author of 

An Awakened Life – A Journey Of Transformation, 

Julie will motivate you to dream big and realign with 

passion and purpose. 
●  For more information, visit juliehoyle.org, email 

truealignment@yahoo.com or call juliehoyle1 on Skype



BEV MARAIS, THE 
WELLBEING LOUNGE
When your diet becomes your obsession, 
psychologist Bev Marais can liberate 

you from the burden of an eating disorder by helping 
to transform your thoughts, shape your behaviour and 
embrace your body. The philosophy behind Bev’s online 
programme, The Wellbeing Lounge, extends the focus 
beyond your body, in order to infl uence and inspire 
a healthier body image.
● For more information, visit thewellbeinglounge.com, 
email bev@thewellbeinglounge.com or call 07949 243275

LOUISE ALEXANDER, 
AT THE HEART 
OF HEALTH
Do you love the way that you look? 

Do you feel healthy and vibrant and confi dent about your 

appearance? No? Well, you’re not alone. When we rid 

ourselves of limiting beliefs, negative experiences and 

our emotional connections with food, we become free 

to discover the body of our dreams. To begin to love 

yourself, book your complimentary Discovery Session.

● For more information, visit attheheartofhealth.com, 

email louise@attheheartofhealth.com or call 0795 7416 962

ANITA MCALOREN, 
OCEAN COACHING
Do you own a family business? I am 

an accredited NLP performance coach. 

I assist family businesses fi nd the purpose, clarity, focus 

and drive to reach their goals. Master the art of juggling 

a family, your relationships and a business, creating 

a life of fi nancial and emotional wellbeing and freedom. 

I am another set of eyes on your business. Book your 

complimentary call to see if we can work together.

●  For more information, visit oceancoaching.co.uk 

or email anita@oceancoaching.co.uk

MARI KOVANEN, 
BODY IMAGE EXPERT
Do you fi nd yourself worrying about 

your body image a lot of the time? 

Are your thoughts having a negative impact on your 

relationships? Harley Street counselling psychologist, 

Dr Mari Kovanen, helps women to fi nd their sparkle 

again, regaining their confi dence and becoming friends 

with their bodies.

● For more information and a complimentary consultation 

visit drmarikovanen.co.uk, email info@drmarikovanen.co.uk 

or call 07871 955195

ELLEN UMHOEFER, 
HONEY COUNSELLING 
&  PSYCHOTHERAPY
What is the link between obesity and 

mental health, and what does it mean for our happiness? 
Finding our triggers and emotional connection with food 
is the fi rst step to overcoming obesity and eating 
disorders. For a healthier body image, contact 
psychotherapist Ellen Umhoefer for a free assessment.
● For more information visit Honeycounselling.co.uk, 
email enquiries@honeycounselling.co.uk or call 
07963 206742 

JOANNA 
KONSTANTOPOULOU, 
HEALTH PSYCHOLOGIST
Would you like to develop a rational mindset 

and have a balanced healthy life? I can help you identify the 

triggers and negative thinking patterns that block you from 

having a healthy body image. If you are feeling anxiety, 

shame or guilt about your body or your eating patterns, 

we can work together in a safe environment you can trust.
● For a free 20-minute phone consultation, 

visit healthpsychologyclinic.co.uk, email 

info@healthpsychologyclinic.co.uk or call 020 8144 3041

NICOLA GALIANA, 
WEIGHT LOSS EXPERT
Let’s face it, we all know what we need 
to do to lose weight and keep it o� , but 

why is it so di�  cult? I have designed a weight-loss session 
that’s about resetting your mind, so you can put all your 
nutrition and exercise knowledge to good use, lose weight 
and maintain your loss. I am a master practitioner and 
trainer of NLP, timeline therapy and hypnotherapy.
● For more information, visit nicolagaliana.com, email 
nicola@nicolagaliana.com or call 07894 954753 and get 
10 per cent o�  your fi rst coaching session

GEORGIA FOSTER, 
HYPNOTHERAPIST
Worried about your alcohol consumption? 
Tired of feeling anxious and worried 

about your future? Does negative thinking get in the 
way of you feeling good about you? Do you want more 
self-esteem? My work has been featured in The Times, 
Good Housekeeping and on Sky News. Private consultations 
are available or try one of my online programmes – and the 
fi rst day is free. 
● For more information, visit georgiafoster.com
 or email georgia@georgiafoster.com



TOADVERTISE ONTHESE PAGES: CONTACT LEEANNE GARRETTON:

essentials
WHOLE HEARTED MIND
WHOLEHEARTEDMIND IS DELIGHTED TO INTRODUCE
ITSELFAS THE UK’S FIRST PROVIDER OFAFFORDABLE
LIVE AND ONLINE MINDFULNESS BASED STRESS
REDUCTION COURSES!

●Courses are held onMonday,Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings

●All courses taught LIVE (but recorded just in case you
miss one…)

● FULL8 weeks for just £73.75, with early bird promotion code

● Life-time access to a whole
range of resources, including
meditation library

Visit our website now for
50%OFF early bird
promotion code on our June/
July 2016 course, deliciously
stress-busting mindfulness
course:

FORMORE INFORMATION:
●Web:www.wholehearted
mind.com

● Email: Sophie at
wholeheartedmind@gmail.com

UP-SKILLWITH A NEW
LIFE CHANGING TECHNIQUE
UP-SKILLYOUR COACHINGANDTHERAPYTOOL-KIT

wingwave® is an effective, yet gentle coachingmethod which
dissolves emotional and subconscious stress with
uplifting results.

Scientifically researched at the University of Hamburg,
wingwave® is a huge success internationally and used byVW,
Bosch&Colegate.

The technique is new to the UK, so if you would love tomake a
bigger difference in your practice ahead of themarket,
now is a great time to become
a wingwave® coach!

wingwave®Trainer and
NLPCoach Caroline Rushforth
is holding trainings in June &
Oct 2016 in Brighton

FORMORE INFORMATION

●01273 328 730
07881 99 88 16

●www.forthhorizons.com

● caroline@forthhorizons.com

WELCOME TO THE
GENTLE WORLD
FULFILMENT IN LIFE ANDWORKARE ESSENTIAL FOR
WELLBEING BUTREMAIN ELUSIVE FORMANY.

My coaching programme helps you unlock your true voice,
enabling you to be confident every step you take , leading
towards your authentic calling through themaking of heartfelt,
courageous and positive choices.

Life is change. Rather than resist it, we need to take control and
go with it on our own terms. During key transition points, the
right support means we are empowered andmotivated tomake
confident, life-enhancing decisions.

Are you ready to take the first
step towards the powerful new
you?Then let’s talk.

Please get in touch withme
for a complimentary 30-minute
consultation using
code ‘CHANGE’.

FORMORE INFORMATION:
● Tel:07782345861
●Web:www.thegentleworld.com
● Email: Suparna@
TheGentleWorld.com

BREAK FREE FROM CHRONIC
DIETING, EMOTIONAL EATING
AND BODY SHAME
95% of diets fail, because they only treat the symptom - calorie
intake and expenditure - and not the real issue.

Body Prema™ is a revolutionary, holistic blend of psychological/
scientific and complementary approaches, created byWomen’s
Eating & Body-Image Psychology Expert, Stella Stathi, that will
help you to:

Resolve the real, underlying
emotional,mental and spiritual
reasons that keep you
struggling with Food and
yourWeight.

Reconnect with the wisdom of
your body, so that you can eat
only food you love, without
gaining weight, and feel like a
radiant goddess in your
female body!

FORMORE INFORMATION:
●07450 256 556
●www.bodyprema.com

● stella@bodyprema.com



Health, happiness andwellbeing, empowering you to livewell.
A selection of products and services to improve yourmonth.

01959 543 713 OR EMAIL: LEEANNE.GARRETT@KELSEY.CO.UK

FUSION BREAKTHROUGH™
COACHING
Do you want to feel your best, be your best and live your
best life? Do you want a rewarding career which will give you
the professional tools to help others do the same?

The STOPGO™Coaching System combines the best of
counselling and coaching with really effective skills to really
help people.

Study for the prestigious NCFE accredited fast track diploma
or distance learning skills
certificate with psychotherapist
FrancesMasters.

Book a Fusion Breakthrough™
Day for your own personal
development or find out
how to become a Fusion
BreakthroughTrainer.

Book now or to find outmore..

FORMORE INFORMATION:
●Web:www.thefusionmodel.
com

● Email:www.integrated
coachingacademy.com

WANT A NEW
SATISFYING CAREER?
IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES AND CHANGEYOUR OWN!

Train as a Registered Play Therapist or Practitioner in
Therapeutic Play Skills.

The UK needs an estimated 22,000 therapists to work with
children.There are less than 3000 at present.

PG Certificate and Diploma courses run over five three day
weekends. 12 convenient venues throughout the UK.

The only courses that qualify for the Register of Play and
Creative Arts Therapists managed by Play Therapy UK
and accredited by
the Professional
Standards Authority.

Find out more - attend our:
One-day Introduction to Play
Therapy course. Phone for 28
page career and training guide.

FORMORE INFORMATION:
●Contact: Penny Milne, APAC
● Tel: 01825 761143
● Email:mokijep@aol.com
●Web:www.playtherapy.org.uk

LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN®
A LONG OVERDUE
PROGRAMME.

THIS 10 WEEK PROGRAMME IS DESIGNED TO SUCCESSFULLY
LIBERATE THE L eaderWITHIN YOU.

It utilises LMI’s proven methodology, developed globally for
business over 50 years, using Spaced Repetition and a
combination of Multi-sensory Action focused learning methods
to achieve the result which you desire.

If you want to liberate the
Leader within, by being
coached through LMI’s
L eadership forWomen®

programme.

FORMORE INFORMATION
● Tel: 01753.669401
● Email: lfw@lmi-uk.com

MAGIC ROUNDABOUT
COACHING
STOP FEELING OVERWHELMED, GETABETTERWORK-LIFE
BALANCE,AND CREATE THE LIFE YOUWANT.…STOP
SURVIVINGAND STARTTHRIVING!

Professional coaching with Bronwyn Nash (AMAC), that focuses
on the future and doesn’t feel like counselling or therapy! Feel
confident, in control, clear and focussed, and a lot more
comfortable in yourself.

My style is relaxed, calm, and straightforward, drawing on an
extensive toolkit of approaches and techniques while also being
fresh, unique, slightly quirky and effective.

Face to face sessions near
Colchester in various lovely
locations (including Zebedee
theVWcampervan), or by
Skype / telephone.

FORMORE INFORMATION:
● Tel: 07730 400536

●Web:www.magicroundabout
coaching.co.uk

● Email: bronwyn@magicround
aboutcoaching.co.uk



PSYC H O LO G I ES c l a ss i f i e d d i re c to r y
Persona l Deve lopment and Wel lb e ing

PSYCHOLOGIES CANNOT VOUCH FOR INDIVIDUAL THERAPISTS OR THERAPIES

Phone for a catalogue on
01439 798388

or visit www.AmpleBosom.com

Bra & Swimwear
Specialist

23-25 September 2016

* self-awareness * silent meditation
*creativity * personal development

* relatedness

Explore & experience who you are in
relation to others during a powerful

workshop in an area of natural
outstanding beauty in Cumbria.

Maximum 12 participants

See website for further details and
booking

Living Awareness Retreat

www.juliewebbcounselling.com

“This course can benefit anybody, but I would
recommend it especially to people who feel
their life is compartmentalised and are
suffering because of it, people who are trapped,
stuck and want to find a new direction.”
Transitions participant

Open Evenings:
28th July and 8th September
A free opportunity to find out more about us
and what we might be able to offer you.

Heart and Soul Day:
10th September
Full day workshops giving an introduction to
the Re-Vision approach allowing you to
imaginatively view your life journey and
connect with your emerging next step.

Transitions
21st - 25th July or 25th - 29th August
As an introduction to our counselling training
or as a stand-alone personal development
course, this four day intensive, exciting
training gives powerful ideas and creative
methods to heal wounds and renew purpose.

Re-Vision – Personal
Development and
Training in Counselling
and Psychotherapy

For further details see our website,
or call the office to discuss
or book a place on:

Wingwave® is an effective,
yet gentle coaching method

which dissolves subconscious
stress with uplifting

results. Wingwave® is the
only Coaching method that is

scientifically researched
and is used internationally byVW,

Bosch and Colegate.
For further information onTrainings visit:

www.forthhorizons.com
E: caroline@forthhorizons.com

T: 01273 328 730
07881 99 88 16.

Nutrition, Homeopathy &
Yoga - home study courses
Professional · Recognised · Flexible Learning
Freephone: 0800 0439 349
info@alternative-training.com
www.alternative-training.com

ALTERNATIVE TRAINING

N t iti H



TO ADVERTISE ON THE PAGES PLEASE CONTACT LEEANNE GARRETT ON: 01959 543 713 OR EMAIL: LEEANNE.GARRETT@KELSEY.CO.UK

PSYC H O LO G I ES c l a ss i f i e d d i re c to r y
Persona l Deve lopment and Wel lb e ing

women’s
poetry & pamphlet
competition
20166

p
6

Closing date for both:
13 June 2016
mslexia.co.uk/poetry
0191 204 8860
poetry@mslexia.co.uk

Poetry
1st prize: £2,000
Judge: Liz Lochhead

Pamphlet
Publication by Seren
Books

JACQUELYNE MORISON
HYPNOTHERAPY

TRAINING
DIPLOMA IN ANALYTICAL

HYPNOTHERAPY & PSYCHOTHERAPY
10-weekend/1 year course leading to

full practitioner status
Assessed and validated by the

General Hypnotherapy
Standards Council

Courses start September 2016
in Gloucestershire

and March 2017 in Wiltshire

www.jmhypnotraining.co.uk
01451 820441 07887 501409

www.bridgetwheatley.com

Beautiful handcrafted jewellery collections.
Selected pieces now available in gold.



PSYCHOLOGIES CANNOT VOUCH FOR INDIVIDUAL THERAPISTS OR THERAPIES

PSYC H O LO G I ES c l a ss i f i e d d i re c to r y
Persona l Deve lopment and Wel lb e ing

johndewar.co.uk

johndewar
School of Hypnotherapy

Hypnotherapist
Training

John Dewar
Tel 01926 810 436

Mob 07799 692 356
email jdewar@me.com

11 Coventry Road | Southam
Warwickshire | CV47 1EB

adventurouscoaching.com

My name is Polly Brennan
and I’m a professional life coach.
I love to coach people who want
more adventure, or to have a more
adventurous approach to life.
The big question is... what does
adventure mean to you?

Together, we can help you develop a plan and
the tools so that you can:

•Have relationships that brings out the adventurist
in you.

• Influence your wellbeing doing things you enjoy
• Approach your career with creativity and energy
• Be the sort of parent that you would have loved.

Contact me for a jump in session!

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Tel: 07860771683
Email: polly@adventurouscoaching.com
Web: www.adventurouscoaching.com

WHAT ARE YOU NOT HAPPY ABOUT IN YOUR LIFE –
WHAT CHANGES NEED TO HAPPEN?
FIND THE FREEDOM TO MOVE FORWARD AND PUT THE
FUN BACK IN YOUR LIFE!
Skype Therapy & Bath based, with Lisa Barry, Adv EFT Practitioner and
Trainer, Adv Matrix Reimprinting Practitioner, Colour Psychology Practitioner
and Teacher, Meta Health Practitioner and Transformational Life Coach.

If you’re…
• Trying to get to grips with a sudden trauma – accident or experience
which you’re unable to move past or process.

• Experiencing niggling pains, recurring illness or physical symptoms which
you can’t seem to shift or pinpoint the cause of no matter what you try.

• Pinballing between anxiety & feeling low because your life looks nothing
like you thought it would and you’re not sure how to get it back on
track.

• Stuck in a cycle of behaviour which is holding you back from living the
life you want or moving forward.

• Adrift in grief after losing something or someone dear to you and you’re
unsure how to carry on.. then let’s have a chat!

Also bespoke Colour Psychology Workshops & Trainings to Colour Mirrors
Practitioner level and EFT 1,2&3 EFTMRA certified

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Tel: 07775 674999 Web: www.lisabarry.me

Email: lisa@lisabarry.me

Facebook: Lisa Barry – Freedom to Move Forward

FREE CALL
24 HRS 0800 856 2008

As a freelance writer you can earn a very good income
writing the stories, articles, books, scripts etc. that
editors and publishers need. Millions of pounds are
paid annually in fees and royalties. Earning YOUR
share can be fun, profitable and creatively fulfilling.

Comprehensive home-study creative writing course gets
you published. It’s ideal for beginners. Expert professional
tutors, personal guidance, help to sell your writing, and
much more! Earn while you learn. Full Refund Guarantee
if not successful. 15 day trial period. Details FREE. No
obligation. Call or send NOW!

www.writersbureau.com

How To Become A
Successful
WRITER!

Please send me free details of how to become a successful freelance writer.

NAME .........................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS ....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................. .............................................

EMAIL .........................................................................................................................................

POST CODE

RSSK-JZAC-JCJG
The Writers Bureau

Dept Q327516
Manchester M3 1LE

www.facebook.com/writersbureau
www.twitter.com/writersbureau

email: 16W1@writersbureau.com Please include your name and address

Quote:
Q327516

Writers
Bureau

Years of
Success27

Members of BILD and ABCC

Rachael Dove “I won
the 2015 Flirty Fiction
Prima Magazine and Mills
and Boon competition.
The prize was £500, a
three page feature in the

magazine and the chance to work with Mills
and Boon on my book. This came out in
April 2016. Also I have three stories in three
anthologies with other authors – we’ve
raised almost £2,000 for cancer charities”

George Stewart “I am
delighted to tell everyone
that the course is
everything it says on the
tin, excellent! I have
wanted to write for years,
and this course took me
by the hand and helped
me turn my scribblings
into something much more professional. I am
delighted that my writing is being
published and I am actually being paid.
All thanks to the Comprehensive Creative
Writing course.”

Katherine Kavanagh
“I have been publishing my
own niche website . This
work has led to recognition
in my field, with work
offers ranging from writing
book reviews for scholarly
journals to running master
classes for young people.

Payments total £2575, plus expenses for travel,
tickets to events and payments in kind in the
form of review copy books.”

!

COSENS CONSULTANCY
LONDON’S LEADING NLP PROVIDER
CHANGE YOU LIFE, TAKE ACTION & MAKE
SOME POSITIVE CHANGES FOR JANUARY 2016.
Helping to transform you and your
personal performance.
We offer NLP and hypnotherapy for:
• Wellbeing • Self-confidence • Relationships
• Weight Loss • Trauma • Bad memories
• Improving Communications • Self-esteem

For more information contact:
T: 07834 727 428 W: www.cosensconsultancy.com

Registered CBT therapists &
Clinical Psychologists

* Evidence based therapies

* Flexible hours

* UK wide coverage

* Secure encrypted service

www.cairnops.co.uk
Tel: 01224 909315

Email: enquiries@cairnops.co.uk

Cairn Online Psychological Services
Providing Support WhereverYou Need Us
Secure Face to Face Online Therapy



Stockists
Find out where to buy the products 
featured in this month’s issue

 A
Aevibox 

aevibox.com

Amazon 

amazon.co.uk

B
Bare Biology

liberty.co.uk

Burt’s Bees 

burtsbees.co.uk

C
Charlotte & Co 

charlotteandco.co.uk

D
Dotcomgiftshop 

dotcomgiftshop.com

E
Estée Lauder 

esteelauder.co.uk

Etsy 

etsy.com/uk

H
Habitat 

habitat.co.uk

Hip & Healthy 

hipandhealthy.com

Home Farm Inchrya 

homefarminchyra.co.uk

Homesense 

homesense.com

I
Idyll Home 

idyllhome.co.uk

Ikea ikea.com

J
Jonathan 

Adler UK

jonathan

adler.com

L
Lagoon 

vivalagoon.com

Lavera

lavera.co.uk

Lina Stores

linastores.co.uk

Louise Galvin 

louisegalvin.com

 M
Made with 

Love Designs 

madewith

lovedesigns.co.uk

Maroc Tribal 

maroctribal.com

P
Pictures to Share 

picturestoshare.co.uk

Prezzybox

prezzybox.com

Q
QVC qvcuk.com

R
RMS Beauty 

cultbeauty.co.uk

S
Selfridges

selfridges.com

Sweaty Betty

sweatybetty.com

V
Votary liberty.co.uk

W
Weleda 

weleda.co.uk

Whistles 

whistles.com

Within Home 

withinhome.com

 Z
Zara Home 

zarahome.com
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linastores.co.uk

louisegalvin.com

Love Designs 

lovedesigns.co.uk

Maroc Tribal 

maroctribal.com

Whistles 
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W e are heartbroken about the death of Sally 
Brampton, who wrote for Psychologies for many 
years. Sally was funny, kind and never shied 

away from telling it how it was. 
Her brutally honest and inspiring memoir Shoot The Damn 

Dog charted her journey with depression. When you’re in 
a black hole, sometimes the only person who can help is the 
person who sat in that hole before you and found a way out. 
When Sally ‘came out’ about her own struggle with depression, 
she became that person for us. She let us know that we weren’t 
alone and o� ered us a hand to hold in the darkness. 

‘Depression feels like the most isolated place on earth,’ she 
wrote. “No wonder they call it the disease of loneliness. If you 
are reading this, you are not alone... I think anyone who has 
su� ered from even mild depression understands how it feels. 
Yet we forget others understand our su� ering. We withdraw, 
isolate or shut down completely. We lose ourselves in our 
selves, and in the illness. It doesn’t have to be that way. 
If we connect with even one other human being who 
understands, we take one step out of the illness.’

Despite her experience with clinical depression, Sally 
reached out and connected, and helped others with her wise 
words, advice and humour. Let us continue her work. Let’s 
reach out with kindness and love to those who are struggling; 
let’s reach out and ask for help if we are struggling. ‘Life is 
about connection,’ wrote Sally. ‘There is nothing else.’

Sally, we will miss you very much. Thank you for holding 
our hand as long as you did.
If you or anyone you know needs help, contact The Samaritans on 
116123 or samaritans.org

Our tribute to Sally Brampton

“Any day is 
special that’s 
fi lled with joy 
and laughter”

       I would rather sit with somebody 
who cheerfully confesses to their 
mistakes than with some glacial 
being hiding behind bulletproof glass. 
Mess is what makes us human

         I walk down the 
street and look at 
the faces of the people 
passing by and wonder 
what’s going on inside 
their heads. What inner 
critic is knocking at 
their door? What 
doubt or fear are they 
struggling with? It is 
only then I remember 
to remember – I am 
not alone. We are 
all imperfect. And 
that’s OK. We are all 
perfectly imperfect 
in our own way

I hope that 
happiness can 
never be lost; 

that it remains 
embedded in 

our hearts and 
memories

Writer, author, editor, agony aunt and mother 
Sally Brampton died on 10 May. Let’s reach 
out to each other as Sally reached out 
to us – and be inspired by her wise words  

       I would rather sit with somebody 

         If we accept we can’t 
change others, but 
allow them to be just
as they are, we might 
understand that the only 
thing we can change 
is our own behaviour

“ 

“

“

“

“

“

“

“
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Working with:Whether you are looking for support during a time of change like pregnancy or the
menopause,or simply an ideal general multi-vitamin,the award winning Vitabiotics women’s
range offers comprehensive nutritional support from sensible, balanced formulae.With over
40 years’experience,there’s no women’s supplement range more relied on than Vitabiotics.

The UK’s leading supplements for women’s health

from Britain’s No.1 Vitamin Company*

The only company to receive the Queen’s Award for Vitamin Research
*NielsenGBScanTrackTotalCoverage52w/e25thApril2015.

From , Superdrug,
Holland & Barrett, GNC,
supermarkets,health stores,
pharmacies & www.vitabiotics.com




